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GOVERNMENT NOTICE 

  

. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION | oe 
No. 1207 4 November 2005 

FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING ACT, 1998 (ACT NO. 98 OF 1998) 

NATIONAL FUNDING NORMS AND STANDARDS FOR FET COLLEGES 

CALL FOR COMMENT ON THE DRAFT NATIONAL FUNDING NORMS AND 
STANDARDS FOR FET COLLEGES 7 

I, Grace Naledi Mandisa Pandor, Minister of Education, after consultation. with 
--the-Council of Education Ministers, hereby.invite comment from the public and — 
interested parties on the proposed policy contained in Annexure A of this 
document. 

All comments should be in writing and must reach the Department of Education 
no later than 16 December 2005. 

\ Written | comments, which should indicate the name and postal, e- mail and 
telephone contact details (if available) of the person, governing body or 
organization submitting the comments, may be sent to: 

Mr D Hindle 
Director-General: Education 

| Attention: Ms E Lubbe 

By post: Department of Education 
Private Bag X895 
PRETORIA 
0001 

By fax: (012) 312-5968 

By e-mail: lubbe.e@doe.gov.za 

G [VM MP M. tamclay 

Minister of Education
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Proposed new funding norms for FET colleges 

Funding will be a key instrument for influencing the responsiveness 

of FET institutions to the achievement of national goals, the 

enhancement of the performance of the system, and widening the 

participation and the promotion of equity and redress. 

Education White Paper 4 

Department of Education discussion document 

26 September 2005 

Status: Draft for public comment
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1 What this document does 

This document provides proposals for funding norms for public further education and 

training, as required by section 19 of the Further Education and Training Act. The focus is 

very much on the funding of public FET institutions, the institutions that constitute the main 

focus of the FET Act. 

The document is produced as follows: 

« The FET Funding Task Team, comprising key people from a range of stakeholder groups, 

including PEDs, colleges, and employee organisations, provides overall guidance to the 

policy formulation process. 

= An internal DoE FET Funding Technical Team oversees the technical policy and data 

analysis work undertaken in the DoE, and organises the meetings of the FET Funding 

Task Team. 

» An economist and a policy analyst in the Planning and Monitoring Branch of the DoE 

with a background in technical and vocational FET perform the actual policy formulation 

and data analysis work needed for the development of this document. 

2 The FET funding policy history 

Of concern in this policy development process is the funding of technical and vocational FET. 

The funding of general FET in schools is not a direct concern — this funding system is dealt 

with largely through the National Norms and Standards for School Funding and the so-called 

Post Provisioning Norms. What is clearly of concern is a range of post-1994 policy proposals 

relating to the funding of FET institutions, often referred to as the FET colleges. 

It is important for both the published and unpublished policy proposals produced to be 

considered. The unpublished documents often contain details that were too technical to 

include in the public documents, but are useful in the policy formulation process. 

The following policy proposals stand out: 

" Report of the National Committee on Further Education: A framework for the 

transformation of further education and training in South Africa (1997). Chapter 8 of 

this document provides strategic direction and some practical options relating to the 

funding. of FET colleges. Pro-poor funding, a focus on outputs, and a system of 

‘programme-based funding’ received emphasis. The authors borrow fairly strongly from 

the British system. In the report as a whole, the point is made strongly that FET colleges 

lack responsiveness to the country’s needs. However, because the report lacks an 

adequate socio-economic framework, it is not made very clear what colleges ought to be 

responding to. 

* Green Paper on Further Education and Training (1998). Chapter 5 of this document 

focuses on funding. This document provides a stronger socio-economic framework than 

the 1997 Report, though it has been criticised for not adequately linking this framework to 

the policy options. The Green Paper is much stronger on DoE-DoL linkages than was the 

1997 Report. 

« Education White Paper 4: A programme for the transformation of Further 

Education and Training (1998). WP4 more or less summarises the 1997 report and the 

Green Paper with respect to funding. 

G
e
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" Further Education and Training Act (1998)..Chapter 4 of the FET Act deals with the 
funding of public FET institutions. The Act is less detailed than WP4 with respect to 

_,, funding,’ and it requires the Minister to publish norms and standards dealing specifically 
.., with funding. 

" Investing in South Africa’s FET system:: Financial proposals to implement the 
national strategy for FET (2003). This non-public document is intended to serve as an 
advanced draft of the funding norms for FET colleges. However, its focus is strongly on 
(important) matters of budgetary increases needed, and very little attention is paid to the 

-- details. of a pro-poor programme-funding system. a 

A rather comprehensive overview of the policy history is provided by HSRC (2004). 

~ 3. What will change 

“This section summarises the key differences between the old and new resourcing systems in a 
matrix that begins on the following page. Some of this is simply a restatement of earlier 
2policy, in particular White Paper 4, but some details are the outcome of new work.



  
Outgoing system The system we want 
  

What services are 

funded 

Currently, the programme 5 budgets of PEDs are spent 
under a programme objective (captured in the chart of - 
accounts) that states funds should be used to provide FET 
at public FET colleges in accordance with the FET Acct. 
However, there are no further specifications, and the Act 

provides no details on what services should be funded. 
White Paper 4 provides important general guidelines, but 
this is not translated into detailed funding and 
management imperatives. Colleges provide services 
largely on the basis of historical practices, with a strong 
emphasis on the NATED programmes. 

The funding norms, whilst steering clear of an overly detailed and 
impractical ‘manpower planning’ approach, will take the White 
Paper 4 guidelines on what services should be offered and link 
them to the new funding, planning and reporting systems. The 

emphasis will be on a shift towards training that tackles skills and 
unemployment problems more aggressively through, for instance, 

more relevant training content and services outside of the normal 

college hours. The funding norms will specify how Government, 
in collaboration with industry stakeholders, will determine what 
programmes should be offered where and to what extent, and how 
colleges will receive funding to respond to these needs. The future 
of the NATED programmes will not be spelt out in the funding 
norms, though the funding system introduced by the norms will 
allow for a variety of future curriculum scenarios. 

  

Equity and redress Although there has been a relatively strong emphasis on 
increasing the enrolment of historically disadvantaged 
students across all campuses, partly as a response to White 
Paper 4, mechanisms for sustaining this trend, and for 
ensuring that in particular college fees do not present an 
obstacle for transformation, are weak. 

The funding norms will emphasise the importance of concentrating 
public funds on training that is not being adequately financed by 
the private sector, and this would to a large extent be training for 
the historically disadvantaged. Colleges will be required to 
incorporate targets relating to race, gender and special needs 

representativity within the three-year strategic plans that they draw 
up in collaboration with PEDs. A fee subsidy paid by the state will 
allow poorer students to be partially or fully exempt from the 
payment of college fees. , 

    The size of the 

FET college sector   By international standards, the size of the FET college 

sector is too small for the size and level of development of     Improved management of the sector flowing from the merger 
process, in conjunction with the new funding norms and an   
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  Outgoing system The system we want 
  our economy. The 15 to 19 age cohort, which should 

comprise an important target for this sector, has a mere 
2% enrolment rate in technical and vocational FET. It-can 
easily be argued that this figure should be increased 
fivefold. 

1 work together to injection of new public funds into the sector wil 
‘bring about the necessary expansion, not just because more 
training is supplied, but also because transformation within the 
sector leads to stronger demand on the part of youth, employees, 
employers and the unemployed. 

  Governance at the 
national and 

provincial levels 

Currently, DoE and PED strategic plans guide what 
happens in the public FET colleges sector. However, these 
mechanisms are inadequate to ensure that the quality and’ 
quantity of services offered by the colleges respond to 
social and economic needs. 

The funding norms will assign specific planning responsibilities 
and powers to the national, provincial and college levels. At all 
levels, collaboration with relevant government organs as well the 
private sector will be emphasised. Specifically, dedicated research 
into the cost of delivering programmes and into.the optimal service 
delivery targets of the college sector as a whole.will be the : 
responsibility of the DoE. PEDs will work closely with colleges to 
develop and implement three-year strategic and performance plans 
for each college. Through this mechanism, national and provincial 
priorities will be translated into funded activities run by the 
colleges. . 

  

            

The funding "| The bulk of Government’s funding of colleges occurs The bulk of PED funding of colleges will be in the form of formula through the Post Provisioning Model, which distributes formula funding of programmes, where the formula will take into educator posts from a central pool in each province to account a range of service delivery issues, including type of individual colleges on the basis of FTE students weighted programme being offered (the programme may or may not be a by one of three weights, where the weight depends on the NATED course), FTE students, cost of delivery, need for capital type of NATED course. In addition, non-personne! funds infrastructure, and the ability of colleges to utilise resources are allocated to colleges according to simple FTE-based efficiently. The funding formula will introduce a system of formulas that are different in each province. resourcing that is more sensitive to the actual cost of service 
delivery and takes into consideration outputs and quality. To 
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Outgoing system The system we want 
  promote competitiveness amongst public colleges, and to satisfy 

training needs identified by government which cannot be met 
immediately by the colleges, a limited portion of the formula 
funding of programmes may be subject to a bidding process in 
which any training providers, both public and private, may 

participate. 

  
Capital investment 
in colleges 

The capital stock of colleges has reportedly been 
depreciating, and readiness for new challenges clearly 
hinges on more capital investment. 

Capital expenditure needs for the replacement of existing stock 
will be dealt with by the new funding formula. However, 
especially during the initial growth period, additional capital 
funding will be required. As of early 2005, Treasury has 
earmarked funds for this, representing a many-fold increase to 
existing capital investment levels. The funding norms will 
establish a framework for capital expenditure above the 
replacement level, as well as for college access to capital loans and 

participation in PPPs. 

  

  
College fees and 

fee exemptions 

  
Indications are that college fees could be seven times as 

high as fees in ordinary school FET. Unlike schools, 
colleges have no system of fee exemptions for poorer 

students. This partly explains why colleges are particularly 

inaccessible for poorer households.   
Three measures in the new funding norms will tackle the problem 

of excessive private cost for poorer students. Firstly, the funding 
formula and the new college planning frameworks will make a 

clear link between the public funding that is available and services 
_that must be offered. Better public funding of public priority 
programmes is thus envisaged. Secondly, fees will be capped at 
levels that are in tune with the level of public funding and the 
estimated total cost of service delivery. Thirdly, a fee subsidy will 
be transferred to colleges to allow them to exempt students who 
cannot pay all or part of the college fee. The distribution of the fee     
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Outgoing system The system we want 
  

subsidies across colleges will be determined by standardised 
measures of the income levels of student households. 

  Services to other 

clients 

Colleges currently charge a variety of organisations, both 
public and private, for training services provided. 
However, this is limited to no more than 5% of the total 
revenue of colleges. There is currently no legal framework 
dealing specifically with college income from 
organisations other than the PED. The use of PED-funded 
capital infrastructure to cross-subsidise services for other 
clients has been a concern. 

Responsiveness of colleges to other clients parallel to the delivery 
of programmes covered by the funding formula will continue to be 
encouraged. However, this should support economic development 
and should not conflict with the core business of colleges to 
provide training according agreements concluded with the PED. 
The new funding norms will outline what existing financial 
management and reporting regulations should be applied in this 
regard, and new requirements will be established where gaps exist. 

  

  
Planning and 

reporting cycles 

  
Although the programme 5 budgets of PEDs are 
determined for the three years of the MTEF, medium 
range planning with respect to enrolments and programme 
diversification occurs in a manner which is piecemeal, and 
not sufficiently linked to budgets.     

A clear set of steps for planning and reporting in the sector that 
embraces all stakeholders will be established. Moreover, the 
explicit linking of plans, budgets and service delivery through 
three-year performance agreements following a basic national 
format will assist in a more transparent planning process that can 
involve a greater range of stakeholders.     
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4 Proposed funding norms 

The left-hand column of the two wide columns in the matrix that follows is the proposed 

policy text. This is what would be published as a government notice, were the proposals 

accepted. The contents of the right-hand column are intended to provide readers with 

important background information that will assist in understanding the proposed policy texts. 

If the policy text is not sufficiently clear, it may be necessary to move some of the 

background information into the policy text.



  Policy 
Comments 

    CONTENTS 

All paragraph number links to be inserted below. 

  

    

A. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
The purpose of this policy —~ 
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AND VOCATIONAL FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
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Policy Comments 
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  Policy 
Comments 

  

  

SETA Sector Education and Training Authority 
TVET Technical and Vocational Education and Training 

TERMS 

A number of terms dealing with formula funding grid are defined in section D. 
Other definitions follow below: 

college Also referred to as an ‘FET college’ and 
‘public FET college’. Unless otherwise stated, 
this is a public Further Education and Training 
institution as defined by the 1998 Further 
Education and Training Act. 

programme This is an education and training service 
offered by a college with a duration not 
exceeding one year. (See paragraph 29.) 

national register of core FET This is a register, maintained by the DoE, of 
programmes programmes subject to formula funding. (See 

paragraph 34.) 
formula funding grid This is a schema used to determine the level of 

formula funding of programmes for one 
college in one year. (See paragraph 31.) 

  

  A. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

  The purpose of this policy 

      This policy governs funding and expenditure by the Department of Education 
(DoE) and the Provincial Departments of Education (PEDs) in the area of 
technical and vocational FET, in particular with respect to public Further 
Education and Training colleges. Furthermore, this policy establishes certain 
approaches and procedures that the DoE, the PEDs and public institutions should         
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  Policy : Comments 

  
follow to improve alignment between different streams of public and private 

funding in the area of technical and vocational FET. 

  

Ww
 This policy emanates from section 19 of the Further Education and Training Act 

(Act 98 of 1998), which requires the Minister of Education to determine norms 

and standards for the funding of public further education and training. 

  

vs
) This policy is intended to advance a number of the goals of government relating to 

people’s education rights, skills development, curriculum transformation, job 

creation, poverty alleviation, economic growth, regional cooperation and the 

building of a free, democratic and equitable South Africa. Some of the key 

government policy documents that inform this policy are the following: Education 

White Paper 4: A programme for the transformation of Further Education and 

Training (1998); A new institutional landscape for public Further Education and 

Training colleges (2001); Human resource development strategy for South Africa 

(2001); National skills development strategy (2005). , 

  
This policy represents a major consolidation and refining of Government’s 

position on the public funding of technical and vocational FET. However, there 

are aspects of this policy that must inevitably change and be further refined as the 

education and training sector in the country evolves and develops. This policy 

must thus be read as an important milestone in a process of ongoing debate and 

policy refinement with respect to the public funding of technical and vocational 

FET. 

  
People’s education rights Motivation: This section is important, partly in that it addresses a common 

‘criticism, which is that TVET is too narrowly focussed on just the needs of 

industry, whilst the needs on the side of citizens are overlooked. The new FET 

professional (Department of Education 2004, 40) emphasises the importance ofa 

concept of ‘responsiveness’ that focuses on economic needs, but even other 

needs. 

      This policy is an important tool whereby Government supports and promotes the 

education rights of South A frica’s people. The policy is explicitly designed to     
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  Policy 

Cominents 
  tackle the apartheid legacy of unequal access to technical and vocational FET, and 

inequalities in terms of the quality of the education service. 

  The Bill of Rights confers on all people in the country the right to further 
education. The Bill specifies that the state must make further education 
progressively available and accessible, through reasonable means. 

  The public funding of technical and vocational FET serves to promote the 
fulfilment of people’s rights to further education. Moreover, this aspect of public 
funding assists people to realise their full potential in terms of their lifelong 
learning and their career paths, in particular where history and social inequities 
have put people at a disadvantage. 

  Development of the country and the region Motivation: This section is aimed largely at outlining the challenges for technical 
and vocational FET in terms of the quality and quantity of the service required. 
This section should be seen not as a general blurb, but as a set of specific criteria 
against which the rest of the funding policy should be evaluated. Nothing in this 
section contradicts the 1998 White Paper, though there are additional points that 
are brought in that are not covered in that policy document. The fact that our 
knowledge of what is needed has improved since 1998 underlines the need for 
this relatively detailed preamble in the funding policy. 

References: This section borrows extensively from the HSRC’s HRD Review 
(HSRC 2003a). . 

  Technical and vocational FET in the country, and policies and strategies for the 
public funding of this service, must be carefully positioned so that the 
considerable economic and development chalienges of the country can be tackled 
with maximum effectiveness. Three inter-linked and over-arching challenges stand 
out: 

      (a) The country has a legacy of high unemployment that has proved difficult to 
tackle through any simple policy solutions. Labour absorption in the formal   Background: Unemployment. Around 10 million South Africans have jobs in 

the formal sector, whilst a further 2 million earn some income in the informal 
economy. Each year between 100,000 and 200,000 new jobs are added to this °     
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  Policy Comments 
  participation, sometimes on a purely survivalist basis, in the informal economy. 

Government’s strategy is to sustain a range of policies and programmes on both 
the supply and the demand sides of the labour market to reduce unemployment 
and promote a movement from the ‘second economy’ into the ‘first economy’. 
Education and training on its own cannot solve the problem, though it is an 
important ingredient in the short-term solutions as well as the long-term strategies. 
The challenge in technical and vocational FET is both a quantitative one and a 
qualitative one — more education and training must occur in skills areas that are of 
greater relevance for the labour market. There is an under-supply of skills to the 
economy across the board, at the high, intermediate and low skills levels. Skills 
are needed both to facilitate employment with established employers, and to assist 
entrepreneurial self-employment. Specific vocational skills must be underpinned 
by a solid base of general literacy and numeracy skills. The importance of 
strengthening these general education foundations as an economic imperative 

should not be overlooked. 
, 

stock. Growth in this respect is faster in the informal than the formal sector. The 
growth has up till now been inadequate to make a substantial dent in the 
unemployment rate of around 37%. Around 7 million South Africans would like 
to be employed, but cannot find a job. The worst off age cohort in this regard are 
the 24 year olds, almost a million of whom have no jobs. With age the situation 
improves somewhat. There are 400,000 unemployed 35 year olds and 200,000 
unemployed 45 year olds. 

  (b) Nation-building requires a focus on specific educational activities. In 
particular, as part of their life skills training students need to learn what rights and 
duties apply to employers and employees in the workplace, how to interact with 
others in a diverse multi-lingual environment, and how to deal with health 

challenges such as HIV and AIDS. People’s education should improve the range 
of life choices they enjoy — this has been shown to be good not just for individuals 
but for the society and economy as a whole. Nation-building requires a reduction 
in the extreme income inequalities prevailing in South Africa, to a large degree 
caused by educational inequalities which lead to exceptionally high incomes for a 
few, and extremely low incomes for a great number of unemployed people. 
Technical and vocational FET has an important role to play here. 

      (c) Globalisation brings with it increasing pressure for local producers to be 
globally competitive, and to remain abreast of new technologies and production 
processes. The shift in demand has been from unskilled to skilled labour. 
Moreover, there is increasingly a demand for people who are capable of adapting 
easily to new technologies and new responsibilities in the workplace. This implies 
the need for a reserve of ‘redundant’ human capacity that may not be required   Background: Skills demand trend. There is an ongoing shift towards demand 

for more skilled labour. This underlines the need for skills development. 
However, the importance of the ‘globalised’ sectors should not be exaggerated. In 
absolute terms, the greatest increase during the last few years has been with 

respect to craftsmen.   
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Policy Comments 
  immediately, but is mnecessagy for future adaptation and expansion. Traditiona! 

training approaches that focus narrowly on one form of production are of limited 
value in this context, and the challenge for technical and vocational FET is to ~ 
provide students with a solid base in particular skills, whilst giving them the skill 
of responding to new production modes. The challenge of production innovation 
applies not only to the formal economy, but also to the informal economy, which 
presents important opportunities for short-term income and job generation as part 
of the formalisation process. Whilst the skills development pressures brought 
about by globalisation are important, they should not be exaggerated. Training 
policies need to take cognisance of the fact that there are parts of the economy 
which are less ‘globalised’ and that may have more localised and conventional 
training needs. 

  Technical and vocational FET has a role to play in the development of the 
Southern African and African regions. The sector in South Africa should 
contribute to regional development through inter-institutional linkages, the ' 
offering of the service to students from other countries, and through the sharing of 
governance and policy experience. 

  Trends in technical and vocational FET 

  10 Government’s funding priorities are informed partly by what best practice around 
the world and research by Bodies such as the ILO and UNESCO tell us about the 
delivery of technical and vocational FET. The following findings stand out: 

Motivation: Ail this is in line with WP4, but important specifics not dealt with in 
the White Paper get included here. 

References: See above all Atchoarena & Delluc (2002). 

      (a) To become more responsive, public institutions must themselves engage with 
stakeholders in the local economy, collecting, analysing and disseminating labour 
market data, entering into training agreements with stakeholders, for instance 
learnership agreements, fomenting entrepreneurship and assisting entrepreneurs to 
access financial credit. Whilst research activities at the college level should be 
regarded as important, this should not detract from the importance of developing 
tools and training programmes at the national and provincial levels to facilitate the 
college-level work, or from the importance of national and provincial research   Background: Existing labour market analysis initiatives at colleges. The 2004 

report The new FET professional provides some description of existing trends in 
colleges with respect to local labour market analysis, the establishment of college 
marketing departments, and so on.     
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work as described in paragraph 20. 
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(b) Making public institutions responsive is not just a matter of diversifying the 
range of services offered. The quality of teaching across the board, in practical and 
theoretical fields, needs to improve. Incentives should be in place to underpin this. 

  

(c) The relative sizes of budgets destined for technical and vocational FET, purely 
general FET and Higher Education needs closer scrutiny. The various budget 
options need to be weighed up carefully, and, where necessary, budgetary shifts 
should be phased in. Alignment between public funding and private funding in the 
interests of equity and redress is important. 

  

(d) Diversification in the range of services offered must go hand in hand with the 
development of clearer national curriculum frameworks, which at a macro level 

can serve as a basis for planning, costing and budgeting. Portability of credits is 
important. ' 

  

(e) Technical and vocational FET tends to be more costly to deliver than general 
FET. However, this should not detract from the possibility of more efficient 

service delivery in certain programmes. 

  

    
(f) Good governance of the sector is best served by a mix of bottom-up and top- 
down processes. It is important for government to establish and maintain the 
national curriculum framework, a set of public funding priorities, financial and 

other accounting rules that accommodate the multitude of services required, and 
regulations governing the involvement of public institutions in partnerships, 
especially where these partnerships involve income generation. Unnecessary 
complexity in these rules and frameworks should be avoided. Institutions need to 
feed upwards their best practices so that these can be assessed and possibly taken 
to scale. Good governance also involves ongoing formal and informal interaction 
with employer and employee organisations, from the national level down to the 
level of institutions. :     
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  Policy 
  Comments 
    Specific challenges in the South African technical and vocational FET sector 

  

  Specific challenges in the South African system that inform this funding policy are 
the following: 

  

    

(a) Due to the curriculum offered, user fees and mode of service delivery, FET 
colleges are not attracting or facilitating access for key target groups that need the 
service, including the unemployed, the under-employed, survivalists in the 
informal sector and women. A key challenge in this regard is the participation of 
FET colleges in more learnership agreements. 

  

Background: Definitions and numbers in our learnership system. Key 
information in this regard, and recommendations relating to increased 

} involvement by colleges are provided in Appendix D. 

Background: Involvement so far by colleges in the learnership system. 
Participation by FET colleges in the learnership system has been way below 
expectation. It is difficult to obtain precise figures on the number of learners per 
college or for the sector as a whole, but indications are that Western Cape 
colleges have been the most involved. 

Discussion: Current problems experienced in offering learnership 
programmes in colleges. This matter is obviously a crucial one, given that the 
offering of more SETA-funded learnership programmes in colleges is viewed as a 
key to the expansion of the college sector. College stakeholders report that 
working with the SETAs on the delivery of learnerships is not cost effective. The 
SETAs become actively involved in the programme design undertaken by the 

| colleges, and this makes the process unduly long, it has been reported. Moreover, 
SETAs occasionally require improvements to the infrastructure of colleges before 
training can begin, and this is reportedly a hurdle. 

Background: NATED and non-NATED. There seems to have been a marginal 
shift in the right direction in terms of services offered by colleges, though this 
shift has been far from dramatic or terribly promising. Engineering seems to 
gaining on business studies, and there has been an increase in non-NATED 
courses, which is seen as a sign of responsiveness, partly because these non- 
NATED courses tend to attract older students with specific employment goals. 
However, mode of delivery has barely changed (though the 2004 The new FET 
educator report mentions that there has been some distance mode delivery of 
NATED training), and it is not clear that the non-NATED trend is really an       
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Policy Comments 
  optimal trend (these courses are actually not that different from the old NATED 

courses). No clear data could be found on college involvement in servicing 
learnerships. Some of this is happening, but it appears to be on an extremely 
small and experimental scale. The new FET educator also describes the category 
‘skills programmes’ as more or less crash courses requested by Government to 

deal! with immediate employment creation issues. Unfortunately, information on 
the volume, management and funding of this training could not be found. 

Background: Incubator programmes. Such programmes promoting 
entrepreneurship and coaching trainees through the whole process from business 
planning to applying for a loan, have become a reality in FET colleges. It is not 
clear how extensive this is, and not all colleges offer this service. One college 
reported having 120 trainees in incubator programmes. It is not clear how the 
funding of these programmes currently occurs. The fact that only about 1% of 
college graduates become self-employed after leaving the college (Cosser et al 
2003) is an indication that this kind of work is still in its infancy. 

  

    
(b) Quality problems, both real and perceived, are a serious issue in the education 
and training offered by FET colleges. This problem has been particularly 
prominent in NOF levels 2, 3 and 4. This impacts on the ability of graduates to 
find employment. Apartheid legacies are still evident in racially based differences 
in the quality of the service received and pass rates of students. This matter needs 

urgent attention. 

  
Background: The cost benefits of TVET. A hotly debated issue in the economic 
analysis of TVET colleges in developing countries, is whether they are a 
worthwhile investment for a developing country. The dominant conclusion has 
been that they are not. We should remember that because TVET is invariably 
more costly than non-technical secondary schooling, the benefits accruing from 
TVET must be especially high to justify the investment. Analysts such as 
Ziederman (1997) argue that the data does not allow us to say conclusively that 
the cost benefit of TVET is low. It is argued that with good planning of relevant 
programmes, TVET in developing countries does yield high returns. Whilst no 
fully fledged cost benefit analysis has been undertaken with respect to South 
Africa’s FET college training, some analysis of Labour Force Survey data has 
indicated that contrary to the trend in other countries, our colleges clearly 
demonstrate a superior cost benefit ratio relative to general schooling. This 
finding stands even if we control for race and gender. An important proviso must 
be made however. This LFS data analysis rests on the assumption that NI in 
colleges corresponds to 10 years of education, that N2 corresponds to 11 years of 
education, and so on. In reality, a large number of students complete Grade 12 in   
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  Policy Comments 
  

the schooling system before they proceed to their college training — Cosser et al 
(2003) finds that 81% of N2 students have a Matric pass. The same study also 
finds some evidence that FET college leavers are at an income disadvantage 
relative other equivalent participants in the labour market. , 

Background: Career guidance. A study found that only 7! % of FET college 
graduates had received some career guidance (Cosser et al 2003). 

  (c) The country is said to have an inverted pyramid problem in the sense that 
technical and vocational education and training is too loaded at the HE level 
relative to the FET level, and in the sense that general education is over- 
emphasised relative to technical and vocational education. Shifts in public 
spending are needed, though these must be undertaken with full cognisance of the 
various consequences, Trends in private investment in education and training need 
to be taken into account when public spending priorities are determined. 

Background: The inverted pyramid problem. The ‘inverted pyramid problem’, 
whereby university education covers more students than technikon education, 
which in turn covers more FET college students, is commonly referred to. It is 
argued that the pyramid should be inverted. Of the three ‘sectors’, the FET 
college sector should be the largest, the theory goes. Clearly, shifts are needed, 
but whether the pyramid inversion theory can be fully defended perhaps remains 
to be seen. The growth in college enrolments has been relatively dramatic. 
Headcounts increased by 33% 1998-2002, whilst FTEs went up by 17% 
(suggesting more part-time courses). 

Background: Demand and supply for FET college places. This is a critical 
issue. It cannot be assumed that creating more places in colleges will 
automatically lead to higher enrolment. There is no detailed study on these supply 
and demand factors, but college stakeholders report that overall there is no under- 
supply of places in the sense that colleges seldom have to turn prospective 
students away. The problem may arise with respect to particular high-demand 
courses, in which case colleges often succeed in convincing students to enrol in 
alternative courses. But overall, there is no shortage of FET college places. This 
suggests that expanding the college sector on the basis of the way the sector 
currently works will not lead to the enrolment increases we would want to see. 

      (d) The curriculum frameworks need strengthening if FET colleges are to offer 
education and training that is portable and enjoys recognition in the labour market. 
The planning processes and funding system for colleges will be greatly 
streamlined by a clearer alignment of the various training services needed with the 
NQF. FET colleges themselves have a crucial role to play in the curriculum   Discussion: NQF level 5 in colleges. Several policy documents raise the problem 

of post-FET training occurring in FET colleges. The last Quantitative Overview 
report implicitly says that N4 to N6 courses constitute Higher Education. This 
seems somewhat far-fetched, if one takes into account the duration of the N 
courses (see discussion in Appendix C). More recent arguments state that only N6     
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  Policy Comments 
  

    

development process. There are articulation problems between FET in schools and 

FET in colleges and between FET in colleges and HE in other institutions as well 

as problems relating to recognition of prior learning (RPL) that can result in 

inefficient repetition and duplication. These problems need to be addressed 

through the relevant NQF processes. 

  

courses fall within the HE band. The problem seems to be that the N courses have 
never been properly assessed in terms of the NQF, and there is no formal 
placement by SAQA of these courses within the NQF. 

Discussion: International accreditation. Accreditation of certain courses in FET 
colleges with international bodies has occurred. Presumably this is in addition to 
accreditation with SAQA, so no special mention of such accreditation would be 

necessary in the funding policy. 

Background: HE versus FET in colleges. If we follow the argument that all N4 
to N6 enrolments fall under the HE band, then in 1998 53% of FTEs were 
studying within the FET band. By 2002, this figure had risen to 62%. If we 
consider only N6 courses to be within the HE band, then clearly a higher 
proportion of students are truly FET students, though the precise figure could not 

be found. 

Background: Accreditation of NATED. SAQA has accredited on a provisional 
basis the old NATED courses of the FET colleges. Presumably, a more 
permanent future for courses such as the business and engineering courses of the 
colleges is yet to be determined (this is assuming that these courses have a future 

at all). 

Background: The strategic curriculum choices. Around the world, the 
fundamental curriculum choices for technical colleges are a hotly debated matter. 
We are by no means unique in experiencing logjams in the college curriculum 
development process. Key issues in the debates include (1) the extent to which 
government and industry maintain control over the curriculum, (2) the extent to 
which training should be full-time (or semester based) and the extent to which it 

‘should be modularised and (3) the level of emphasis to be placed on general 
theory and general learning areas such as languages. In the South African context, 
there is tension between the use of the more industry-aligned SAQA unit 
standards and NATED (or some updated version of NATED). Some college 
educators reject the SAQA unit standards approach arguing that it is ‘not 
‘education’. Gamble (2003) provides an account of some of the curriculum issues 
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  Policy 
Comments 

  
in a South African context. 

  (e) Effective educators at the FET colleges are key to bringing about the 
transformation of these institutions. The development of the educator corps to deal 
with new challenges needs to go hand in hand with greater flexibility in terms of 
the timing, mode and location of the service offered. Physical facilities at the 
institutions should be more extensively utilised. 

Discussion: Employment contracts of FET educators. There is clearly a need 
‘for more flexible employment patterns in colleges than in, say, schools. 
‘Flexibility’ here can be understood in a number of ways, and need not lead to job 
insecurity amongst educators. The issues are discussed in considerable depth in 
the 2004 report The new FET professional. The following are some key proposals 
or implications of that report: (1) Salaries should be more competitive; (2) 
Employees should be much freer to take do additional contract work, such as 
curriculum development work; (3) Job descriptions and bargaining chamber — 
agreements should allow for more flexible working hours and calendars so that 
colleges can respond more adequately to demand; (4) The management and 
perhaps formal employment of educators (and non-educators) should reside with 
college management, and not PED management. 

  B. A FRAMEWORK FOR THE PUBLIC FUNDING OF TECHNICAL AND 
VOCATIONAL FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

  Positioning public funding of technical and vocational FET 

  Technical and vocational FET is clearly a joint responsibility of government and 
the private sector. It is important that public and private funding of this activity 
should complement each other. Two major public areas of responsibility stand out. 
One is the promotion of widespread and appropriate technical and vocational FET 
for the historically disadvantaged, who are usually not in a position to purchase 
these services privately. Another is the development of skills in industries, 
including niche industries offering special opportunities for the country, where the 
private sector is clearly not investing adequately in the necessary human resources 
development. 

      The goal of prioritising the historically disadvantaged in the public funding system 
is to be balanced with an approach, similar to the approach followed in the FET 
schooling system, that promotes broadly inclusive public institutions that are 
representative of society in general. This balance is required in the interests of       
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  Policy Comments 
  

nation-building. 

  
Research indicates that private funding of technical and vocational FET in South 

Africa is high, probably higher than public funding. At the same time, private 

spending directed at on-the-job training has declined substantially during the last 

ten years. It is imperative that public funding should be positioned in such a way 

that it complements private funding in the achievement of the country’s 

development goals. Specifically, this involves a few key imperatives: 

Discussion: The private FET college sector is very large, according to the data 
we currently have. Knowledge on private FET colleges is obtained mainly from 
the DoB’s registry of private colleges, and from an HSRC examination of around 
300 of these institutions. Some indications point to there being some 700,000 
students in private FET institutions — there are around 400,000 students in the 

public colleges. On the other hand, there has been a dramatic decline in private 
spending on on-the-job training (even when learnerships are taken into account). 
It is crucial that government take these trends into account when planning the 

public funding of FET. 

  

  
(a) The current practice in public FET colleges of offering public services whilst 

also selling services to the private sector should continue, and is in fact 

encouraged by this policy as a way of making these institutions more responsive 

and innovative. This echoes the position of White Paper 4. However, this policy 

also lays down certain guidelines and restrictions in this regard. In particular, it is 

important for there to be a clear accounting division between publicly funded and 

privately funded services in colleges in order to avoid a situation in which public 

funding is used to cross-subsidise privately offered services. This can put the 

quality of the public service at risk, and results in prices for private services that 

are below the market value, because they do not capture the full cost of the 

service. 

  
(b) Some public resources should be dedicated towards the monitoring and 

regulation of private providers within the technical and vocational FET sector. 

This can provide government with important information that is needed in the 

planning of public funding in public FET colleges. Moreover, regulation of private 

providers is an important public service that can combat illegal and unethical 

practices in the training market. 

    (c) Whilst the Further Education and Training Act of 1998 does not envisage 

public funds flowing to private FET institutions, it is important for government to 

consider this as one potential way of advancing the development goals of the     
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  country. Many countries with strong and vibrant public college sectors earmark a 

limited portion of public funding for private institutions in order to fill training 
gaps and encourage healthy competition in the sector. This policy, in particular the 
formula funding of programmes (described from paragraph 27), could be adapted 
in order to allow for the public funding of private providers. Moreover, nothing in 
this policy precludes the use of standard tendering processes for the procurement 

of training services required at particular points in time by government. 

  (d) South Africa has a well-developed legal framework for public-private 
partnerships (PPPs). Options such as PPPs where private providers utilise public 
facilities to offer training that is needed by the economy should be explored as part 
of the PED-college planning process referred to in paragraph 94 onwards. 

Background: PPPs. Treasury regulations spell out the basic framework for PPPs. 
Moreover, a set of PPP implementation manuals has been developed by Treasury. 
They are available on the Treasury website. 

  In the interests of quality FET services in the public sector, and in order to 
minimise inefficient utilisation of funds, it is important that the new funding 
system should be sensitive to the outputs achieved by public colleges. There are 
two ways in which the new system deals with the matter of efficiency and outputs. 
Firstly, the system allows PEDs to expand enrolment in colleges that prove to be 
efficient, and to decrease enrolment in inefficient colleges. This is made possible 
through the PED-college planning process. Secondly, the system includes an 
output bonus, which should be considered a performance incentive that eligible 
colleges can utilise to improve their facilities, conduct further research, or for 
some similar developmental activity. Importantly, the system is not designed in 
such a way that lower performance results in lower funding per student. The 
output-related aspects of the system are obviously dependent on the credibie 
measurement of college performance, both in terms of successful completions (or 
the throughput rate) and in terms of the labour market performance of graduates. 

      Whilst there are good reasons to regard public schools falling under the South 
African Schools Act as institutionally and educationally distinct from FET 
colleges, there are also good reasons to promote a degree of mixing in terms of 
funding and in terms of the curriculum. Nothing in this policy precludes the 
existence of school education programmes in FET colleges.       
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Policy Comments 
  

Role of the public FET colleges 

  

Following the position of preceding policy documents, this policy considers public 

FET colleges to be critical for the delivery of cost-effective public services that 
make a real difference to skills development, labour market readiness amongst our 

youth and the growth of the economy. The role of the college councils, as laid 

down in the Further Education and Training Act, is the premise of much of this 

policy. At the same time, the funding system described here establishes new roles 

and responsibilities for the college councils and college management. What is 

strongly emphasised in this policy is a collaborative planning approach involving 

the college stakeholders, government and employer and employee organisations 

from the private sector. To a large degree, public funding of public FET colleges 

is envisaged as the procurement of specific training services by government, 

linked to a clear and annual PED-college planning cycle that considers local, 
provincial and national demands, as well as the adequacy of the physical and 
human capital of colleges to deliver the specific services. 

  

Public FET colleges should continue to be responsible for the structuring of their 

college fees, including college fees charged for publicly funded programmes. This 

arrangement allows managers in colleges to be responsive to local cost pressures 

and pressures relating to the ability of students to pay fees. However, this policy 

assumes that it is important for the structuring of college fees, particularly fees 

charged for publicly funded programmes, to be subject to certain guidelines and 

restrictions aimed at advancing equity and efficiency in the delivery of public 

services. 

    19   White Paper 4 does not preclude the possibility of FET colleges offering Higher 

Education programmes, though it opposes excessive mission drift in colleges away 

from the FET band. The White Paper furthermore states that HE programmes 

should be funded through the relevant HE funding policies, and not this policy. 

This policy, then, applies to FET services only.   Discussion: This is of course a critical point. If the existing N4 to N6 
programmes are indeed formally classified as being at level 5 on the NQF, then 
we arguably have a serious policy and planning problem, because almost half the 
training offered at colleges is the N4 to N6 programmes. It seems difficult to 
apply the existing HE funding policies to a portion of the FET college services. 
The HE funding policies were not designed for this, and having two funding 
policies operating concurrently at the FET colleges would be very cumbersome. 
However, the N4 to N6 programmes have not been formally classified as HE   
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  Policy Comments 
  
  

programmes (even though many documents refer to them as such), and there are a 
number of reasons against considering them as part of the HE band (see Appendix 
C below). If they were nor formally classified as part of HE, and if actual HE 
services at colleges were limited to a very small margin, then this current 
paragraph is arguably not a problem. 

  Research, monitoring and planning 

  Public expenditure on research, monitoring and systems development is important 
for the success of the new funding system. The following clearly require ongoing 
funding. 

  (a) Research focussing on the effectiveness of public expenditure in the sector. In 
this respect, comparisons across programmes being offered, across public 
colleges, across provinces and between the public and private sectors would be 
important. Both the DoE and PEDs need to engage in this research. There'should 
be a strong emphasis on the generation of time series data that can indicate 
whether the effectiveness of the system is improving. Tracer studies that gauge the 
success rates of graduates in the labour market should be undertaken. Paragraph 
88 below deals with the important matter of the costing of FET college 
programmes. 

  (b) Monitoring of the sector, and the development of monitoring systems that can 
improve the relevance and reliability of data. 

  (c) The development and maintenance of national and provincial plans for 
enrolments, spending and college outputs. This work depends strongly on there 
being good research and effective monitoring systems. The DoE’s role in 
determining national strategies for the volume and type of training to be offered, at 
an aggregate level, in FET colleges across the country is crucial. 

      (d) The development of information systems, including financial accounting 
systems. Given the need for nationally standardised systems, and the cost of 
developing these system, this responsibility should rest with the DoE at the   
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Policy Comments 
  

national level. This policy has implications for the information systems that are 

required in the sector. 

  

At the national level, the functions described in paragraph 20 are principally the 
responsibility of the Department of Education. At the provincial level, 
responsibility rests with the Provincial Education Departments. Whilst this policy 
does not require the establishment of a separate national research and systems 
development agency, an option that has been pursued in a number of other 
countries, such options will receive further investigation by the DoE. The National 

Skills Authority, established in terms of the Skills Development Act of 1998, will 

continue to play an important role in aligning DoE and DoL strategies with respect 

to the funding of FET. Moreover, the National Board for Further Education and 
Training (NBFET) should be regarded as an important roleplayer in taking the 
new funding system forward, and proposing enhancements in the future. 

Background: NBFET. Government notice 1043 of 1998 creates the National 
Board for Further Education and Training (NBFET). This body has a chairperson 
appointed by the Minister, and a maximum of 28 other members. The DoE is 
expected to provide staff for secretarial functions, but not for research capacity. 
Whilst the notice specifies that nominations for the Board should come from all 
stakeholder groups, the weight of representation of the various groups is a 
Ministerial prerogative. It is interesting to view the structure of the NBFET in 
terms of the recommendations of the 1997 Report. The Report presented two 
options. In the coalition model, national and provincial governments would sit 

together in one body. This was the preferred model from a funding perspective. In 
the concurrent model, there would be a national body and a second tier of nine 

provincial bodies. The NBFET is neither. There is just one national body, but 
provincial government participation is not guaranteed in the structure. 6 

Background: National bodies in other countries. Capacity at the national level 

to plan the TVET system is still very limited in South Africa. A country such as 
Australia has a large number of researchers and system planners working at the 
national level, though there is limited agreement over the optimal institutional 
arrangements (see Appendix F, and in particular the recent dissolution of ANTA). 
Our relatively ‘blank slate’ in South Africa offers the opportunity of avoiding the 

mistakes made in other countries. 

  

Policy development in the sector 

    22   This funding policy can be expected to evolve as other, related policies evolve, 
and as new best practice emerges. Polices and frameworks that can be expected to 
shape this policy very directly in the future are the FET college curriculum, the 
learnership system maintained by the Department of Labour, and the policies 
governing the Sector Education and Training Authorities (SETAs).     
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Policy Comments 
C: THE SYSTEM FOR FUNDING PUBLIC FURTHER EDUCATION AND | Motivation: The term ‘college’ is used, and not ‘institution’, as this is the term 
TRAINING COLLEGES used most extensively in Government documents. It also seems a tighter 

description, and schools are also institutions. 

Redress principles for public funding 

23 | Public funding of public FET colleges must contribute towards the redress of past Background: Student representativity. In 2002, 76% of college students were 
inequalities. This means that the funding system must deal with two things. African, and 40% were female. Africans and females were thus somewhat under- 
Firstly, it must ensure that students or potential students from socio-economically | represented. Informal reports indicate the situation has been changing in recent 
disadvantaged households receive funding at a favourable level, both to deal with | years, partly due to a sharp decline in the number of white students in colleges. 
additional costs relating to, for example, additional tuition time needed, and to There is an imbalance insofar as female students tend strongly to take business 
deal with inability to pay college fees. Secondly, funding should be linked, even if | streams rather than engineering streams. It would thus be important to track not 
it is indirectly, to targets dealing with the representativity of college student only aggregate statistics, but also statistics broken down by type of programme. 
populations in terms of gender, race and disability. There appear to be no statistics available on the number of special needs students. 

24 | The aim of government is for the FET college sector asa whole tobe * 
representative of the country’s population in terms of gender, race and disability. 
Moreover, it is the aim of government to bring about better representativity within 
different programmes, for example a greater presence of female students in 
technical subjects. At the provincial and college level, the aim should be to 
promote the national representativity targets through better recruitment of under- 
represented groups. 

Types of funding for public FET colleges 

25 | The income of FET colleges can be divided into the following seven streams: Background: Funding breakdowns already agreed on. WP4 and the FET Act 
provide breakdowns of income that are different from each other, though 

(a) Formula funding of programmes compatible with each other. This list is a slight reworking and a merging of the 
WP4 and FET Act breakdowns. See the sections that follow for more detailed 

(b) Earmarked capital funding cross-references to the earlier policies. 

(c) Earmarked recurrent funding 
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Policy Comments 
  

(d) College fees 

(e) Student financial aid 

(f) Private fee-for-service income 

(g) Other private funding 

  
Section C below deals with the formula funding of programmes stream. The 
remaining funding streams are dealt with in Section E. 

  

    

D. FORMULA FUNDING OF PROGRAMMES 

  

Background: Formula funding theory made easy. A paper by Crouch and 
Lombard (2000) explains how ‘programme funding’ (which is the same as the 
‘formula funding of programmes’ referred to here) fits into the range of options 
for public funding of education and training. 

Background: Existing formula funding recommendations. This is one of the 
categories in WP4. It fall under ‘funds allocated by the State’ in the FET Act. 
This is the ‘programme-based funding’ that is widely referred to. The 1997 
Report contains the most detailed set of recommendations for formula funding 
available, though it by no means provides a ready-made formula. Essentially, the 
1997 Report recommends a formula that considers FTEs as the unit of activity, 
allows for 5% of funds to be determined according to successful completion of 
programmes (i.e. output), is mode-neutral (i.e. distance learning would not be 

funded differentially), uses costing to determine allocations per programme, 
allows market signals to determine the mix of programmes offered, and 
guarantees institutions that their total allocations will not drop beyond a particular 
level (10%) from one year to the next. The Report further recommends that 10% 
of all funding running through this channel be subjected to an open bid situation 
that would allow private and public providers to compete for funds. It is 
furthermore suggested that the higher cost of training less advantaged students 
should perhaps be taken into account in the formula. WP4 indicates that formula 
funding should be adaptable to secondary schools, so that Government can 
experiment with and possibly take to scale this form of funding in schools. There 
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  Policy Comments 
  

is some confusion in WP4 regarding the co-existence of post provisioning and 
programme-based funding, but in one part (section 4.42) it is made clear that 
personnel funding should occur through the programme-based funding route. The 
1997 Report does not deal at all with the matter of aligning post provisioning to 
formula funding. 

Background: Funding modalities in other countries. There is a bit of a gap 
between what our policy documents have regarded as the ideal in terms of 
formula funding of programmes, and what has actually been proven to work in 
other countries. This should not stop us from becoming a pioneer, but we need to 
be aware of the unproven track record of much of what we want to do. Australia 
follows a formula approach, built around student contact hours (SCH), but it lacks 
many of the features envisaged in our policies. For example, Australia has no pro- 
poor mechanism in its system. The link between state funds per programme and 
actual cost of programme delivery is weak. There has been a marked drop in the 
per programme funding levels over the years, and this has led to tensions. There 
is no national formula in Australia, so ‘provinces’ devise their own approaches. 
Whether this is wasteful when we weigh satisfying local needs against research 
capacity is not clear. The ‘provinces’ are permitted to fund the same programmes 
at vastly different levels — sometimes the differential is as high as 100%. There 
are serious concerns, moreover, that within each ‘province’, the formula does not 
properly cater for differences between the costs of different types of programmes. 
Accounting rules require a clear separation of publicly funded and privately 
funded programmes, making perverse cross-subsidisation difficult. The mix of 
programmes in each college to be funded publicly is determined jointly between 
the institution and the public funder through a process of negotiation and business 
planning. The policy of allowing a small proportion (around 10%) of formula 
funding to be biddable on the open market is followed in Australia, and is 
regarded as important for encouraging some competitiveness amongst public 
institutions. 
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  Policy Comments 
  Formula funding of programmes, as captured in the formula funding grid, is 

designed to promote particular goals in service delivery. The intention is for the 
formula funding grid to be only as complex as is necessary for the promotion of 

these goals. The goals are as follows: 

Motivation: The formula funding of programmes proposed here is fairly 
complex. This is because the policy requirements are rather complex. What 
should be remembered, however, is that although these funding norms would be a 

public document for accountability reasons, it is expected that a smal! number of 
financial and planning people from the 9 PEDs and the 50 colleges would be the 
principal users of the policy. 

  (a) To promote transparency and easy comparability between provinces and 
colleges in terms of what programmes are being offered, the number and 
categories of people reached by programmes, how programmes are funded and 

success rates. 

  (b) To promote compatibility with the NQF. 

  

  
(c) To promote predictability over the medium term whilst providing the necessary 
space for flexibility. It is important to interpret the formula funding grid together 
with the paragraphs in this policy that allow for flexibility in the implementation 
process, particularly during the transition to the new system (see paragraph 118). 
The funding system should promote good planning, whilst not stifling effective 

management. 

  (d) To promote equity through the preferential funding of colleges with students 

who are less able to pay college fees. 

  (e) To promote quality and efficiency in a manner that is sensitive to historical 
inequities through an incentive system that takes into account both absolute 
success rates and improvements over historical success rates. 

    Formula funding of programmes is intended to cover the recurrent costs of 
delivering particular training programmes, but also certain capital costs associated 
with those programmes, specifically costs relating to the replacement of the 
facilities and equipment used. Moreover, the formula funding of programmes is 
intended to cover college overhead costs, specifically those relating to 
administration and student support. Overhead costs have been incorporated within   Motivation: This matter has been discussed in some depth. The advantage with 

placing the bulk of overhead costs within the formula funding system is that this 
will tend to promote efficiency. For example, if it is known that there is not a 
fixed sum in every future year to cover IT maintenance, and that available funds 
will be dependent on shrinkage or growth of the institution, colleges will be 
inclined to avoid inflexible maintenance contracts, and will prefer contracts that   
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Policy Comments 
  

the formula funding of programmes based on the understanding that most 
overhead costs are sensitive to college size. The approach taken in the policy is 
aimed at encouraging efficient practices with respect to the organisation of 
administration, student support services, college marketing, management and other 
activities associated with overhead costs. An exception from this approach is 
accommodated within the earmarked recurrent funding stream (see paragraph 69). 

adjust to the volume of training services offered by the college. It should be 
remembered that the new merged colleges are all likely to be of a scale where 
enrolment-linked overhead spending should be sufficient. 

  

General definitions 

  

    

Programme: This is a unit of training offered by a college to a group of students 
for the duration of a whole academic year or part of an academic year. 
Programmes are differentiated by their NQF learning field and level, by their 
general content, and by historical or institutional origins, for instance whether they 
are inherited NATED programmes or linked to DoL learnerships. The definition 
of programme used in the formula funding grid and applicable to FET colleges is 
specific to this policy and is not necessarily the equivalent of the NQF definition 
of a programme. Thus a qualification or a unit standard registered with SAQA 
may be considered a programme for the purposes of the formula funding grid. 

  

Background: NQF programmes. Programmes are not one of the key elements 
in the NQF architecture. Programmes are not defined in the SAQA legislation, 
though on their website SAQA does offer some loose definitions of programmes 
which would fit them into a level between qualifications and unit standards. (The 
equating of NQF programmes to the vocational programmes of NATED is 
something loosely proposed by the 2002 Quantitative Overview, i.e. this is not 
something established by SAQA.) 

Discussion: Programmes and other curriculum elements. In NATED, either 
courses or instructional offerings might equal programmes. Appendix C provides 
some information on the NATED curriculum. Though there are a large number of 
courses (346) and instructional offerings (626), we need to remember that 
enrolment is concentrated in very few of them. An average of 187 instructional 
offerings per college are offered, according to the 2002 Quantitative Overview. 
Turning to training other than NATED training, the SAQA database of 
qualifications includes over 800 qualifications and 5,600 unit standards at the 
FET band. All of these include descriptions and are strongly industry-focussed. 
Approved unit standards on the SAQA website tend to cover 3 to 15 credits each, 
implying 30 to 150 notional hours. This is much shorter than a year’s course. 
Approved qualifications tend to have between 120 and 140 credits, meaning 
1,200 to 1,400 notional hours (a qualification must contain at least 120 credits). 
This amounts to a year of full-time studies (or the 900 hours of contact time of 
the FTE). It seems there are good reasons for using both unit standards or 
qualifications as row items, i.e. programmes, in the funding grid. Learnership 
programmes tend to cover one year only, and they are comprised of unit     
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Policy Comments 
  

standards. Each learnership must lead to a qualification. In the case of 
learnerships, it seems either the whole learnership or the underlying unit 
standards should be permissible as ‘programmes’ in the funding grid. 

  

Formula funding of programmes: This is the system for providing the bulk of 
public funding for FET colleges. The system works basically as follows: The DoE 
sets a national funding base rate, in rand terms, describing the cost of a very 
basic FET college programme. The DoE also sets a funding weight for each 
programme eligible for formula funding, where this weight indicates how much 
more than the national funding base rate it costs to deliver a particular programme. 
Each programme is also assigned an assumed fee level representing the cost that 
college fees can be expected to cover. The PED is permitted to adjust the national 
funding base rate upward or downward within a margin, to suit provincial 
circumstances. This results in an applied funding base rate in each province. Each 
PED also assigns an assumed exemptions level for each college in the province, 
representing the proportion of fees that must be exempted, on the basis of the 
financial needs of students. For each programme within a college, individual 
students is multiplied by the programme duration in order to obtain the full-time 
equivalent students. An applied total funding weight is calculated for each 
programme in each college, representing public funding to be received for each 
full-time equivalent student. This weight takes into account expected fees and 
expected exemptions. The weight is multiplied by the full-time equivalent students 
to obtain the programme weight of each programme. The sum of all programme 
weights, the college programme weight, is multiplied by the province’s applied 
funding base rate in order to obtain a college allocation. To this allocation is 
added an output bonus, giving the final amount to be transferred to the college. 

SEE Appendix B FOR A DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE 
PROPOSED FORMULA FUNDING OF PROGRAMMES. 

      Formula funding grid: This is a schema used to organise formula funding of 
programmes. The formula funding grid appears in Annexure A of this policy. The 
schema, which appears in a blank version and a version with dummy data, should 
be used to illustrate the funding policy contained in the paragraphs that follow. 
The same formula funding grid applies to all public FET colleges in the country. 
One formula funding grid, as presented in Annexure A, is designed to cover the 
formula-funded services of one institution during the course of one academic year.   Motivation: There are obviously a range of options for what should be included 

and what should be excluded from the formula funding grid. The approach taken 
here is to avoid the complexity of capturing a// the financial details of the college 
in one single format — what exactly constitutes formula funding might then be 
lost. Clearly, the overall financial planning of colleges is important, but the 
formula funding grid is not intended to be the tool for this.   
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Policy Comments 
  

Several versions of the grid should be used to cover several years in the planning 
cycle. The formula funding grid does not deal with the private income of colleges 
or public funding other than formula funding of programmes. However, it does 
capture enrolment and programme duration details on all the training offered by a 
college in one year, regardless of funding source. The formula funding grid is thus 
a tool for the planning of all services delivered by a college, plus a tool for 
determining how much formula funding of programmes a college should receive. 
Further details on how the formula funding grid should be used are provided from 
paragraph 27 onwards. 

  

Go
 

WN
 

In-line issues: These are planning issues relating to individual programmes 
offered by a college. They are captured in the top part of the formula funding grid. 
Each line in the top part of the formula funding grid would normally contain a 
different programme. Only where the same programme is being offered to 
different groups of students on different time bases, for example part-time and 
full-time, may a programme be repeated. All programmes offered by a college 
within a year, regardless of funding source, must be entered in the in-line part of 
the formula funding grid. 

  

Wo
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Bottom-line issues: These are global planning issues that apply to a college as a 

whole. They are captured in the bottom part of the formula funding grid. 

  

The national register of core FET programmes 

  

    
The formula funding grid uses information that would be provided by a national 
register of core FET programmes. This national register must contain certain 
details relating to those FET college programmes that the DoE regards as core 
programmes for this sector. The DoE maintains the national register of core FET 
programmes, and makes it available to the public and stakeholders in the FET 
college sector. The core programmes in the national register are programmes that 
government believes should receive a particularly strong emphasis in the funding 
of FET colleges. The core programmes would not, however, be the only 
programmes that the state would fund. Core programmes may be programmes 
registered with SAQA by the DoE, or programmes registered with SAQA by other   

Motivation: This section is informed by the plans of the DoE to transform 
NATED into an improved basic set of TVET programmes that should be at the 
heart of the expansion of the FET college sector.     
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Policy Comments 
  

organisations, where the DoE considers these programmes sufficiently important 
to qualify as core programmes. 

  

The national register of core FET programmes must, as a minimum, include the 
following information relating to each programme (see paragraphs 36 onwards for 
definitions of the various pieces of information): DoE programme identifier; 
SAQA/DoL identifier; NQF learning field; NQF level; Programme type; 
Programme name; SAQA credits; Funding weight for personnel; Funding weight 
for capital expenditure; Funding weight for non-personnel non-capital. (Details on 
the determination of funding weights are provided in paragraph 90.) In addition, 
the national register should indicate the typical programme duration, for example 
whether the programme Is typically a one-year programme or a trimester 
programme. The national register will not indicate a hard and fast programme 

duration, as this aspect of service delivery requires some flexibility. 

  

The in-line part of the formula funding grid 

  

The following paragraphs describe the meaning of each of the columns, from left 
to right, of the in-line part of the formula funding grid appearing in Annexure A. 
The in-line part of the formula funding grid is divided horizontally by four 
headings: ‘CORE DOE’; ‘SAQA UNIT STANDARDS’, ‘SAQA 
QUALIFICATIONS’; ‘REGISTERED LEARNERSHIPS’. The lines appearing 

under ‘CORE DOE’ influence the formula funding of the college. The lines under 
the headings do not influence the formula funding of the college in any direct way. 
However, they contain important ancillary information needed for the planning 
process. 

  

DoE programme identifier: This is the unique identifier of a programme 
included in the national register of core FET programmes, Only programmes 
under the heading “CORE DOE?’ will carry the DoE programme identifier. 

      SAQA/DoL programme identifier: This is the unique identifier of a programme 
as it would appear in the SAQA database (for SAQA unit standards and         
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Policy Comments 
  

qualifications) or in the Department of Labour register of learnerships. 

  

  

  

  

  

          

39 | National Qualifications Framework learning field: This is the learning field of 

the programme. For DoE core programmes, this would appear on the national 

register of core DoE programmes. 

40 | National Qualifications Framework level: This is the NQF level of the 

programme. For DoE core programmes, this would appear on the national register 
of core DoE programmes. 

4l Programme name: This is the name of the programme. Under ‘CORE DOE’, the 
name should be the one used in the national register of core FET programmes. In 

the rest of the formula funding grid, the correct SAQA or DoL names should be 

used. Abbreviation may occur, as long as the programme names remain 

unambiguous. 

42 | SAQA credits: This is the number of credits that the programme carries within 
the NQF. For core programmes, this is indicated in the national register of core 
FET programmes. 

43 | Programme duration: This is the duration of the programme in terms of the Background: Notional hours. The NQF works on the basis of ‘notional hours’ 
academic year. The value is a number expressed to two decimal places, and may and not contact hours. Notional hours would include time spent by the student on, 
be 1.00 or less than 1.00. A value of 1.00 indicates that the programme covers one | for instance, homework and test preparation. Contact hours do not cover such 
academic year on a full-time basis, which in turn must cover 900 hours of contact | activities. Each credit in the NQF is said to cover around 10 notional hours, and 
time. A value that is less than 1.00 indicates that fewer than 900 hours of contact qualifications are generally required to cover at least 120 credits, i.e. 1,200 
time are covered, and the value will be proportional to the hours of contact time. notional hours. 
For example, a programme that covers only 300 hours of contact time, would have 
a programme duration of 0.33. A programme with a programme duration of 1.00 Background: Trimesters and semesters. Currently in the college sector, 
in one line of the formula funding grid may reappear in another line with a lower trimesters are said to cover 300 hours of contact time (or one-third of an FTE), 
programme duration, if the same programme is also being offered part-time to and semesters 450 hours (or one-half of an FTE). 
another group of students. The programme duration should be filled in for all 
programmes, whether they receive formula funding or not. Discussion: Use of FFEs. The issues are perhaps, firstly, should we use contact 

hours and, secondly, should 900 hours of contact time be our yardstick? The 
choices that have been made here are informed by current practices in the college 
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Policy Comments 
  

sector. It should be noted that The new FET professional is strongly critical of the 

use of FTEs as a basis for resource need, because of the equivalence between 
FTEs and contact time. This, the report says, discourages important industry 
liaison work. In the current proposal, resources needed to carry out such work 

would be generated not through the FTE value, but through the funding weight 
(see next paragraph). It seems desirable to retain some statistic, the FTE, which 
focuses exclusively on contact time. 

  

44 Funding weights (by economic category): This is a weight attached to each 
economic category of each programme to represent the cost of delivering the 
programme relative to the national funding base rate (explained in paragraph 89). 
The economic categories to be used are (1) personnel cost, (2) capital 
infrastructure cost and (3) non-personnel non-capital (or ‘npne’ or non-personnel 
recurrent) cost. A specific programme may therefore have the funding weights 1.0, 
1.1 and 1.3 for the personnel, capital and ‘npne’ categories respectively. The 
funding weight is always expressed to one decimal point. A funding weight'of 1.0 
means that the cost of delivering the programme with respect to the economic 
category in question, is equal to the national funding base rate value for that 
category. A personnel funding weight of I.1, to take an example, would mean that 
the actual delivery cost with respect to personnel is 10% higher than what is 
indicated in the national! funding base rate for personnel. Funding weight values 
are specified on the national register of core FET programmes. All programmes 
under ‘CORE DOE’ would have funding weights specified. When a funding 
weight is multiplied by the corresponding economic category of the applied 
funding base rate (described in paragraph 56), the expected cost as determined by 

the PED is obtained. 

Motivation: Allowing only one decimal place for the funding weight is a way of 
removing excessively detailed disputes and discussions around the cost of each 
individual programme. This is the practice in the British system. 

Discussion: It may be excessive to have funding weights for each of the three 
economic categories. However, having this division seems useful for a number of 

reasons. For example, it forces curriculum development staff to focus explicitly 
on the full range of inputs needed for a specific programme. This then makes it 
easier to come up with a more realistic monetary cost. 

    45   Assumed fee level: This is an indicator ranging in value from 0.00 to 1.00 that 
indicates the expected level of fee-charging for each programme on the national 
register of core FET programmes. A value of 0.20 would indicate that the DoE 
expected 20% of the full cost of the programme to be covered through college 
fees. The assumed fee level must be informed by clear analysis of historical trends 
with respect to college fees and the education and training market in general. It 
need not take into account poverty factors, as these are dealt with in the assumed   Discussion: Differentiated fees for differentiated cost levels. A key policy 

question is whether students enrolled in programmes costing the state more 
should be charged higher fees. There are arguments for and against this. The 
argument in favour says that more costly programmes tend to translate into better 
incomes on the labour market, so it is reasonable for private costs to be higher, 

because future private benefits will be higher. The counter-argument is very often 
based on the a priori assumption that students within one institution should be   
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Policy Comments 
  exemptions level (see paragraph 57 below). treated equally when it comes to fees, and that equity in this regard means equal 

fees. The way the assumed fee level is conceptualised, by programme, allows for 
either approach to be pursued. If the assumed fee level is made to be the same 
fraction across all programmes, then fees will be higher for certain programmes 
than for other. On the other hand, if the assumed fee level is made to be lower in 
more costly programmes, then equal fees could be achieved. The UK funding 
formula takes the approach of equal fees for every programme of a similar 
duration (see Appendix F). The question of whether all fees should be the same 
should be separated from the question of redress. Redress, in the system being 
proposed, is dealt with through fee exemptions. Thus having higher fees for more 
costly programmes does not necessarily imply it becomes more difficult for the 
poor to enter these programmes, as tong as the exemptions rules were sensitive to 
this issue. 

Discussion: Public funding for only those who cannot pay. It is sometimes 
argued (though not often in South Africa), that the rich should pay for the full 
cost of TVET programmes, even if they are offered in public institutions, because 
they can afford to do this. It should be noted that this option is at least 
theoretically possible within the system being proposed here. This option would 
be realised if the assumed fee level were made 100% for all programmes, and all 
matters of student financial need were dealt with through the means test and the 
exemptions process. 

  

  
46 

  
Actual total funding weight: This is the weight that indicates the allocation that 
will be transferred to the college per programme and per full-time equivalent 
student, relative to the overall applied funding base rate (explained in paragraph 
56 below). A value of 1.00 indicates that the allocation is expected to be equal to 
the overall applied funding base rate. The actual total funding weight takes into 
account several things: programme cost as reflected in the funding weights (F Wr 
FW,.and FW,), the applied funding base rates per economic category as 
determined by the PED (AFBR,, AFBR,, AF BR, and their sum AFBR1,,); the 
assumed fee level for the programme (AFL); the assumed exemptions level for the 
college (AEL) (described in paragraph 57). Each funding weight is multiplied by 
the corresponding applied funding base rate, and the sum of the three values is       
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then adjusted downwards according to the assumed fee level, and thereafter 
upwards according to the assumed exemptions level. The formula is as follows: 

(FW, x AFBR,)+(FW, x AFBR, )+(FW, x AFBR, ) 
AFBR, 

for 

ATFW =   

x (1- AFL+(AFL x AEL)) 

  47 Individual students: This is the number of actual students enrolled in each 
programme entered in the formula funding grid, regardless of funding source. The 
determination of these numbers constitutes a crucial part of the PED-college 

planning process. 

Background: Limitations on enrolments. The approach whereby PEDs and 
colleges jointly agree on enrolment numbers means that PEDs may in effect place 
a maximum enrolment cap on the number of places to be offered for certain 
programmes. This would be a fairly new feature in the system, though not 
completely so. Reportedly, KwaZulu-Natal has in the past imposed maximum 
enrolment limitations on colleges. 

  48 Full-time equivalent students: This is the number of full-time equivalent 
students in a programme entered in the formula funding grid. Full-time equivalent 
(FTE) students is number of individual students multiplied by the programme 

duration. The formula is as follows: 

FTE students = Individual students x Programme duration 

The number of FTE students per programme is a key determinant of the funding 
that should flow to each programme that is offered by a college. This column is 

left blank where programmes do not receive formula funding. 

Background: What FTEs currently attract resources. The criteria for FTEs in 
the post provisioning norms and (if they exist) provincial non-personnel funding 
formulas vary greatly from province to province. In KwaZulu-Natal a more 
conservative approach is followed whereby only formal NATED FTEs are used 
in the personnel and non-personnel resourcing determinations. This results in a 
situation in which non-NATED courses are funded through fees, though 
resourcing within one college is not strongly compartmentalised, meaning cross- 
subsidisation would in effect occur. In North West, both NATED and non- 

NATED FTEs generate resources for colleges. Reportedly, even FET schools 
learners in colleges are resourced via the FTE approach. In Western Cape, 
students in learnership programmes that are regarded as a provincial priority may 
be translated into FTEs for resourcing purposes. 

  49     Programme weight: This is the total weight of the programme, after the actual 
approved cost of service delivery, enrolment numbers and programme duration 
have been taken into account. The programme weight (PIV) is expressed to one 
decimal place, and is the actual total funding weight (ATFW) multiplied by full-     
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time equivalent students (FTE): 

PW = ATFW x FTE 

  

50 Labour market segment: This is the segment of the labour market receiving the 

chief focus of a programme entered in the formula funding grid. This specification 
occurs in the formula funding grid to encourage a focus on labour market 
imperatives. It does not influence the funding formula directly. The values in this 
column would refer to the following labour market segments: budding 
entrepreneurs; employed persons; operating entrepreneurs with employment 

potential; unemployed adults over age 35; unemployed youth up to age 35. Values 
are entered in the column to represent the most prevalent labour market status of 
enrolled students. If the same programme is being offered to different groups of 
students that are clearly distinct in terms of their labour market status, the same 
programme should be repeated in the formula funding grid. The determination of 
the labour market segment, which would often relate to anticipated, not actual, 
enrolment, must occur during the PED-college planning process described in 
paragraph 94 below. 

  

5] Additional funding source: This is the main source of financing for programmes 
not covered by formula funding of programmes. Possible additional funding 
sources are: Employers (learnerships); Employer (other); SETA (learnerships); 

SETA (other); State (education department); State (Department of Labour); State 

(other). The additional funding source is entered on the formula funding grid as 
important background information for the planning process. It is not required for 
any calculation, and should only be included where a programme does not receive 
formula funding. 

Motivation: An earlier version of the proposed formula funding grid allowed for 
the possibility of a programme being funded partially through formula funding, 
and partially through some other source. This added much complexity to the grid. 
This complexity was regarded as unnecessary given that such mixing of funds is 
scarce or non-existent. 

    52   Past successful completions: This is the number of students who completed the 
programme in question during one or more past years. The precise number of 
years to be considered is determined during the annual PED-college planning 
process. Moreover, rules for how to deal with the double counting of students, 

where the same students completed different programmes in the same year, or the 
weighting of students, will be established during this planning process. Past       
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successful completions, together with past enrolments (see the next paragraph) are 
used to gauge the efficiency of service delivery during previous years, and hence 
the eligibility of the college for output bonus funding in the bottom-line 
determinations. 

  

Past enrolments: This is the number of students who could have completed the 
programme in question, in other words the number of enrolled students, during the 
past one or more years. The years considered and the rules for counting students 
would be the same as for the past successful completions (see previous paragraph). 

  

The bottom-line part of the formula funding grid 

  

54 College programme weight: This is the sum of all the programme weight values 
in the formula funding grid. This forms the basis of the formula funding for a 

college. 

  

55 Sum of past successful completions and enrolments: This is the sum of the 
values referred to in paragraphs 52 and 53. These totals are important inputs into 
the determination of the output bonus referred to in paragraph 62. 

  

  
36 

  
Applied funding base rate: This is a rate, expressed in monetary rand terms, 
indicating what the PED actually intends spending on the basic low-cost 
programme underpinning the national funding base rate (described in paragraph 
89). The applied funding base rate may be equal to the national funding base rate, 
or may deviate slightly from it. The applied funding base rate is set by the PED, 
and is updated on an annual basis, taking into account the annual changes to the 

national base rate. It must be expressed as one total, but should also be broken 
down into the three economic categories used for the national funding base rate. A 
PED may set an applied funding base rate that deviates from the national funding 
base rate without approval from the DoE if the deviation is within a 5% limit for 
all the three economic categories. Deviations that exceed this limit may be made 
after adequate reasons for the deviation have been supplied to the DoE and the 
DoE has approved of the deviation. These controls are aimed at promoting 

national conformity to minimum quality standards in the FET college services.     
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  Policy Conments 
  However, they need to be applied in conjunction with more direct quality controls 

focussing on the competencies of graduates against standard benchmarks, in 
particular inter-provincia! differences in this regard. 

  37 Assumed exemptions level: This is an indicator ranging in value from 0.00 to 
1.00 that indicates the expected level of fee exemptions for the college as a whole. 
As an example, a value of 0.30 would indicate that 30% of fees charged would 
need to be exempted due to income limitations and poverty factors. The assumed 
exemptions level is a PED determination arrived at after analysis of audited data 
from colleges relating to assessments of the financial needs of students using a 
national means test (means testing is dealt with in paragraph 74), and data relating 
to the repetition rates of the college (in support of the efficiency-element referred 
to in paragraph 75). Each FET college in a province should have its own assumed 
exemptions level. FET colleges would be involved in the determination of the 
assumed exemptions level, in particular considering that the work involves using 
data collected at the college level. However, it is also important that the PED 
should conduct independent audits of the means test data, and should make the 
final determination regarding the assumed exemptions level. This is to counter 
possible fraud and bias aimed at attracting more funds to particular colleges. The 
assumed exemptions level must be sensitive to the assumed fee level described in 
paragraph 45. The higher the assumed fee level, the higher the assumed 
exemptions level should be. The DoE will investigate, on an ongoing basis, 
optimal combinations of the assumed fee level and the assumed exemptions level, 
given different college and socio-economic contexts; and will provide PEDs with 
guidelines in this regard. 
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      Assumed value of fees charged: This is a calculated value using values from the 
in-line part of the formula funding grid as well as the total applied funding base 
rate of the PED. Specifically, the programme weight values and the assumed fee 
level values from the in-line part of the grid are needed. The assumed value of fees 
charged should reflect the total monetary value of the assumed fee level, and is 
used as an important benchmark against which to measure the correctness of the 
fee-setting processes described in paragraph 73.   Motivation: The calculation required here is quite straightforward but lengthy to 

explain. Moreover, it is a calculation to calculate a benchmark, not to calculate 
the level of public funding, For this reason, the calculation method seems best 
communicated through implementation tools, as opposed to the policy itself.     
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59 Assumed value of fee exemptions: This is the expected monetary value of fee 

exemptions to be granted, given the structure of the funding formula. The assumed 
value of fee exemptions is the assumed value of fees charged (referred to in 
paragraph 58) multiplied by the assumed exemptions level (referred to in 
paragraph 57). The expected monetary value of fee exemptions Is an important 
benchmark needed to gauge the correct implementation of the fee exemptions 
processes referred to in paragraph 76. 

  

60 Assumed value of fee income: This is the expected monetary value of college fee 
income. It is the assumed value of fees charged minus the assumed value of fee 

exemptions. 

  

61 College allocation before output bonus: This is the total monetary allocation for 
the college before the addition of a possible output bonus. The college allocation 
before output bonus (C4 /) is the college programme weight (CPW) referred to in 

paragraph 54 multiplied by the total applied funding base rate (4FBR;,,) of the 

PED. 

CAl=CPW x AFBR, ot 

The sub-totals for each of the three economic categories should be calculated 
using the category-specific applied funding base rate from the bottom-line part fo 
the grid and the assumed fee level, full-time equivalent students and category- 
specific funding weight from the in-line part of the grid. The sub-totals for the 
three economic categories should not be the total college allocation simply split up 
in proportion to the category-specific applied funding base rates, as this would not 
yield an accurate result. 

    62   Output bonus: This is a monetary bonus which the college receives in 
recognition of efficient or outstanding service delivery. The methodology for 
calculating the bonus is a PED determination. However, in arriving at the 
methodology, the following should be considered:   Motivation: A previous version of this document presented a formula for the 

calculation of the output bonus. The approach was subsequently adopted of laying 
down criteria for the calculation, rather than one formula. There are a number of 

problems associated with having one national formula: (1) Insufficient research 
has been conducted into the matter to suggest strongly that one approach stands 
out as the best one. (2) Province-specific circumstances may make different   
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approaches to the output bonus desirable. (3) The process of arriving at an output 
formula, within the PED-college planning process, can be regarded as an 
important step in bringing a critical degree of focus in colleges and the PED to the 
performance issues. 

Discussion: Getting the output bonus right. The matter of the output bonus is 
strategically important and complex. It should be subjected to closer scrutiny. 
Three key questions stand out. The first question is whether there should be a 
national formula — this could be a formula that would be partly deterministic and 
partly open to province-specific adjustment. The second question is whether the 
output bonus should only be above cost, or whether it should be permitted to 
cover some of the cost. The UK system only pays out the final 10% of the cost of 
delivering a programme after the student has successfully completed the year in 
question. This is clearly a form of output bonus that covers some of the cost. The 
UK system implies that institutions must absorb the cost of the 10% where 
students do not complete the year successfully. (The UK 10% output bonus is 
perhaps something we would want to make explicit in the SA policy. Before we 
do, however, it would be necessary to clarify how the throughput rate frequently 
referred to in the DoE-NBI reports is calculated, and whether this constitutes a 
good basis for an output bonus formula.) However, the UK system also has a 
performance bonus for colleges that plan well generally, and this provides 
funding above cost. It is not made clear in the UK system what this additional 
funding is intended for, but one can assume that it is intended for developmental 
activities such as research and HRD. The third question is what output issues the 
South African output bonus should deal with. Essentially there are four such 
output issues: (a) Successful completion by students of the programme; (b) The 
average scores attained by students in standardised examinations; (c) The degree 
of success of graduates in the labour market; (d) The attainment of particular 
developmental goals, for instance the successful implementation of new 
monitoring systems. There seems to be strong support for dealing with (a), (b) 
and (d) in the output bonus, but doubts about translating (c) into monetary 
rewards for institutions. The doubts are based on the understanding that there are 
many factors extraneous to the college that affect labour market success and that 
it is difficult to statistically adjust for those extraneous factors. There is no doubt     
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that the labour market performance of graduates should be a key trend that is 
monitored, but this is not the same as saying that colleges should be rewarded in 
monetary terms in this regard. Rather, it is argued, PEDs should use tabour 

market performance as a key determining factor when deciding which colleges to 
upscale and which colleges to downscale through higher or lower formula 
funding in future years. 

Background: Inefficiencies in colleges. Efficiency comes through as a major 
problem in the analyses of the colleges. Pass rates at around 57% are lower than 
in schools. The throughput rate is said to be only 50%, in other words only half of 
students complete their qualifications. This has been equated to a wastage of 50% 
of funding (this may be a bit of an extreme assertion as we do not clearly know 
the destination of non-qualified students). These criticisms need to be viewed in 
the light of an apparently better benefit cost ratio for colleges. It was not possible 
to assess the degree to which similar programmes differ greatly in per FTE 
expenditure between colleges or provinces. There are great disparities in the 
aggregate per FTE expenditure figures (R4,000 versus R10,000), but this is said 
to be a result of different programme mixes at different colleges. 

  

  
(a) The ratio of past successful completions to past enrolments, and previous 
versions of this ratio, applicable to previous years (see paragraphs 52 and 53). 
Both absolute levels of this ratio, and improvements in this ratio over time, should 

be taken into account. 

  

(b) Attainment of development targets in the strategic plan of the college. 

  

(c) Average examination scores attained by students. 

    The methodology must be transparent to all colleges within a province. Moreover, 
it should be determined at a sufficiently early point in time to allow colleges to 
adjust their planning and management towards the attainment of the identified 
outputs.   
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College allocation: This is the total allocation to the college after all adjustments 
have been made. This is the final allocation provided by the formula funding grid. 
However, it may not be equal to the total funding for the college received from the 
PED if (1) there is funding other than formula funding that is to be paid to the 
college (see Section E) or (2) there are funds allocated during a previous year that 
were not utilised and should thus be deducted off the allocation (see paragraph 
104). 

  

E. OTHER FUNDING STREAMS 

  

    

Earmarked capital funding 

  

Background: What’s already in policy. This category is an offshoot of ‘formula 
funding of programmes’ in WP4, WP4 seems to envisage the inclusion of capital 
investment in the formula funding stream. The position taken here is that capital 
investment, or at least a major part of it, should be separated out for various 
reasons (legacy of unequal physical infrastructure, practice in other countries). 
This category falls under ‘funds allocated by the State’ in the FET Act. The 1997 
Report makes reference to information systems and specialised plant as part of 
the capital requirements of institutions. It envisages some earmarked funding 
(capital and recurrent) flowing from a combination of matching conditional grants 
determined nationally and provincial funds that match the national funds. 

Background: Capital expenditure on colleges. In 2004, PED capital 

expenditure on colleges was R39m, or 2.9% of total PED expenditure on colleges 
(the corresponding figure for schools would be 4.4%). In addition, colleges 
reported in 2002 ‘depreciation’ amounting to R30m as expenditure, though this 
was not a cash.expense. It seems there was no capital expenditure from own funds 
at colleges in 2002. In response to a question about the state of their teaching and 
learning facilities, half of college heads said it was good, 15% said it was 
excellent, and around a third said it was poor. This is almost certainly a more 
positive response than one would find for schools. We should note, however, that 
these responses may simply be a result of low expectations about the services 
colleges should offer. 40% of heads said their college teaching equipment does 
not comply with occupational safety regulations.     
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  64 This public funding stream covers items not covered by the capital infrastructure 

portion of the national funding base rate (see paragraph 89 below). Hence this 

stream covers two types of capital expenditure: (1) Capital expenditure to expand 
the infrastructure of existing campuses, or to construct new campuses; (2) Capital 
expenditure required to address capital infrastructure backlogs inherited from 
unequal spending in the past. 

  
Earmarked capital funding may take a variety of forms, for example conditional 
grants declared in terms of the Division of Revenue Act, or matching grants 
involving joint investment with the private sector. Moreover, this type of funding 
is always conditional in the sense that it is earmarked for specific capital 
investments, where these investments are integrated into the strategic plans of 
colleges. 

  
66 PEDs must ensure that transparent and fair procedures are followed in the 

allocation of earmarked capital funding to colleges. However, it is nota - 
requirement that all colleges be funded equitably with respect to this stream in 
every financial year. Targeting of particular colleges during particular years is thus 
permissible. However, in the medium to long term, the distribution of earmarked 
capital funding across colleges must be equitably pro-poor. 

  
67 Earmarked capital funding is an important means for making colleges more 

accessible for the physically disabled. PEDs should ensure that sufficient 
earmarked capita! funding is made available to adapt existing infrastructure in 
such a way that full access in this regard becomes possible. 

  
Earmarked recurrent funding 

  
68   This public funding stream is similar to the earmarked capital funding stream, 

except that it deals with recurrent items. It is earmarked for projects of a 
developmental nature, in particular staff development, development and 
implementation of computerised systems, and college-level research. In addition, 
the earmarked recurrent funding stream covers inputs that are considered part of a 
basic minimum package of recurrent inputs required more or less equally by all   Background: What’s already in policy. This equates more or less to ‘funding 

for special purposes’ in WP4 and falls under ‘funds allocated by the State’ in the 
FET Act. The 1997 Report emphasises this funding as a means of steering 
colleges in new directions. It also envisages some earmarked recurrent funding 
being granted on a competitive bidding basis.   
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colleges. Discussion: The web presence of colleges. What is striking is how much easier 
it is to obtain information about individual colleges in the cases of Australia and 
Brazil, than in the case of South Africa. This is simply because colleges in those 
countries have websites on which they post business plans, annual reports, 
programmes offered, registration procedures, and so on. Even relatively small 
Brazilian colleges in poor ‘provinces’ have a web presence. South African 
colleges, apart from Centra! Johannesburg FET college, have very minimal or 
zero web presence. [t should be regarded as particularly problematic for an FET 
college to have no web presence given, firstly, the existence of technical skills 
amongst staff and students and, secondly, the importance of providing 
information to a diverse group of potential clients. 

  

69 PEDs may determine a basic minimum package required by all colleges to cover 
basic overhead expenses outside of the formula funding of programmes stream. 
Such a package, which should be considered earmarked recurrent funding, could 

take the form of a financial transfer, employee posts, or goods and services. 
Regardless of its form, the monetary value of the basic minimum package should 
be clearly reflected in the financial statements of colleges. PEDs may vary the size 
of the basic minimum package by college, based on criteria that are fair and fully 
transparent. 

Motivation: Currently, it is argued that a basic package of college management 
posts would be subject to this paragraph. 

  

70 Transparency and equity requirements for earmarked recurrent grants directed 
towards development projects are the same as those applicable to earmarked 
capital grants and described in paragraph 66. 

  

College fees 

    71   The Further Education and Training Act makes it clear that public FET colleges 
may raise revenue through the charging of college fees. For the purposes of this 
policy, college fees are fees charged to students by public FET colleges to cover 
the portion of the training cost not covered by formula funding of programmes. 
For the purposes of this policy, then, college fees do not include hostel fees, or 
fees charged for programmes receiving no public funding at all.   Background: What’s already in policy. This falls under ‘private funding’ in 

WP4 and in the FET Act under ‘money payable by students for further education 
and training programmes provided by the institution’. The 199, Report 
recommends that fees should constitute some 20% of college funding. 

Background: Fees in SA colleges. In 2002 fees averaged around R2,600 per 

FTE and around R930 per head. Increases in recent years seem to have exceeded     
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inflation, but only slightly. Given that school fees in 2001 averaged at around 
R380 per learner (around R1,700 for learners in ‘quintile 5° schools), fees at 

colleges seem relatively high, suggesting that fees would be a stronger 
exclusionary factor in colleges than in schools (this seems to be the finding from 
the analysis appearing in Appendix E). Moreover, college attendance is often 
associated with hostel accommodation and hence hostel fees. There is no 
exemption system in colleges as there is in schools, though some provinces (e.g. 
North West) offer bursaries to college students after students have passed their 
first programme of study (they must pay the fees upfront for the first programme). 
College stakeholders report that fees do indeed constitute a barrier for access to 
colleges. The analysis in Appendix E seems to support this. 

Background: Hostel fees. College hostels are becoming increasingly governed 
by a total cost recovery approach, meaning students are expected to pay for the 

full costs of the hostel accommodation. 

Background: College fees in other countries. In Australia, around 10% of the 
income at the TAFE colleges is from fees. An extensive fee exemptions system is 
in place which results in around 25% of students being at least partially 
exempted. In most ‘provinces’, government caps the fee that may be charged. 
This cap is generally at around one Australian dollar per student contact hour. 
The effects of income forfeited due to exemptions must be borne by the college 
concerned. The existence of exemptions makes a comprehensive student financial 
aid scheme unnecessary. In the UK, the assumption is made that 25% of the 
training cost would be covered by fees. However, there is an extensive system of 
exemptions (called ‘remissions’) whereby certain categories of students (those 
age 18 and below, socio-economically disadvantaged students, etc.) are 
completely exempt from the payment of fees, and the state compensates fully for 
this in the transfers to institutions. The UK system is designed in such a way that 
the fee (if paid) is standardised meaning students taking programmes costing 
more to offer (due to resource intensity) do not pay higher fees. 

Motivation: Though a lot of the literature uses the term ‘user fees’, this has 
become a little liked term, ‘College fees’ is a term people are probably   
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accustomed to. 

  

The formula funding of programmes, described from paragraph 27, has 
implications for what may be considered fair practice with respect to college fees. 
In particular, the level of the college fees charged should not deviate substantially 
from what is implied by the assumed fee level described in paragraph 45. 
Moreover, exemptions should be granted to a level implied by the assumed value 
of exemptions described in paragraph 59. 

  

In accordance with paragraph 18, the responsibility for structuring college fees 
charged for programmes receiving formula funding rests with colleges. However, 
the net effect of this structuring should be that the total planned income from 
college fees, before exemptions have been taken into account, should be more or 

less equal to the what is implied by the assumed fee levels per programme. The 

total planned income from college fees may be up to 10% higher than the assumed 
fee level described in paragraph 45, without there being a need for PED approval. 
Moreover, the college fee charged to a student for any particular programme 
subject to formula funding should not deviate substantially from the rand amount 
implied by the assumed fee level for that programme. The fee may be up to 10% 
higher than what is implied by the assumed fee level without there being a need 
for PED approval. Any deviation outside of the bands referred to here require PED 
approval, within the PED-college planning process. The way the transition occurs 
from the outgoing fee structures of colleges to the new fee structures implied by 
this policy is linked to how the transition to more normalised per student spending 
is achieved across colleges. This transition matter is referred to in paragraph 120. 

Motivation: There are some good reasons for allowing this 10% leeway. The 
assumed fee level may ignore college-specific cost issues, and college-specific 
socio-economic issues. 

    74   The DoE will establish and maintain a national means test designed to gauge the 
financial needs of public FET college students, as well as the necessary tools 
required to implement the means test. The DoE will furthermore formulate rules 
and guidelines regarding the awarding of fee exemptions by FET colleges on the 
basis of student need. The systems will be aimed at ensuring that an inability to 
pay college fees should not constitute a barrier to a student’s enrolment ina 
formula funded programme at a public FET college. The means test and 
accompanying rules and guidelines will be based on best practice and research   Discussion: Means tests in the South African context. Valuable lessons can be 

learnt from the NSFAS experience in the design and implementation of means 
tests.       
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findings, and will be aimed at providing public FET colleges with a system.within 
which responsiveness to student need and programme cost can be managed by the 
college. It is important that the DoE requirements and guidelines should be 
sufficiently detailed and binding to establish a transparent system and to enforce 
key policy imperatives, but that they should also provide sufficient space to allow 

colleges to respond to local need. In particular, the means test should be 

sufficiently standardised within provinces to allow for the use of the data in the 
determination of the assumed exemptions level (see paragraph 57). As far as is 
possible and practical, there should be synergy between the means test for public 
FET colleges and the means test being used in the higher education system. 

  

75 The rules and guidelines regarding fee exemptions referred to in the previous 
paragraph should incorporate an efficiency element whereby students who repeat 
programmes should be less eligible for fee exemptions than students who enrol for 
programmes for the first time. 

' 
  

76 Colleges must manage college fee exemptions in accordance with paragraph 74. 
The total value of the college fees exempted in one year should not be less than 
the assumed value of exemptions described in paragraph 59. If it is, the part of the 
fee subsidy that exceeds the value of total exemptions may be claimed by PED in 
the following year through the clawback mechanism referred to paragraph 104 
below. 

  

Student financial aid 

    77   In this policy, student financial aid is funding, in the form of grants or loans, 
provided by the state or private organisations to students, possibly through the 
public FET college, to deal with costs such as hostel and subsistence costs. For the 
purposes of this policy, the funded exemptions referred to in paragraph 59 are not 
considered student financial aid, though they have an aim that is similar to that of 
student financial aid.   Background: What’s already in policy. This is one of the categories in WP4. 

Depending on how this works out, it could fall under ‘funds allocated by the 
State’ in the FET Act. None of the existing policy provides much direction with 
respect to this stream of funding. The 1997 Report provides some options, but is 
not optimistic, partly because of the poor economic rationale and international 
track record for student loans at the FET level, and partly because there is no 
institutional history in the country for student financial aid in FET.       
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78 The DoE and PEDs should monitor the situation with respect to needs-based 
funding over and above the fee subsidy, and make proposals for systems and 

partnerships where necessary. Options involving agreements between the state and 

public and private lending institutions should be explored. 

Discussion: Covering subsistence and textbook costs of students. It has been 
proposed that the funding policy should deal directly with non-fee private costs 
incurred by students. NSFAS deals with such costs in Higher Education, though 
there is no guarantee that the NSFAS award will be sufficient to cover all these 
costs. There seems to be a strong indication in the international literature that 
loans to cover FET college fees are not effective. But no discussion of the 
effectiveness of loans for subsistence and textbook costs could be found. 

  

Private fee-for-service income 

  

79 This private stream of funding is income derived by public FET colleges from 
training services offered on a purely private and market basis. 

Background: What’s already in policy. This is one item under the category of 
‘private funding’ in WP4. In the Act this is ‘money received for services rendered 
to any other institution or person’. 

  

80 Paragraph 14 of this policy explains the need to ensure that fee-for-service prices 
are not cross-subsidised by public funds intended for formula funded programmes. 
In other words, fee-for-service prices should reflect the true cost of offering the 
service. To enforce this, what will be monitored are the prices of private services 
offered, relative to the cost of formula funded training as reflected in the national 

register of FET college programmes (see paragraph 34). The requirement is that 
privately offered services should not be offered at a price that is lower than the 
predicted cost of an equivalent formula funded programme. 

Background: Funding of learnership training and ‘double-dipping’. College 
stakeholders report that there is a high level of awareness in PEDs that using any 
PED-funded college resources to run SETA-funded learnership programmes is 
‘double-dipping’ and wrong. However, it is very likely that this kind of double- 
dipping is occurring, especially given that accounting practices are not geared 
towards detecting this. 

  

  
81 

  
Clearer information in the training market relating to the cost of delivering 
training programmes, can greatly assist private and public employers in planning 
their human resource development activities. Given that the DoE will be engaged 
in extensive research work relating to the costing of training programmes, in order 
to realise the system of formula funding of programmes, the DoE will be well 
placed to provide the market with valuable information and guidance relating to 
training costs. The DoE, in collaboration with the Department of Trade and 

Industry and the Department of Labour, will develop pricing manuals that can be 
used by public FET colleges, other providers, and employers, to assist in the 
provision and procurement of training.       
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Policy Comments 
  

The DoE will investigate the feasibility of developing and maintaining a national! 
list of recommended prices for training programmes other than those training 
programmes appearing in the national register of FET programmes. Such a list 
could assist in the monitoring of prices referred to in paragraph 80, and could be 
used by employers to plan their procurement of services offered by various 
providers, but in particular public FET colleges. 

  

Other private funding 

  

This stream of private funding is all private funding not covered in the preceding 
paragraphs of Section E. This stream would include, amongst other things, 
development funding from international and local donor agencies, and income 
derived from the sale of goods produced by students as part of a training 
programme. 

Background: What’s already in policy. In WP4 this would fall under ‘private 

funding’, and in the Act this more or less corresponds to ‘other funds from any 
other source’. 

Background: Production income in other countries. According to the 1997 
Report, many countries earn considerable income from production activities 
undertaken by students. In Swaziland, the proportion of income earned from 
production activities is said to be 80%! 

  

F. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AT PUBLIC FURTHER EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING COLLEGES 

  

  
84 

  
It is not the purpose of this policy to provide general financial management rules 
for public FET colleges. Financial management practices at colleges have been 
improving through a number of steps that have been taken by government. In 
several provinces, financial management in colleges are now in line with the 
requirements of the PFMA. Some MECs have issued comprehensive accounting 
procedures documents specifically aimed at public FET colleges, and issued in 
terms of Section 21 of the Further Education and Training Act. The use of GAAP 
and external auditors has become entrenched across all colleges. College 
management toolkits developed by the DoE are being used in a number of 
colleges. It is important for this work to continue, and for financial management 
requirements to become nationally standardised.   

Background: Current accounting practices in colleges. Although colleges are 
not governed by the PFMA, in certain provinces colleges have been instructed to 
use the PFMA as their financial management and accounting guide. Section 21 of 

the FET Act requires the MEC to determine accounting procedures for colleges. 
This has occurred in some provinces, but apparently not in all of them. 
Nevertheless, it seems as if the use of GAAP and external auditors is a feature of 

all colleges, according to college stakeholders. The college management toolkit 
developed by KPMG for the DoE, which includes accounting guidelines, is used 
by some but not all colleges.   
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85 | The DoE and PEDs must pay particular attention to the development of 
accounting structures and practices that allow for a clear separation of public and 
private costs. Financial accounts must be arranged in such a way that the 
utilisation of publicly financed infrastructure for private fee-for-service 
programmes is reflected as such, so that the financial cost of this is clear. 
Similarly, the utilisation of the same staff members for the offering of public and 
private training services should result in separate public and private accounting of 
the related expenditure. a 

86 | The DoE and PEDs will need to pay special attention to the matter of the financial | Background: The FET Act on loans. Section 20 of the Act specifies that the 
reserves of colleges, and private loans taken by colleges to fund infrastructural and | MEC must approve of any loan taken by an FET college. 
other development. Practices in this regard should not place the sustainability of 
colleges at risk, nor should they result in excessive mission drift away from the Background: Financial investments by colleges. There were four merged 
role of colleges as public providers of FET. colleges (two in GP and one each in NW and WC) where the value of investments 

plus cash on hand came to over R10m (but under R20m) in 2002. To take an 
example, the Johannesburg Central investment plus cash figure came to around 
33% of its annual running cost. At the other end of the spectrum, three colleges in 
EC were over R2m in debt. 

Discussion: How should the new funding system take into account historical 
advantages with regard to financial reserves? It has been suggested that the 
new funding system somehow differentiate between colleges on the basis of their 
financial reserves. It is argued that colleges with larger reserves (which tend to be 
the historically advantaged ones) should be given less formula funding, at least 
for a limited time. The 33% level of liquidity referred to above is not very high, 
and it is mqreover exceptional. The situation does not appear to warrant any 
special provisions in the funding policy. However, it is clearly important for 
colleges to have financial reserves, and colleges with low reserves should perhaps 
be provided with an additional and initial injection through the earmarked 
recurrent funding stream. 

G. NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL PLANNING 
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  Policy Comments 
  

Maintenance of the national register of core FET programmes 

  87 The national register of core FET programmes, as described in paragraph 34, must 
be maintained by the DoE. The DoE must ensure that this register is easily 
accessible to public FET colleges, as well as to other stakeholders in the 
vocational education and training market. 

  
The national funding base rate and the costing of programmes 

  88 Much the maintenance of the national register of core FET programmes will 
involve updating the estimated costs of delivering the core FET programmes. 
During the initial implementation of this policy, substantial work will be required 
to establish an initial set of cost information on core FET programmes. Thereafter, 
most work will concentrate on updating costs in line with inflation rates that are 
applicable to the inputs in question, and on the costing of new or revised training 
programmes. 

  89 

  
A national funding base rate must be maintained and be used as a benchmark for 
the costing of all other core FET programmes. The national funding base rate is a 
rate, expressed in monetary rand terms, indicating the cost of delivering a basic 
one-year full-time programme. The national funding base rate is split into the three 
economic categories of (1) personnel, (2) capital infrastructure and (3) non- 

personnel non-capital. The costing of the national base rate must use analysis into 
the costs of inputs at colleges, and existing college expenditure trends. The 
national funding base rate should describe the cost of delivering the least costly 
programme that exists or might exist. This means that the national base rate may 
describe a hypothetical low-cost programme, rather than an existing programme. 
A large class size, and a minimal requirement for equipment and infrastructure 
should be assumed. Minimal administration and student support overhead costs, 
and no industry liaison costs, should moreover be assumed. The rate must cover 
annual depreciation in capital stock. In other words, the national funding base rate 
should be adequate to build reserves needed for periodic replacement of facilities 
and equipment. It need not cover infrastructure backlogs and infrastructure 
expansion costs. The hypothetical programme must be a useful point of departure   

Motivation: The use of a low-cost programme as a benchmark for costing other 
programmes is taken from the British system. The inclusion of capital 
infrastructure in the national funding base rate is the result of some discussion. It 
was felt that the inclusion was justified as college management (as opposed to the 
PED) was best placed to plan for the replacement of existing capital stock, and as 
transacting between the PED and colleges with regard to facilities and equipment 
was to be minimised. It should be remembered that if capital infrastructure were 
excluded from the national funding base rate (and hence from formula funding), it 
would be necessary for the PED to become involved in matters such as the 
replacement of plumbing systems and purchasing of computers. It was felt that it 
would be preferable for PEDs to monitor that adequate saving and capital 
replacement was taking place at an aggregate level within each college, more or 
less in line with the value of the capital infrastructure portion of the funding rate 
and the funding weights. The capital infrastructure portion of the national funding 
base rate should be distinguished from the earmarked capital funding stream 
(paragraph 64), which deals with new capital stock and replacement of capital 
stock as part of the apartheid backlogs issue.   
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Policy Comments 
  

from which to gauge the cost of other programmes, which would all be more 
costly or equally costly. : 

stock as part of the apartheid backlogs issue. 

  

90 In addition to costing the basic hypothetical services implied by the national 
funding base rate, the. DoE must indicate the costs of all programmes on the 
national register of core FET programmes relative to the national base rate. This 
must lead to the funding weights required for the formula funding grid (see 
paragraph 44). These funding weights must include industry liaison time, as well 
as all the cost aspects covered by the national funding base rate (see previous 
paragraph). The programme-specific funding weights should take into account the 
fact that actual class size is often lower than the theoretical class size, due to the 
fact that colleges may not achieve economies of scale, or because one college may 
not be able to fill several classes offering the same programme to maximum 
capacity. The average additional cost implied by these issues should be worked 
into the funding weights. An important part of the costing work is the formulation 
of the costing methodology. A sound methodology can greatly reduce the-attention 
that must be paid to each separate training programme, and can bring a greater 
degree of consistency to the entire costing exercise. 

  

Finalisation of public funding strategies 

  

  
9! 

  
On the basis of the research referred to in paragraph 20, and through an. . 
appropriate consultation process, certain national and provincial targets must be 
formulated relating to the number of graduates for various programmes needed 
from the public colleges. It is important that these targets should only be as 
specific as credible research allows. Experience in other countries has shown that 
an excessively detailed level of national planning, often referred to as ‘manpower 
planning’, is not feasible, given the complexity of the training demand trends, and 
also the system that supplies the graduates. At the same time, however, there 
needs to be a critical level of national and provincial planning, and target-setting, 
particularly where it is very clear that there is an under-supply or an over-supply 
of particular types of graduates. :   

Discussion: The re-capitalisation grant for FET colleges. The Minister 
announced in her 2005 Budget Speech that R1bn in additional funding would be 
made available for the 2006/07 to 2007/08 financial years. Given the broad 
specifications. for this additional funding, it would span several of the funding 
streams described in this policy, in particular formula funding of programmes, 
earmarked capital funding, earmarked recurrent funding, and student financial 
aid. These budget commitments need to be translated into fairly specific national 
and provincial training priorities.   
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Policy Comments 
  

92 Public funding strategies, including targets relating to the output of the FET 
college sector, should be shaped within a planning horizon that is longer than one 
year. Five to twenty year plans are common in other countries. However, it is 

important for targets, both national and provincial, to be confirmed on an annual 
basis, so that the annual PED-college planning process can be guided by a clear 
and unambiguous set of priorities. For this reason, the DoE and PEDs must jointly 
confirm training targets for publicly funded FET college training by March of 
each year. These training targets would focus in particular on overall output 
increases required, and increases in the outputs of specific types of graduates. 

  

The development of public funding strategies for technical and vocational FET 
must involve a critical level of participation by various government stakeholders, 
and non-government stakeholders. The DoE will ensure that a major series of 
national consultations occurs at least every three years to deal specifically with 
public funding priorities in technical and vocational FET, including the public 
funding of FET colleges. These consultations must include, as a minimum, 
representatives from the Department of Labour, the Department of Trade and 
Industry, National Treasury, the Provincial Departments of Education, several 

major employer and employee organisations, several Higher Education 
institutions, several public FET colleges, and private FET provider organisations. 
Prior to these consultations, the DoE will provide stakeholders with the basic 

information packages and research outputs necessary for successful consultations 
to occur. The DoE will also ensure that on an annual basis the National Economic 
Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC) becomes involved in the 
finalisation of public spending strategies for FET. 

  

H. THE ANNUAL PED-COLLEGE PLANNING PROCESS 

  

Basic elements 

    94   For the purposes of the paragraphs that follow, the ‘medium term’ means the 
coming three college years for which planning must occur. This is partially in 
accordance with the Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) of the Public 
Finance Management Act, the difference being that the college year begins in   Motivation: The FET Act stipulates that the financial! year for FET institutions is 

the same as the calendar year.       
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Policy Comments 
  

January, whilst the government’s financial year begins in April. The term ‘first 
MTEF year’ refers to the first college year within the medium term. The term 
‘current year’ refers to the college year immediately prior to the medium term. 

And ‘previous year’ refers to the college year prior to the current year. 

  

95 The Further Education and Training Act, in Section 9, requires public FET 
colleges to develop strategic plans. This requirement is being fulfilled across all 
colleges, though the PED-college planning process described here has wide- 
ranging implications for the formats and contents of the college strategic plans, 
and the annual processes that lead to the finalisation of strategic plans. For 
example, the formula funding grid in Annexure A of this policy should form part 
of the strategic plan of each college. 

  

96 It is vital that various stakeholders apart from the PED and the college should 
make inputs into the annua! PED-college planning process. Each PED must hence 
ensure that a minimum level of broad consultation occurs with a range of - 
stakeholders, which should include, as a minimum, employers, employees, and 
private providers of FET training. At least one provincial consultation, and at least 
one college-specific consultation per college should occur in each year. These 
consultations should be strongly guided by the national strategic priorities referred 

to In paragraph 91. 

  

97 Below, the annual PED-college planning process is described with reference to, 
firstly, capital investment planning, secondly, a review of past formula funding 
and, thirdly, the forward planning of formula funding. All these activities should 
be scheduled in such a way that strategic plans, with finalised funding components 
approved by the PED, are ready by 30 October of each year. The resultant plans 
must cover, as a minimum, the medium term. 

  

Capital investment planning 

    98   This planning links strongly to earmarked capital and recurrent funding described 
in paragraphs 64 and 68. Capital investment planning should in other words focus 
strongly on the physical capital needed to address infrastructure backlogs and         
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Policy Comments 
  

expansion, but also investment in systems and the human capital of college staff. 

  

99 Capital investment planning should start with an assessment of the adequacy of 
the physical and human capital to deliver on government training requirements in 
the past. This assessment should include an analysis of how the college balances 
the offering of publicly funded and privately funded training programmes. If 
infrastructure inadequacies with respect to the offering of publicly funded 
programmes can be resolved through a reduction in the level of private services 
offered, then such a reduction should be regarded as optimal. 

  

100 The assessment should lead to college-specific proposals, which will be prioritised 
by the PED in accordance with the earlier paragraphs on earmarked funding. The 
result will be an updating of provincial plans for the capitalisation of the public 
FET college sector. 

  

Review of past formula funding 

  

101 The planning of the formula funding for the new medium term must begin with a 
review of past years, and developments in the current year. The specifications 
relating to the formula funding grid, and described in Section D of this policy, 
should inform the review process. 

  

    
The review should include an assessment of the deviation between the economic 
category breakdown of previous allocations, and the economic category 
breakdown reflected in accounts of actual expenditure. It is not a requirement that 
colleges must comply with the economic category breakdown of the allocation 
calculated in the formula funding grid. However, a substantial deviation should be 
analysed to assess whether the funding weights in the national register of core FET 
programmes are inappropriate, or whether a college is allocating funds 
inefficiently across the three economic categories. In particular, the review must 
assess whether the college is investing sufficient funds from the formula funding 
stream into the maintenance and replacement of capital equipment and facilities, 
given that the funding weights cover this cost.         
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Though not explicitly linked to the formula funding grid, representativity of 
students must be considered in terms of the redress principles described in 
paragraph 23. The level of compliance with past targets should receive attention, 

and reasons for non-compliance should be assessed. 

  

104 A clawback mechanism must be applied where one or two of the following have 
occurred: (1) Less training took place in the previous year, in terms of FTE 
students, than was planned for in the formula funding grid applicable to the 
previous year. (2) Exemptions granted to students were less than the assumed 

value of exemptions referred to in paragraph 59. In the case of (1), under- 
enrolment in certain programmes can be compensated for by over-enrolment in 
certain other programmes. However, under-enrolment where actual enrolment is 
less than 97% of the planned enrolment, in terms of full-time equivalent students, 
must lead to the enforcement of the clawback mechanism. The PED, with the 
college, should calculate the clawback amount applicable to the previous year, and 
should deduct this amount from the funding in the first MTEF year. 

  

105 PEDs must assess prices determining the private fee-for-service income of 
colleges and determine whether there is evidence of cross-subsidisation of 
privately offered services through the use of funds intended for public services. 
Financial accounts with a separation between public and private services, as 
specified in paragraph 85, should also be scrutinised to assess whether cross- 
subsidisation has occurred. If this has occurred, plans for the future should correct 

this and continual and deliberate cross-subsidisation by a college can result in a 
financial clawback using the mechanism referred to in paragraph 104. 

  

Forward planning of formula funding 

    106   Planning for the three years of the medium term should pay particular attention to 
bringing enrolments in core FET programmes (as described in paragraph 34) in 
line with provincial and national strategies and targets in this regard. Moreover, 
the planning process should deal with the labour market segment focus, and the 
representativity of students. Future targets for the representativity of the student 
population must be set, in particular where it is clear that student groups are under-       
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represented. 

  

107 The enrolment targets per programme must be corisulted, but ultimately the PED 
approves of the programmes and enrolments that are subject to formula funding. 
The process may involve reprioritising the emphasis placed on private services. 
For example, the need to increase the utilisation of college infrastructure for the 
offering of core FET programmes may require a college to reduce private training. 
Planning in this regard should occur with care, taking cognisance of contracts 
between the college and private clients. 

  

  

Reporting requirements 

  

108 In terms of section 21 of the Further Education and Training Act, public FET 
colleges are required to produce annual financial reports, and to comply with any 
reasonable additional reporting requirement established by the MEC. Moreover, 

section 40 of the Act requires the Director-General of the DoE to produce:an 
annual report on the quality of further education and training in the country, and 
Heads of PEDs to produce a similar report for their provinces. In this respect, the 
DoE will ensure that the core national set of service delivery indicators and 
reporting requirements developed with National Treasury in terms of the Public 
Finance Management Act, and partly applicable to the FET college sector, are 
applied at the province and college level in order to advance an integrated quality 
monitoring system embracing financial and non-financial data. 

Background: What’s already in policy. Section 40 of the FET Act requires the 
DoE and each PED to preduce an annual report on the ‘quality of further 
education and training. Moreover, section 21 requires institutions themselves to 
produce annual financial reports, and gives the MEC the right to specify 
additional reporting requirements. 

Practices in other countries: In Brazil, in order to improve efficiency awareness, 
colleges are required, as part of their annual reporting process, to calculate and 
interpret a standard set of indicators including the standard ones such as student/ 
teacher ratio, plus some fairly unusual but interesting ones such as electricity 
consumption per student, students registered as a proportion of all students who 
applied (to gain a picture of supply versus demand), and classroom occupancy 
rate. 

  

The annual cycle of public resourcing 

  

109 The following paragraphs establish the reporting and planning obligations of the 
DoE, PEDs and FET colleges in terms of the annual cycle. 

  

110   By the last day of February of each year, final annual reports of FET colleges must 
be submitted to the PED. These reports, which are referred to in section 21 of the 

Further Education and Training Act, must include audited financial statements and   
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any additional information required by the MEC in terms of the Act. 

  

11 By 31 March of each year, the DoE must release agreed upon national targets and 
priorities relating to number of students and types of training required in future 
years, in terms of paragraph 91. This step may involve the confirmation of targets 

set in previous years, as opposed to the setting of new targets. 

  

112 By 30 April of each year, PEDs and FET colleges must have begtin the annual 
PED-college planning process, described elsewhere in this policy. This process 
always begins with a review of past trends, in particular as regards formula 
funding, enrolments, representativity and capital investments. 

  

By 31 July of each year, the DoE must have finalised the national funding base 
rate applicable for the next college year, and described in paragraph 89. Moreover, 
funding weights and the assumed fee levels for new programmes, if any, on the 
national register of core FET programmes should be confirmed by this date. 

  

Ha Also by 31 July of each year, means test data collected during the current year on 
the socio-economic status of students must have been processed and used to 
develop the assumed exemptions level for each college referred to in paragraph 
57. 

  

115 By 31 August of each year, PEDs must have finalised their applied funding base 
rate, as described in paragraph 56. 

  

116 By 31 October of each year, the annual PED-college planning process must have 
been completed. By this date, medtum to long term strategic plans of colleges, 
which must include the formula funding grids for the following three years, agreed 
to in accordance with paragraph 107, must be submitted to the PED by colleges. 

    17   By 30 November of each year, the PED must provide colleges with a schedule of 
payments to be made to colleges for services to be rendered during the following 
college year. This schedule must agree with the budgets and plans applicable to 
the following year . Payments to colleges should occur in line with this schedule,   
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except where deviations from MTEF budgets for the PED as a whole, or serious 
cashflow problems within the PED, make it impossible for PEDs to comply with 
the payment schedule. Where compliance with the schedule is not possible, PEDs 
must ensure that disruption to college services is minimised. 

  

I: TRANSITION TO THE NEW SYSTEM 

  

118 The transition from the various outgoing systems, some national, some specific to 
individual provinces or even colleges, to the new system established by this 
policy, implies a number of key challenges, and possible solutions. A successful 
transition depends on a solid understanding of recent trends and practices, and the 
building of a common understanding of and commitment to the new system. 

  

The transition challenges and solutions 

  

  
119 

  
Historically, staffing at public FET colleges has involved the attaching of large 
post establishments to colleges. These post establishments have been prescriptive 
with respect to the mix of employee types. They severely limit the ability of 
colleges to respond to changing demands in the training market, and‘hence to 
generate the quantity and type of skills needed by the country’s youths and adults. 
This policy envisages a situation in which the staffing of colleges occurs within 
the ambit of the formula funding of programmes described in this policy. This 
goal must be realised in stages, however, partly through careful negotiation with 
the relevant employee organisations. Given that the college sector is an expanding 
one, and given that the new service delivery system brings with it exciting 
opportunities for college staff, a collaborative partnership approach between the 
employer and the employee is envisaged. Specifically, it is envisaged that as a first 
step, the monetary value of the existing post establishments will be brought in line 
with the formula funding of programmes. By means of careful analysis of existing 
employment modalities and negotiation with relevant stakeholders, and guided by 
the need to address the skills needs of the country, the DoE and PEDs wiill assume 

a leadership role in dealing with this challenge.       
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Policy Comments 
  

Average spending on each full-time equivalent student, as well as the breakdown 
of spending across the three economic categories referred to in paragraph 89, 
varies greatly from college to college. The same applies to fees charged, and the 
way in which private and public funding is combined. Much of the variation is 

related to the fact that spending is inadequate in some colleges, and inefficient and 
excessive in some other colleges. Inadequate spending is associated with poor 
quality training, but even colleges with high spending levels are, in some cases, 
delivering a service below an acceptable level. The challenge is to bring spending 
in colleges in line with what it actually costs to delivery a quality service. Changes 
in spending levels that are too abrupt, can result in instability in the sector, and an 
inability to spend new funds efficiently. It is thus important that the normalisation 
of spending levels should occur gradually, yet as rapidly as circumstances permit. 
It is envisaged that the per spending levels implied by the formula funding of 
programmes will be made clear from the outset, but that the convergence of 
historical spending patterns with the new spending patterns will take some years. 
During the transitional period, then, certain provinces or colleges may on average 
spend more or fess per full-time equivalent student than what is implied by the 
new policy. The DoE and PEDs will develop and manage plans that will align the 
system with the funding norms of this policy. 

  

Dry runs and implementation dates 

  

White Paper 4 outlines the need for colleges to begin the transition to the new 
system by running the outgoing system at the same time as they implement ‘dry 
runs’ of the new system. Dry runs mean the drawing up of plans and budgets in 
accordance with the new policy, even if the outgoing system is still used to 
determine funding and resourcing in general. From 1 January 2007, all colleges, in 
collaboration with PEDs, must have started performing dry runs of the new 
system. 

      From | January 2007, the annual cycle referred to in the paragraphs beginning 
with paragraph 109 must begin to operate, even if some or all colleges are 
implementing the new system as a dry run.       
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Policy Comments 
  

  
iv
e)
 

  

The DoE and PEDs will jointly manage a dynamic implementation schedule 
which will specify which colleges will move from a dry run to a full 
implementation of the new funding system at which point in time. Colleges with 
the greatest readiness for the new system will begin full implementation first, and 
these colleges will be regarded as pilots for the purposes of colleges entering full 
implementation at a later stage.       
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Appendix A. The formula funding grid (Annexure A in final policy). 

The programmes appearing in the formula funding grid are not formally defined as 
programmes for the purposes of the FET funding system (at least not yet). However, they are 

actual courses appearing in the Central Johannesburg College website, and in the websites of 
the DoL and SAQA. : 
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THE FORMULA FUNDING GRID — EXAMPLE WITH VALUES (see separate table for explanations of column headings) 
  

(Values in bold are obtained externally and are used fo calculate other values. All values in italics are calculated within the grid.) 
  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

                                        

DoE | SAQA/| NQF | NQF SAQA FW FW Past 1D \DoLID| LF | level Programme name cred Prog dur pers FW cap: none AFL ATFW ; Stud FTE PW LMS | AFS |Past SCI enrol 

ICORE DOE 

In-line issues here. 
SAQA UNIT STANDARDS 

SAQA QUALIFICATIONS 

REGISTERED LEARNERSHIPS 

Bottom-line calculations 
Totals from above 

College programme weight (CP) [| 
Sum of past successful completions and past enrolments pers cap —snpne___‘ Tot ne 

National funding base rate 

Values needed for in-line calculations 

Applied funding base rate (AFBR) 

Assumed exemptions level (AEL) 

Totals relating to fees and exemptions (all calculated from in-line part) 

Assumed value of fees charged 

Assumed value of fee exemptions 

Assumed value of fee income 

Final allocation 

College allocation before output bonus (CA7) 

Output bonus (OB) 

College allocation after output bonus (CA2) 

  
  

      

  

  
Bottom-line issues here. 

    

pers cap npnc 

  
  
  
  

Tot 
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  THE FORMULA FUNDING GRID: Explanation of in-line column headings 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                    

DoE ID pa parient of This is the identifier of the DoE used to identify one of the core programmes of the FET colleges. Identifiers appear in this column only under the heading ducation ‘DOE CORE’ 
programme identifier : 

SAQA/ DoL South African Wherever a programme is a SAQA unit standard or a SAQA qualification, this identifier is the official identifier determined by SAQA (and available on the 
ID Qualifications SAQA website). Wherever a programme is a registered learnership, this is the identifier determined by the Department of Labour — the first four digits of the 

Authority/ Department | DoL, which refer to the SETA in question, are left out, meaning only the last eight digits are included. It is possible for a programme to have a value in this 
of Labour identifier column as well as the column DoE /D. This would occur if, for example, a SAQA-registered qualification was included in the list of core DoE programmes. 

NQF LF National One of the twelve NOF learning fields. Values are from ‘01’ to ‘12’, as specified in regulation 452 of SAQA of 1998. These values are reproduced here: 
Qualifications 01: Agriculture and Nature Conservation 
Framework learning 02 :Culture and Arts 

field 03 :Business, Commerce and Management Studies 
04: Communication Studies and Language 
05: Education, Training and Development 
06: Manufacturing, Engineering and Technology 
07: Human and Social Studies 
08: Law, Military Science and Security 
09: Health Sciences and Social Services 
10: Physical, Mathematical, Computer and Life Sciences 
11: Services ‘ 
12: Physical Planning and Construction 

NQF level National NQF level. Permissible values are any of the values 1 to 8, as specified in regulation 452. However, likely values are 2 to 4, which are the levels 
Qualifications corresponding to the FET band. 
Framework level 

Prog name Programme name The name of the programme. 

SAQA cred SAQA credits The number of credits assigned to a unit standard or a qualification by SAQA. 

Prog dur Programme duration The proportion of a college year that is needed for the completion of the programme. This value is expressed as a number to two decimal points. The value 
can be equal to or less than 1.00, but not greater than 1.00. As an example, a programme conducted over a trimester would have the value 0.33 (or 0.34 
for the third in a series of three trimesters). 

FW pers Funding weight for The funding weight for personnel applicable to the programme. The value is a number to one decimal point only. The value is taken from the national 
personnel register of core programmes. 

FW cap Funding weight for The funding weight for capital items applicable to the programme. The value is a number to one decimal point only. The value is taken from the national 
capital expenditure register of core programmes. 

FW npne Funding weight for The funding weight for items other than personnel and capital items applicable to the programme. The value is a number to one decimal point only. The 
non-personnel non- value is taken from the national register of core programmes. 
capital 

AFL Assumed fee level The proportion of total cost that is assumed to be covered by college fees. The value is a number to two decimal points. The value is taken from the 
national register of core programmes. . 

ATFW Actual total funding The overall funding weight for the programme before the programme duration and enrolment adjustments but after considering the assumed fee level 
weight (AFL) and the assumed exemptions level (AEL) from the bottom-line part of the grid. The formula is described in paragraph 46 of the policy. 

Stud Individual students The number of individual students enrolled in the programme. This value is determined through the PED-college planning process. 
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FTE Full-time equivalent The number of full-time equivalent students in the programme. This value is calculated as follows: FTE = Stud x Prog dur. 
students 

PW Programme weight The total weight assigned to the programme, with funding weights, assumed fees and exemptions, enrolment and duration taken into account. This value is 
calculated as follows: PW = ATFWx FTE. 

LMS Labour market The segment of the labour market receiving the chief focus of this service. Values, which are determined through the PED-college planning process, are: 
segment ‘BE’ for mainly budding entrepreneurs : 

‘EE’ for mainly employed persons 

‘OE’ for mainly operating entrepreneurs with employment potential 
‘UA’ for mainly unemployed adults over age 35 
‘UY’ for mainly unemployed youth up to age 35 

These values are not used for any calculation. They are simply illustrative of the college plan. 

AFS Alternative funding The source of funding other than formula funding of programmes. Values can be: 
source ‘EL’ for employers (learnerships) 

‘EO’ for employers (other) 
‘SL for SETA (fearnerships) 

‘GE’ for state (education department) 
‘GL’ for Department of Labour 
‘GO’ for state (other) 

These values are illustrative, and are not used in any caiculation. 

Past SC Past successful The number of successful completions amongst past enrolments. The value is a number calculated according to an agreement between the PED and the 
completions college reiating to the number of past years to take into account. 

Past enrol Past enrolments _ The number of students enrolled in past years, where that number is comparable to past successful completions.         
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THE FORMULA FUNDING GRID — EXAMPLE WITH VALUES (see separate table for explanations of column headings) 

(Values in bold are obtained externally and are used to calculate other values. All values in italics are calculated within the grid.) 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                                        

  

  

      

  
  
  
  

  

  

  

Oe ae Oe Nr Programme name SAQA | Prog dur he W EW cap i Ww | art | aTFw | stud | ere | pw | tus | ars |Past sd rast 
CORE DOE 

3.001 | 20908 | 03 4__|Customer Management L4 243 1.00 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.20 0.87 6§ 65.9 56.74 UY 42 78 
3.002 03 2 _j|Event Support 1.00 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.20 0.87 65 65.0 56.7 UY 4g 72 
6.078 | 21008 | 06 2__|lron and Steel Manufacturing L2 126 0.27 1.0 2.0 1.5 0.20 1.00 120; 32.4 = 32.4 UY 78 169 
6.108 | 48695 | 06 2__|Measurement, Control and Instrumentation L2 | 137 0.33 1.3 2.0 2.0 0.15 1.31 70 23.7 30.4 UY 46 80 

Automotive Component Manufacturing and 
6.109 } 21005 | 06 3 Assembly L3 139 0.33 1.3 2.0 2.0 0.15 1.31 60 19.8 25.9 UY 32 63 

Automotive Component Manufacturing and 
6.110] 21006 | 06 4 Assembly L4 128 0.34 1.3 2.0 2.0 0.15 1.31 50 17.0 22.4 UY 25) 37 

SAQA UNIT STANDARDS 
Understand and describe basic plumbing . 

- {119075} 06 2 principles 8 0.05 20) UY EO 

11795 | 06 3__ [Maintain and repair plumbing systems 12 0.05 30 UY EO 
SAQA QUALIFICATIONS 

36008 | 03 Marketing and entrepreneurial studies 124 1.00 37 OE GL 
22916 | 11 3 {International tourism 420 1.00 21 UY GL 

REGISTERED LEARNERSHIPS 
47351302} 11 2__|Hairdressing (level 2) 0.20 35) BE EL 
05221264} 11 4 |Event support (level 4) 0.20 10 UY EL 

Bottom-line calculations 
Totals from above 

College programme weight (CPW) 224. 
Sum of past successful completions and past enrolments pers cap npne Tot 146 256 

National funding base rate 
Values needed for in-line calculations 

Applied funding base rate (AFBR) [ 7,500 800, 1,200 9,500 
Assumed exemptions level (AEL) 0.36 

Totals relating to fees and exemptions (all calculated from in-line part) 

Assumed value of fees charged 477,614 
Assumed value of fee exemptions : 171,940 
Assumed value of fee income 305,677] 

Final allocation pers cap npne Tot 
College allocation before output bonus (CA1) | 1,590,054 222,534 316,846 2,129,433 
Output bonus (OB) 232,000) 
College allocation after output bonus (CA2) 2,361,433         
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Appendix B Diagrammatic representation of the formula funding system 

Below, a diagrammatic representation of the formula funding of programmes. 

  

  

  

  

      
  

  

  

  

  

  

              

  
  

  

  

  

    
      

  

    
  

  

    
  

  

      

  

  

      

  
  

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

Monetary values are in bold. 

Percentages/fractions are in italics.   
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Appendix C The curriculum framework 

It is important to understand the correspondences between the predominant FET college 
curriculum, i.e. NATED, and the post-1994 curriculum system. This has serious implications 
for the funding of FET colleges, in particular given the fact that FET is a provincial service, 
whilst HE is a national service. 

The diagram below illustrates the linkages and elements. 

« There are six vocational fields in the NATED system. Two, business studies and 
engineering, stand out as they account for 90% of FTEs. The NATED vocational fields 
are more or less like the twelve learning fields (or organising fields) of the NQF. For 
example, the vocational field ‘business studies’ is more or less the equivalent of the 

Learning Field ‘business, commerce and management studies’. Just as the learning fields 
of the NOF are broken down into sub-fields, so the vocational fields of NATED are 

broken down into 32 vocational programmes (also called sub-fields). These elements 
simply describe 

« In the NQF, the smallest bit of learning is the unit standard, and several of these 

comprise a qualification. These terms are very clearly defined in the policies of SAQA. 
A programme is only loosely defined in the SAQA policies, as something larger than a 
unit standard and smaller than a qualification. Programmes are not used as an important 

organising element in the NQF, although ‘programme’ is a term often used in educational 

debates, for instance in ‘programme-based funding’. 

«In NATED, the smallest bit of learning is the instructional offering (there are 626 of 

them), and these fall within courses (there are 346 of these). A course may be something 

like ‘N2 in electrical engineering’. NATED courses could be equated with either 

programmes or qualifications in the NQF. Equating them with qualifications makes sense 

insofar as NATED courses lead to National Certificates, and qualifications (at the FET 
band) lead to National Certificates. However, there is a disjuncture here, because NQF 

qualifications must embody at least 1,200 notional hours of study (this is about one year), 

whilst the National Certificates of NATED are often based on much shorter trimester 

courses. This then strengthens the argument for equating NATED courses with NQF 

programmes, instead of NQF qualifications. 

=" NATED courses are either N1, N2, N3, N4, N5 or N6, depending on how advanced they 

are. In the engineering vocational field, the general practice with regard to full-time 

students is for N1, N2 and N3 courses to be covered within one year — each ‘N’ is referred 

to as a ‘trimester’. The same applies to the N4 to N6 courses. The general practice is for 
students to be admitted into NI after they have completed Grade 10. However, 

completion of Grade 9 is also a legitimate basis for entry into N1. It can be seen that in 

terms of the duration of the courses, completion of N6 corresponds to completion of 

Grade 12. Things work slightly differently in different vocational fields, but generally the 

pattern is as explained here. This pattern has informed the diagram that follows below. 

N4 to N6 courses are often referred to as being above the FET band, in other words within the 

Higher Education band (see for instance the 2004 Quantitative Overview of colleges). Others 

argue that only N6 courses fall into the HE band. This in turn has led to debates as to whether 

the HE courses should be offered in colleges at all, given that they are FET colleges. Some 

Technikons implicitly regard N5 and N6 as post-FET by accepting students into HE who have 

only completed N4. On the other hand, the fact that colleges themselves issue National 

Certificates on completion of any of the N courses suggests that these courses all do belong 

within the FET band. According to the NQF, National Certificates are issued within the FET
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band, and National Diplomas at the NQF level 5 part of HE. Colleges do issue some National 
Diplomas, but only for courses higher than N6. 

  

NOTE THAT THERE IS NO PAGE 74. PAGE 75 FOLLOWS THIS PAGE. 
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THE CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK 

  

  

  

  

Vocational fields (X 6) Organising fields/Learning fields (X 12) 
  

  

    Vocational programmes/Subfields (X 32) Sub-fields     

  

Qualifications 
  

  
Courses (X 346) 
  

  

  

  

  

        
  

  

    

  Programmes     

  
  

  
  

Instructional offerings (X 626) Unit standards 
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Appendix D_ The skills levy and FET colleges 

By 2004/05, the revenue raised by the skills levy defined in the Skills Development Levies 
Act of 1999 had reached over R4.5bn. This is more than half of what gets spent annually on 
Higher Education in the country, and over three times what is spent annually on the FET 
college sector. The FET college policy documents all make it clear that colleges should to a 
much greater degree than in the past participate in the skills development market created by 
the skills levy funds. How this participation should occur should be based partly on a clear 
understanding of the how this market operates. At the same time, however, past and present 
practices should not place an undue restriction on innovation in the utilisation of these funds. 

This appendix provides an overview of the skills development system in the country, firstly 
be focussing on the various elements in the system, and secondly by focussing on processes 
that one would expect colleges to participate in. After the overview, some remarks are made 
with regard to opportunities and challenges for FET colleges. 

The information was obtained largely through an examination of documents and web pages of 
the Department of Labour and the following SETAs: W&RSETA, SERVICESETA, 

ETDPSETA, THETA and MERSETA. The first four SETAs were chosen because some 

colleges report that they have worked extensively with them, and MERSETA because it is the 
largest SETA in the country in terms of levies received, and also represents the sector in 
which colleges conclude the most partnerships. 
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Term Definition Quantities FET college link 
  

Skills levy Skills levies are defined in the Skills 
Development Levies Act of 1999. The 
skills levy is generally equal to 1% of the 

payroll amount, and is payable by 
employers in the country, subject to certain 
exemptions. 

In 2003/04 around 190,000 employers paid R3.9bn in skills levies, 
and around 30,000 employers claimed the levy back for training 
purposes. The anticipated skills levy total for 2004/05 was R4.6bn 
(the description used in Treasury’s revenue tables is ‘taxes on 
payroll and workforce’). The total skills levy payment is roughly 
what we would obtain using a calculation of 10 million workers 
earning R40,000 per annum times 1%. The trend is for both 

number of employers paying and claiming to increase — the figures 
increased by 34% and 22% respectively between 2002 and 2003. 
By 2003, 95% of large firms (which comprise around 2% of all 
firms involved currently) were registered with SETAs, though only 
56% of medium-sized firms had registered. Indications are perhaps 
that the skills levy income will not increase greatly in future in real 
terms, given the fact that practically all the large firms are already 
in the fold. 

FET colleges themselves employ around 
1,200 educators and a number of non- 

educators. This makes FET colleges 
liable to pay the skills levy. The ETDP 
SETA reports that FET colleges have in 
fact been doing this and claiming their 
levies back. 

  

NSA The National Skills Authority was 

established through the SDA. Its function 
is largely to be a central coordinating and 
support body in relation to the SETAs. The 
NSA controls the National Skills Fund 
(NSF). 

The total skilis levy income must be divided between the NSF and 
the SETAs at a ratio of 20:80. This would make the NSF income in 
2003/04 around R800m. Actual expenditure was lower, however, 

at around R610m. In 2003/04, almost 50% (or R285m) of the NSF 

expenditure went towards ‘strategic projects’ administered by the 
SETAs — this category includes a variety of skills development 
activities. The chief beneficiaries of this funding amongst the 
SETAs were MAPPP (R58m), SERVICES (R41m) and ISETT 

(R39m). Distribution of beneficiaries across provinces is 
interesting — the ‘three Capes’ stand out as all having beneficiaries 
divided by adult population equal to 0.22%, against a national 
average of 0.16%. Around 40% of total NSF expenditure went 
towards ‘social development projects’ (described below). Some 
10% went towards bursaries, largely at the HE level. 
    SETA   A SETA, or Sector Education and Training 

Authority, is defined in the SDA. The 
function of a SETA is essentially to use the 
skills levies that it must collect in such a 
way that skills development in its sector is   There are 25 SETAs, all of which have existed for over five years. 

In 2003/04 their total income from the skills levy was just over 
R3bn — this is equal to 80% of all skills levy funds collected in the 
year. The largest incomes were received by MERSETA (R43 1m), 
SERVICES (R329m) and MQA (R297m). Expenditure during that   According to the audit of college 

partnerships released in 2004, only 53 of 
over 1,800 partnerships were with the 
SETAs — it is not clear how many 
individual SETAs were involved.     
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Term Definition Quantities FET college link 
  

promoted. For this purpose, SETAs may 
make grants to employers, providers and 
workers. Each SETA acts as the Education 
and Training Quality Assurance Body 
(ETQA) for its sector. 

year stood at around 85% of income. By law, the 80% of the skills 
levy funds flowing to the SETAs should be spent by the SETAs as 
follows: 15% should go towards the Workplace Skills Planning 
Grant (a reward received by employers for preparing a WSP); 45% 
to the Workplace Skills Implementation Grant (a reward for 
implementing the WSP and submitting an Annual Training 
Report); 10% to Discretionary Grants; 10% to the administration 

costs of the SETA. The first two grants are known as the 
‘mandatory grants’. 

Around 70 partnerships involved 
curriculum development for the SETAs 
by the colleges (mostly via a partnership 

with an employer). 

  

  

Learnership A learnership, often referred to as a 
‘learnership programme’ or a ‘registered 
learnership’, is a training course designed 
to develop skills needed for the workplace. 
Learnerships are defined in the SDA. A 
learnership is always registered by a 
SETA, and with the DoL. Each learnership 
has a standardised reference number. It 
must lead to a SAQA qualification. There 
are still some references to the predecessor 
of learnerships, i.e. apprenticeships, in the 
DoL reports, but these are residual 

activities from the previous system and are 
being phased out. 

Altogether 666 learnerships had been registered with SAQA by the 
end of the 2003/04 year. Of these, 333 were ‘active’, meaning that 

there were actual learners enrolled in these learnerships over the 
past year. All of the SETAs have registered some learnerships. The 
SETA with the highest number of registered learnerships is 
MAPPP, with 88 learnerships (as at April 2005). Generally, 
learnerships encompass activities spanning a whole year. In some 
cases they span 2, 3 or 4 years. No cases could be found of 
learnerships taking less than one year. On the whole, each 
learnership incorporates all the unit standards needed for one 
qualification registered with SAQA. 

It is not clear how many learnerships 
FET colleges have been involved in 
overall, but the number seems to be low. 

Central Johannesburg, a highly active 
college in terms of learnerships, is 

currently involved in five learnerships. 
Importantly, it is not clear in the case of 
individual learnerships, how time would 
be split between the classroom and the 
workplace. Even where fairly detailed 
descriptions of learnerships are provided 
(e.g. on the MERSETA website), this is 

not made clear. One would assume then 
that this split is determined with respect 
to individual learnership agreements, the 
guiding principle being that the various 
unit standards must be complied with. 

  

Learnership 
agreement   This is a three-way time-bound agreement 

between an employer, a learner (who may 
be an employee) and a provider whereby 
the employer and the provider agree to 
provide on-the-job and class-based training 
respectively to one learner. The definition 
can be found in the SDA. One learnership 
agreement may cover one learnership, a   By the end of 2003/04, around 70,000 learnership agreements had 

been concluded — around 40,000 covered unemployed learners, and 
30,000 covered employed learners. There was a sharp upward 
incline in the year-to-year trend evidenced by the fact that 40,000 
of the 70,000 learnership agreements were registered during 

2003/04. The implementation of these agreements has been funded 
by a mix of SETA and NSF funds. The NSF budgeted R700m (or 
75% of its budget) for learnership agreements in 2004/05. The   According to the audit of college 

partnerships, there were altogether 125 
partnerships in the country involving 
learnership training. It is not possible to 
ascertain how many learnership 
agreements this work would encompass. 
71 of the 125 partnerships involving 
learnerships were between a college and     
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Term Definition Quantities FET college link 
  

part of one, or several learnerships, but it 

can only cover one learner. A learnership 

agreement must be registered with the 

relevant SETA. Sometimes an employed 

learner within a learnership agreement is 

referred to as an 18(1) earner, and an 

unemployed learner is referred to as an 
[8(@2) learner (these are paragraphs in the 

SDA). Certification of learners on 

successful completion of qualifications 
flowing from learnership agreements is the 
responsibility of the relevant SETA, though 
providers may in some instances provide 
certification on completion of individual 
unit standards. 

SETAs with the largest number of learnership agreements 
registered by 2003/04 were SERVICES (8,000), THETA (7,000) 
and TETA and W&RSETA (each with some 4,500). SETAs 

determine how much is to be paid towards each learnership 

agreement. The funding structure varies from SETA to SETA and 

is also dependent on the gender, disability and employment status 

of the learner. MERSETA’s grant structure is fairly typical: An 

unemployed learner on a one-year learnership would attract 

R16,000. Of this amount, R6,000 is said to be intended as an 

income for the learner, R8,000 for the training provider and R2,000 

for administration (it is not quite clear whose administration). It is 

made clear that the grant is not intended to cover all items, e.g. 
mentoring within the employer firm, travel of facilitators, books 
and administration (presumably in excess of the R2,000 amount). 
However, it is also stated that providers believing that the grant 
does not adequately cover training costs may, with the consent of 
the employer and the learner, motivate for additional funding. In 
their Annual Training Plans employers would report on the actual 
training costs incurred during the previous year. Employers can 
claim 100% of the salary paid to unemployed learners and 70% of 
the salary paid to employed learners as being tax exempt. Although 
in theory a company may utilise some of the mandatory grant 
funding received (the 15% plus 45%) for learnership training, this 
seems to be rare, meaning that learnership agreements must be 
funded from either the discretionary grant funding of the SETAs or 
the 20% of the levy funds received by the NSF. A rough 
calculation where we multiply the 40,000 new learners in 2003/04 
by an average of R8,000 per learner gives a total of R320m. The 
fact that the NSF set aside R700m for learnership training for 
R2004/05 suggests that more or less a doubling of the number of 
learners was envisaged. 

an employer — only 13 involved direct 
partnering with a SETA. The total share 
received by colleges of the overall skills 
levy pool (whether for learnerships or 

not) is difficult to establish, but college 

accounts suggest that definitely no more 

than 3% of total resourcing in colleges is 
derived from the skills levy — this would 
equal around R50m (or 1% of the total 
skills levy pool). Despite the emphasis 
on college participation in the 
learnerships system in, for example, 
WP4, we should remember that 

jearnerships will probably not attract in 
excess of around 20% of skills levy 
funds (around R800m currently), and 

that the bulk of the skills development 
market is likely to involve other forms 
of training activities. In other words, if 

the FET colleges are to base most of 
their expansion on the skills levy, and if 
they are to double in size, perhaps half 
of the training being provided would 
have to be in forms other than the 
learnership form. 

    Provider   A provider is the training provider in a 
learnership agreement.   Each SETA website contains a list of providers. In the case of 

some SETAs, there are several hundred providers on the list, with a 

variety of accreditation statuses, for instance full accreditation,   The W&RSETA and THETA websites 
had a relatively strong FET college 
presence on their providers lists, with 20     
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Term Definition Quantities FET college link 
  

provisional accreditation, and expired accreditation. Full 
accreditation is valid for five years, partial accreditation for two 
years. Many of the providers are also the employers in the sector, 
so Pick n’ Pay would be an accredited provider for its own 
employees. 

and 8 colleges respectively. Seven 

provinces had some presence in either of 

these two SETAs in terms of colleges. 

  

  

Skills 

programme 

  

A skills programme, defined in the SDA, is 
like a looser version of a learnership or 
learnership agreement. It is both a training 
course, and an actual offering of training 
covering one or more learners. It does not 
require separate registration with DoL, 
meaning it can piggy-back on an existing 
SAQA programme. Moreover, there is no 
prescribed three-way agreement, though 
some formal agreement is needed. SETAs 

or the DoL may fund skills programmes.   

It is not quite clear from the DoL reports what activities undertaken 
would qualify as skills programmes in terms of the SDA. However, 
it is clear that a great number of non-learnership training 
programmes have occurred, especially with respect to capacity 
building in SMMEs. Altogether by 2004 some 40,000 SMMEs 
received some training in SETA-driven programmes (it is not clear 
whether this is for one year or cumulatively, but it is seems to be 
the latter). Moreover, ‘social development projects’ directed at the 
unemployed reached out to almost 150,000 people in 2003/04 (the 
placement rate was 70%). Some of the projects are referred to as 
‘incubator programmes’. One-third of the NSF’s expenditure is 
earmarked for social development projects — the actual expenditure 
on this by the NSF in 2003/04 was R270m. MERSETA, according 
to its website, has a fixed R5,000 grant that is paid to approved 
skills programmes.   

Of the 1,800 audited FET college 
partnerships, 270 involved the provision 

of training other than learnership 
training to private firms. There is thus 
clearly an awareness within the colleges 
of the range of training possibilities. We 
can assume that much of the income 
received through these 270 

‘partnerships’ would be derived from 
skills levy reimbursements received by 
companies.   
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Processes of the skills development system 

The following are key processes of the skills development system that FET colleges are 
already to some extent involved in. Deeper involvement is inevitable, and this will have to 
come with serious consideration of ways in which participation in the processes, or the 
processes themselves, can be made more efficient. Clearly, all these processes have cost 
implications for colleges, and this must be dealt with through some or other funding 

mechanism. 

Establishment of learnerships 

Although SETAs must take the step of registering a learnership programme with DoL, many 

SETAs stress that all players, but in particular providers, need to make inputs into the process. 

Colleges would be well placed in terms of their experiences and knowledge to both propose 

new fearnerships, and be actively involved in the design of individual learnership 

programmes. It is not clear how much work this involves. Many of the learnership 

programmes referred to on the SETA websites are simply references to existing qualifications 

on the SAQA website — obviously if the qualification did not exist previously, then designing 

the learnership would also involve interacting with the SAQA structures in designing the 

qualification and unit standards. It is important to keep in mind what. makes learnerships 

special, namely that they include experiential workplace learning and an agreement with an 

employer. Colleges should play an important role in advising SETAs and employers on 

optimum. mixes of classroom and workplace training, based on logistical, curriculum and 

funding considerations. Classroom time is probably more costly than workplace time — the 

learner’s pay must be paid wherever the learner is, and in the classroom the cost of an 

educators time is incurred. It therefore seems important to carefully gauge whether grant 

amount offered by the SETA is adequate to cover contact time, planning and assessment time, 

and workplace visiting time to the extent that the qualification can be realistically achieved. 

There is clearly a need for careful planning and financial analysis on the part of colleges. 

The SETAs acknowledge there are serious policy gaps with regard to the content and funding 

of skills programmes, as distinct from learnerships. Given that colleges are a potentially 

important provider of skills programmes, college involvement in this policy process seems 

necessary. 

Provider accreditation 

Generally, there are two types of provider accreditation. A provider may acquire ‘institutional 

accreditation’ with the SETA covering the provider’s main sectoral focus (the assumption 

being that providers have one of the 25 sectors as their main focus). Secondly, a provider that 

has already acquired an institutional accreditation with one SETA may acquire ‘learning 

programmes accreditation’ with any other SETA. The idea is that a provider should only 

obtain institutional accreditation with one SETA. Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) 

between SETAs have been concluded to deal with the sharing of information and common 

standards between SETAs with respect to provider accreditation. 

FET colleges all enjoy institutional accreditation with Umalusi as far as the SETAs are 

concerned. Over and above this, however, it seems as if learning programmes accreditation is 

still a requirement. It is not clear how complex gaining this accreditation is. Gaining 

institutional accreditation is a relatively lengthy process, involving site evaluations. FET 

college staff have complained about the complexity of the accreditation processes they have 

experienced with the SETAs. These have involved much time, and costs relating to the 

upgrading of facilities to meet the standards of the SETAs. 
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Concluding of learnership agreements 

The initiation of each learnership agreement is largely a task intended for the employer. 
However, a pro forma agreement between an FET college and the employer found on the 
LGWSETA website (http://www.|gwseta.co.za/led/training.htm) suggests a more pro-active 
role for colleges, where they undertake much of the management of the learnership and the 
liaison with the SETA. This pro forma agreement was developed by the Johannesburg Central 
and Tshwane North colleges. 

One SETA mentioned that providers could motivate for additional funding for the training 
component of a learnership, as long as this occurred before training had begun, and with the 
consent of the other two parties. FET colleges should be realistic about the cost of training, 
and motivate strongly for funding over and above the SETA-determined funding levels if 
necessary. 

Assessment and certification of learners 

All assessment flowing from a learnership agreement is the responsibility of the provider. 
With regard to certification, generally the SETA devolves certification with respect to 
completion of unit standards to the provider, but retains the role of certifier of completed 
qualifications. Clearly, the more SETAs that a college is involved with, the more costly the 
transactions that must occur, partly because each SETAs systems and procedures are slightly 
different. 

Financial accounting 

The payment routes during the implementation of a learnership agreement can take one of two 
forms (there may be other options, but two options seem common). In the one, the SETA pays 
the employer the full learnership grant, and the employer then pays the learner the stipend and 
the provider for the training. In the other form, the SETA pays the provider directly for the 
training, and pays the employer the money for the stipend. The option taken would clearly 
affect the required financial accounting. In the first option, the provider would invoice the 
employer, and the control would presumably be the employer’s satisfaction with the training 
provided. Presumably, the college would be able to use the same invoicing format for all 
employers. In the second option, the SETA may require the provider to account for spending 
according to the SETAs own formats. No examples of such formats could be found, though 
each SETA has a format in which the employer must account for training undertaken, 
including the cost of training (this is in the Annual Training Report). It is currently not clear 
which payment option is least efficient for colleges, but colleges would stand to gain from 
promoting whichever option was the most efficient. 

Summary of college funding implications 

If colleges are to capture a larger share of the skills levy market, and play a greater role in the 
“skills revolution’, colleges need to strategise carefully with a view to making full use of 
current strengths and to opening up new service avenues where there is a clear need and 
colleges have a potential to deliver. Based on the foregoing facts and discussions regarding 
the skills levy market, the following pointers seem important for colleges: 

One: Maximise the learnership funding options and gauge carefully what can be offered 
with the available funding 

The grant available to the provider in the reimbursement system of around R6,000 is 57% of 
the existing recurrent expenditure per FTE (fees plus public expenditure) of around R10,500 
(we should remember however, that the national average masks inter-provincial differences of 
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as much as 80%). The R6,000 level of funding is 4 minimum; however. Depending on the 

SETA in question, it can rise by as much as 100% for disabled learners, and by a smaller 
percentage if learners are’ female. In addition, some SETAs make provision for an:application 
by providers for additional training funds if costs justify: this. The amount earmarked for 
administration of the learnership by some: SETAs is another part of the grant to’ which | 
colleges can lay claim, depending on their involvement in the management of the learnership: 

The cost variables for the college seem to be mainly (1) class size (see comment. on . 
economies of scale below), (2) time allocated towards classroom activities vis a vis workplace 

activities, and (3) the level of effort required to manage the learnership and undertake, for 
instance, visits to the workplace. Flexibility appears to be provided by the absence of hard and 
fast rules around the number of classroom hours required. As long as the unit standards can be 
achieved, classroom time can. be reduced to reduce costs. Determining which learnership 

services are cost effective and which are not is a complex task, given the number of variables 
(and the fact that SETAs have different rules). Clearly an analysis tool developed by the 
sector as a whole would assist. It is a task that colleges must undertake to ensure that their 

input into the learnership market is efficient and sustainable. There will be many service 

options, including service options that SETAs and employers would like to promote, that are 

not possible within the given funding regime. ~ 

Two: Explore more direct support to employers to bring them into the skills 

development market . Loo 

In 2004, around 80% of firms. were still not claiming back their skills levies. Most of these 

firms are smaller firms. FET colleges, due to their relatively wide geographical spread, are 

well placed to advocate greater employer participation in the skills development market. 

Local media could be used by colleges to advise employers on how to complete their WSPs 

and how to implement these plans. This advocacy work could be strongly linked to’ the 

marketing of services offered by colleges. Basically, colleges would design and promote 

offerings that would be appropriate within the WSPs of local firms. : 

Three: Offer more curriculum development services directly to the SETAs 

SETAs and the NSF have funds available for curriculum development — both the 

discretionary grant amounts and the administration amounts of the SETAs may be directed 

towards this work. College staff.are well placed to provide services in this regard. This could 

serve as a first step towards specialisation of particular colleges in particular.unit standards 

and qualifications. 

Four: Try to achieve economies of scale with respect to number of SETAs, number of 

learners and number of employers 

Due to the fact that each learnership agreement covers only one learner, one employer and 

one provider, a common complaint is that it is difficult to achieve economies of scale with 

respect to learnership training. The answer would seem to lie in balancing responsiveness and 

strategy. On the one hand, colleges need to be responsive to local demand. On the other, they 

need to strategise with respect to their optimal focus areas. Given that each SETA has, to 

some degree, its own system of planning and reporting, it appears to make sense for colleges 

to limit somewhat the spread of their focus across the 25 sectors, in order to reduce 

administrative burden. To some degree this is already happening. In addition, economies of 

scale can be obtained with regard to some learnership programmes by targeting larger firms. 

Finally, uneconomically small classes need to be avoided. 
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Five: Concentrate on the whole range of skills development activities 

Much of the policy on FET colleges has focussed on learnership training. However, 
learnership training is probably unlikely to take up more than 20% of the skills levy market — 
currently the actual figure may be around 10%. The bulk of the market is made up of 
activities funded by the ‘mandatory grants’, which comprise (as a maximum) 60% of the total 
skills levy pool. Given that colleges currently account for only 1% or thereabouts of all skills 
levy spending, there appears to be ample room for expansion both with respect to learnerships 
training and other forms of training. Clearly, a large part of the focus of colleges should be on 
what employers are currently including in their Workplace Skills Plans. 
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Appendix E Relationship between income quintiles and coliege enrolment 

Labour Force Survey data 2001 was used to obtain a profile of college enrolment across 
income quintiles. 

Enrolment against income patterns 
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The graph indicates that college enrolment is most common in quintile 4, and least common 

in quintiles | and 5. This might support the hypothesis that there are two opposing factors at 

play. On the one hand, fees in colleges, which are much higher than fees in schools to which 

quintile 1 households have access, act as an access barrier for the poor. On the other hand, 

perceptions that technical college education is a relatively low status type of education keeps 

the rich, who have more education options, out of these institutions.
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Appendix F Resourcing practices in other countries 

This appendix presents the results of a scan of secondary level TVET resourcing practices in 
other countries. This scan was undertaken partly to identify interesting approaches that could 
be adapted to the South African situation, and partly to position the resourcing approaches 
already captured in our policies, e.g. the White Paper, within an international context. 

AUSTRALIA 

The overall public and private system 

Australia has around 4,000 registered training organisations (RTOs), of which some 85 are 
public ‘institutes of TAFE’ spread across 300 campuses (TAFE stands for Technical and 
Further Education). TAFE offers some 95% of training hours in the country, so this sector 
clearly dominates the market. Around 50% of the funding of the 4,000 RTOs is public, with a 
ratio of national to sub-national funding (where sub-national means state or territory) of 
around 70:30. Around 20% of 15 to 19 year olds in the country are enrolled in TAFE. 

Governance at the national and sub-national levels 

Since 1992, the Australian National Training Authority (ANTA) has been at the centre of the 
macro level governance of publicly funded TVET. ANTA advises the national Minister of 
Education on the offering of the service, and administers the bulk of public funding in this 
regard, transferring most of it to sub-national ANTAs on the basis of policy and negotiated 
agreements. 

The resourcing of public institutions 

The funding flows from the national to sub-national level, and from the sub-national level to 
the TAFE institutes are based on a mix of formulas determined at the state level, and 

negotiated business plans and performance contracts. Enrolment is expressed in terms of 
student contact hours, or SCHs. The average monetary amount per SCH differs from state to 
state, in some cases by as much as 100%. Within a state, there is differentiation according to 
the assumed cost of the type of programme being offered. The assumed costs are established 
by researchers in the state governments. N.B. Get actual examples of the research and 
calculations. In the last decade, the average monetary amount per SCH has declined in real 
terms, and this has caused tensions. It has also been argued that the monetary amounts are not 
sufficiently sensitive to type of programme, and the location of the service provider. Output or 
performance is not considered in any formulaic way when funding of institutions is 
determined. Industry-driven ‘competency standards’ are commonly considered when 
evaluating the quality of the service, though this does not directly or explicitly feed back into 
the level of funding any institution receives (though there could be an informal influence). 

There is no explicit pro-poor funding formula in place, though introducing the one in 
existence in the higher education system has received some serious consideration. Targeting 
of disadvantaged students for enrolment is a policy imperative, and seems to be actively 
pursued, though there are no hard quotas in this respect. 

The state governments, and to some extent the state level Industry Training Advisory Boards 
(ITABs), bodies representing industry interests, appear to have considerable say in 
determining levels of enrolment, spread across programmes, and targeting of disadvantaged 
students in the TAFE institutes. Institutions receive public funding on the basis of a 
negotiated agreement in this regard. The space that institutions have to themselves determine 
the enrolments and programmes that the public funds will cover varies from state to state. 
Increasingly, there is an understanding that the state government is purchasing the enrolments 
per programme from the institution, and this implies diminishing manoeuvrability of 
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institutions as far as the use of public funds is concerned. An under-supply of places in TAFE 
institutions relative to demand (demand has been rising) puts pressure on institutions to 
stretch the public funds to cover a greater number of SCHs, and where institutions are able to 
make efficiency savings, this is permitted, at least in certain states. 

In some states, institutes of TAFE are themselves the employers of their staff. In New South 
Wales, the country’s most populous state, the state is the employer, and posts are distributed 
to institutions — this is similar to the South African post provisioning approach. In all states a 
variety of employment modes, including many part-time modes, are used in order to meet the 
demand for particular staff within the budget. 

Fees comprise around 10% of the income of TAFE institutes. Most states cap the amount that 
may be charged per SCH — in 2001 the capped amount averaged around one Australian dollar 
per SCH. Around 25% of students qualify for fee exemptions on the basis of income, and 
institutes themselves are expected to bear the cost of this. 

TAFE institutes are free to conclude agreements to offer training privately. How much of the 
TAFE’s income is from completely private rendering of services? Financial accounting rules 
require a separation of the publicly and privately funded services, in order to minimise 
undesirable cross-subsidisation of private services using public funds. Around 10% of public 
training funds go to completely private training institutions, which would be funded on a basis 
similar to that applicable to the public TAFE institutes. The 10% figure is more or less a 
conscious strategy of government. Funding private providers is in keeping with the 
government’s commitment to a ‘national training market’ and ‘user choice’ approach to the 

public funding of TVET. 

Policy pressures 

A decline in real terms in the funding of TVET over the last years has caused much political 
tension. In 2004, the Prime Minister announced that the government would place renewed 
emphasis in this area, and ensure that training was geared towards the needs of industry. Key 
institutional changes currently occurring in Australia to underpin these policy shifts are the 
abolishment of ANTA (during 2005) and the creation of a new ministerial post, that of the 
Minister for Vocational and Technical Education. 

There do not appear to be major labour tensions relating to modes of employment in the 
TAFE institutes. 

  

  

Possible lessons for South Africa 

« The strong emphasis on national institutional capacity for planning TVET, be it in the 
form of ANTA or a separate Ministry, seems an important lesson. 

«The capping of fees is something we may want to consider. 

* Modelling carried out on an ongoing basis by Victoria to determine skills and training 
demand in the region, in order to inform the supply of publicly funded training, seems 

interesting (Australian National Training Authority 2001, 35-8).   
  

BRAZIL 

The overall public and private system 

TVET in Brazil is explicitly spread across the primary, secondary and tertiary levels. At the 
primary level (called ‘basic’ in Brazil, and spanning Grades | to 8), 2 million of a total of 35 
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million learners are considered to be in TVET. Here we concentrate on the TVET occurring in 
the secondary level, or Grades 9 to 1. At this level, around 450 public TVET institutions 
cater for around 400,000 learners, whilst 820 private TVET institutions cater for around 
300,000 learners. This is according to a major census of TVET undertaken in 1999. Most of 
the 450 public institutions are run by states. 139 of them, however, are run nationally, by the 
federal government, and are referred to as Federal Institutions of Technological Education, or 
IFETs. Of the IFETs, 34 are Federal Centres of Technological Education, or CEFETs, and 
much of the political attention around the strengthening of TVET has focussed on the 
CEFETs. Though predominantly secondary level institutions, the CEFETs have also 
increasingly been branching into post-secondary TVET. 

Parallel and rather separated from the system of public institutions, is a system of industry- 
driven training that is well-established and is often regarded as a model for innovation in 
Latin America. The industry-driven system is known as the ‘S System’, and revolves around a 
training body for the commercial sector, SENAC, one for the industrial sector, SENAI, and a 

few smaller ones. (These bodies are similar to our SETAs, though they are more autonomous 
than the SETAs, and fewer in number.) A legal framework requires employers to contribute 
financially to the training bodies, and to send employees to them for training, some for fuil- 
time pre-service training. SENAC’s skills development broadcasts, some of which span 600 
radio stations, and involve rigorous and ongoing evaluation of the quality of content via 
student and media surveys, are regarded as models of best practice. SENAI runs ‘incubator 
programmes’ in which trainers coach small and emerging entrepreneurs through the steps 
needed to improve their businesses. Banks are involved in the programmes, and this facilitates 
access to loans. These programmes are highly centred around the trainee, and have received 
very positive assessments. 

SENAC and SENAI also receive some funding for training off the regular government 
budgets. 

Governance at the national and sub-national levels 

In the Ministry of Education, TVET is managed by SETEC, a secretariat dedicated to this 
function. SETEC is divided into two branches, one with three directorates dealing with policy, 

evaluation and supervision of institutions respectively, and another branch dealing with 
special projects. 

1994 legislation, designed to deal with a problem of policy fragmentation with regard to 
TVET, places the Ministry of Education more firmly in the centre of TVET governance and 
policymaking, and creates a national advisory body, the National Council for Technological 
Education (unfortunately, no details on the actual work of this body could be found), 

The resourcing of public institutions 

The emphasis here is on the resourcing of the 34 federally run CEFETs. These institutions are 
governed by statutory governing bodies that must be representative of the whole range of 
stakeholders, including industry (this is unlike South Africa, where the councils of the FET 

colleges are not explicitly required to include industry representatives). The members of these 
statutory bodies are appointed by the state government, though apart from this, the CEFETs 
enjoy considerable autonomy. The area of emphasis of the CEFETs is considered to be the 
secondary level, though training at the basic and higher levels also occurs. The CEFETs 
perform full-time training, offer accommodation for students, organise learnerships, and have 
recently begun to run incubator programmes similar to the SENAI ones. Through PROEP, a 
large scale programme funded by the Inter-American Development Bank, CEFETs can obtain 
additional funding for more innovative training modes, in particular more modularised 
training. PROEP has reportedly caused a major shift in the emphasis of the CEFETs, away 
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from full-time programmes, towards more modularised programmes. This shift has not been 

without controversy. Critics have accused PROEP of under-valuing the general education 

aspects of TVET, and of causing job insecurity amongst CEFET educators. 

Formulas for the funding of the CEFETs could not be found. A few financial reports from the 

CEFETs indicate, however, that over 90% of all the income of the institutions is from the 

federal government. Furthermore, the emphasis on enrolment statistics suggests that funding 

occurs according to the number full-time equivalent students. What is not clear at all is 

whether the public funding system differentiates between types of programmes, and whether 

outputs or completion of programmes by students is taken into account. It seems as if there is 

no pro-poor funding of students. Apart from the standard recurrent funding from the state, 

CEFETs receive capital investment funds linked to particular plans, and PROEP funding. In 

the institutions examined, an average of 5% of income was from the completely private sale 

of services. Less than 1% of income was from student fees. Demand for places in the CEFETs 

outweighs their supply by far. Entrance examinations determine who gets in and who does 

not. 

CEFETs themselves employ their staff, but according to rather stringent public service rules. 

Unions are strong, and this is part of the reason why most employment is full-time. There has, 

however, been a slight drift towards greater part-time employment of educators. 

In summary, the CEFETs are highly public institutions. They provide few services directly to 

private firms, they charge very minimal student fees, and they follow public service 

regulations in terms of employment and procurement. The quality of their training seems 

high, at least relative to that in other public institutions, which explains the great demand. 

Policy pressures 

With the shift toward the left in government in 2002 has come a major questioning of the 

approaches taken by the country in the area of TVET over the preceding decade. There is 

currently a strong commitment towards firmer government involvement in the sector, greater 

emphasis on the general education needs of workers, and less modularisation of the TVET 

curriculum, The extent to which these political thrusts become translated into new policies has 

yet to be seen. So far, no concrete changes to the TVET system have been proposed. 

  

  

Possible lessons for South Africa 

® The 1999 census of TVET, the first of its kind in Brazil, provided a knowledge base of 

both public and private TVET in the country that has been invaluable for planning. In 

South Africa, we seem to be in need of something like this. The reputedly large private 

TVET system in South Africa is under-studied and arguably under-regulated. 

* The incubator programme approach towards linking TVET directly to entrepreneurship 

appears interesting. 

"The reliance on the mass media in Brazil to increase the reach of skills development 

seems something we could learn from. 

« The Brazilian emphasis (even under the previous government) on keeping the CEFETs as 

strongly public centres of excellence should be of interest to us. This emphasis in Brazil is 

due to a mix of union pressures emanating from the staff of the institutions, and serious 

economic development thinking. The Brazilian system could serve as in interesting test 

case for us of the advantages and/or dangers of having TVET institutions with a strongly 

public stamp.   
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UNITED KINGDOM 

The overall public and private system 

Public FE colleges in the UK provide services to some 6 million youths and adults over a 
wide range of ages every year. 

Governance at the national and sub-national levels. 

The Labour Government has re-introduced a stronger public hand into the FE college sector, 
following years of state withdrawal during the Conservative years. The Learning and Skills 
Council (LSC) was established in 2001, with local LSC offices being set up in 47 sites around 
the country. The role of the LSCs is to plan for the country’s TVET services for students over 
the age of 16, and to fund individual institutions based on transparent criteria. 

The resourcing of public institutions 

The UK system can be considered a highly advanced programme funding system. A set of 
funding formulas distribute on an annual basis around £9bn to the colleges in the system, 
based on data relating to individual students, and some whole-college performance data. The 
system is called ‘plan-led funding’, reflecting the fact that funding is based on development 
plans that are negotiated between the LSCs and individual colleges. The system is not 
exclusive to FE colleges — other types of institutions such as adult centres and schools can 
utilise it to access funding. 

The following calculations are performed to arrive at funding levels: 

" A ‘rate’ is attached to each student, depending on what the student is studying. There is a 
‘national base rate’ attached to each of 25 ‘learner aims’ (these are more or less groups of 
qualifications). A database of individual qualifications clarifies which national base rate 
applies to which qualification. If the student is not studying for a qualification, a 
‘loadbanded rate’ is used instead of the national base rate. The loadbanded rate is based 
on the number of ‘guided learning hours’ (or ‘GLHs’) that the studies involve. The rate is 
weighted by one of five weights, each of which depends on the subjects being taken. 

* From the unweighted rate for each student, an amount of 25% is deducted for students 
who can be expected to pay fees. In other words, it is assumed that the fees will cover the 
25%. Many students are exempt from fees, for example students taking basic skills 
courses, students age 18 and below, students receiving social grants, and students who 
have been classified as unemployed. The exemption is called a ‘fee remission’ and is 
always complete (it would seem from the available documentation) — there is thus no 
partial remission. It is important that the unweighted rate is used as a basis for calculating 
the assumed fee income. This method ensures that students enrolled for subjects implying 
a higher unit cost, do not pay more in fees. 

* The socio-economic status of each student is gauged, using the postal code of the 
student’s home address. Students from socio-economically depressed areas attract 
between 8% and 24% in additional funding. 

«When a student completes a qualification, an additional amount equal to 10% of the 
weighted rate is paid to the college. The weighted rate plus this 10% amount come to the 
total cost of the training. The 10% amounts are paid to colleges after graduation, implying 
a retroactive funding component. , 
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« Whole colleges are eligible for performance-related bonuses if they perform sufficiently 

well in terms of their development plan. These bonuses are a percentage of total funding, . 

so a bonus could imply, say, a 2 per cent overall increase in the funding level of one 

institution. Three different percentages apply, and they are linked to achievement of 

-highly transparent goals. For instance, for 2004 the only goal was that the development 

plan of the institution should be of an acceptable standard. 

The funding system for FE institutions underwent some changes following a major 2003 

review of the system. This review looked back at what was already many years of programme 

funding, and identified problems and possible solutions. The main recommendation of this 

review was that funding should move away from what was seen as an excessive concern with 

matching training and planning data to funds in a very detailed way, and toward a relationship 

between the authorities and institutions based more on trust and strategy, than on data. The 

existing funding regime was seen as implying too heavy an administrative burden, and 

focussing too little on the ability of managers in institutions to respond flexibly to challenges. 

Reference was made in the review to the importance of getting the ‘level of granularity’, or 

the level of detailed planning required, right in the system. It was emphasised that a 

distinction should be made between poorly managed colleges (which tend to be colleges that 

use data poorly) and better managed colleges (which tend to have more information to use in 

the planning process), and that the authorities should bring more trust-based planning into 

their relationships with the better managed colleges, whilst more interventionist relationships 

were needed for the poorly managed institutions. Concretely, the review advocated the 

abolition of retroactive clawback mechanisms, except in instances of truly poor institution 

management. Clawback mechanisms were identified as an element of the system that 

demanded much planning time, and caused tensions, yet their efficiency gains were small. 

The review advocated that effort spent on clawbacks should rather be spent on better forward 

planning, to improve the match between funds disbursed and services delivered. 

  

  

\ 
Possible lessons for South Africa 

= The British programme funding system is sufficiently mature to have been through a 

major review. Moreover, resources on the British system are quite easily available on the 

Internet. Whilst we should guard against adopting systems uncritically from other 

countries (especially if those countries have very different socio-economic 

circumstances), there is clearly a lot that we can learn from the British system. Perhaps 

the element of the British system that is most easily applicable to South Africa is the 

organisation of programme weights based on service delivery cost. The fact that the 

British group programmes into similar cost categories is interesting. This prevents 

excessive worrying about the differences between individual programmes, and 

presumably simplifies the costing process. 

* The fact that the British system aims to charge equal fees to all students, regardless of 

whether they are taking more or less costly programmes should be noted by us. 

«It should also be noted that the British system deals with socio-economic disadvantage in 

two stages. Firstly, it exempts particular students from the payment of fees. Secondly, it 

provides institutions with additional funding relative to the socio-economic profile of 

students. This sounds like a rather complex way of dealing with socio-economic 

disadvantage. The system could be mixing incentives to enrol disadvantaged students 

with real cost issues relating to the training of these students. The rationale does not seem 

very clear from the documentation that was reviewed. Arguably, we should develop a 

redress system that is more transparent in terms of what it should achieve, especially 

given the different nature and magnitude of the challenge in South Africa.   
  

\ 
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"The emphasis on balancing trust and detailed planning in the 2003 review should be 
viewed as critical by us. At the same time, we should be aware of the fact that the British 
system in 2003 involved highly detailed planning, with data on the contact hours and 
course by course enrolment of individual students being taken into account. The 2003 
reaction was therefore one against a degree of micro-planning that has never existed in 
South Africa. 

« The strong opposition to the clawback mechanism in the 2003 review should be taken 
seriously by us. Clearly, there are difficult incentive and administrative problems 
associated with such a mechanism.     
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ANNEXURE B: TRANSLATIONS OF POINT 3 
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“WHAT WILL CHANGE” 
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LANGUAGES: 

5) Afrikaans 

6) IsiZulu 

7) Sesotho 
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Die volgende sal verander 

Hierdie afdeling verskaf ‘n opsomming van die basiese verskille tussen die ou en die nuwe 
finansieringstelsels, soos vervat in die onderstaande matriks: 

  
Die stelsel wat vervang word Die stelsel wat ons wil hé 
  Die dienste 

wat 
gefinansier 

word 

Die program 5-begrotings van 
die provinsiale 

onderwysdepartemente 
(POD’s) word tans bestee 
volgens ‘n programdoelwit 

(opgeneem in die tabel van 
rekeninge) wat lui dat fondse 
gebruik moet te word om 

Voortgesette Onderwys en 

Opleiding (VOO) in openbare 
VOO-kolieges te verskaf, 
ingevolge die VOO-wet. Daar 
is egter geen verdere 
spesifikasies nie en die Wet 
verskaf geen besonderhede oor 
watter dienste gefinansier moet 
word nie. Witskrif 4 verskaf 
belangrike algemene riglyne, 
maar dit is nie herlei tot 
uitvoerige finansierings- en 
bestuursimperatiewe nie. 
Kolleges verskaf dienste 
hoofsaaklik op die grondslag 
van historiese praktyke, met 
sterk beklemtoning van die 
Nasionale Tersiére Onderwys 
(NATOD)-programme. 

Alhoewel die finansieringsnorme 
‘n oormatige uitvoerige en 
onpraktiese 
“mannekragbeplannings’- 
benadering vermy, sal dit die 

riglyne, soos vervat in Witskrif 4, 

oor watter dienste verskaf moet 
word volg, en dit koppel aan die 
finansierings-, beplannings- en 
verslagdoeningstelsels. Die klem 
sal val op ‘n verskuiwing na 
opleiding wat die probleme m.b.t. 
vaardighede en werkloosheid meer 
aggressief sal aanspreek deur 
byvoorbeeld ‘n meer toepaslike 

opleidingsinhoud, asook deur 
dienste wat buite die normale 
kollege-ure val. Die 
finansieringsnorme sal spesifiseer 
hoe die regering, in samewerking 
met belanghebbendes in die bedryf, 
sal bepaal watter programme waar 
en tot watter mate aangebied 

behoort te word, en op watter wyse 
kolleges finansiering sal ontvang 

om op hierdie behoeftes te reageer. 
Die toekoms van die NATOD- 
programme sal nie in besonderhede 
uiteengesit word in die 
finansieringsnorme nie, alhoewel 
die finansieringstelsel, wat deur die 
norme in werking gestel is, 
voorsiening sal maak vir ‘n 

verskeidenheid toekomstige 

kurrikulum-scenario’s. 

  Billikheid en 
regstelling     Alhoewel daar relatief sterk 

klem gelé is op ‘n toename in 
die inskrywings van histories- 
benadeelde studente oor alle 

kampusse heen, deels in reaksie 
op Witskrif 4, is die 
meganismes om hierdie tendens 
vol te hou, asook om te 

verseker dat kollege-gelde in 
besonder nie ‘n struikelblok vir 

transformasie word nie, 

onvoldoende.     Die finansieringsnorme sal die 
belangrikheid daarvan beklemtoon 
om openbare fondse op opleiding, 
wat nie voldoende deur die 
privaatsektor gefinansier word nie 
toe te spits, wat tot ‘n groot mate 
opleiding vir histories-benadeeldes 
sal wees, Daar sal van kolleges 

vereis word om doelwitte, wat 

verteenwoordigend is van ras, 
geslag en spesiale behoeftes, in die 
drie-jaarlange strategiese planne 
wat hulle in samewerking met 
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Die stelsel wat vervang word ~~ Die stelsel wat ons wil hé 
  

-| POD's.opstel, te inkorporeer. ‘n_ 

Geldelike subsidie, wat deur.die 
staat betaal word, sal armer 

studente in staat stel om gedeeltelik 
of ten volle vrygestel te word van 

“die betaling van kollege-gelde. 

  

' Die grootte 

van die VOO- 

kollege sektor 

Gemeet aan internasionale 

standaarde is die VOO-kollege. 
sektor te klein vir die grootte en. 
ontwikkelingsvlak van ons 
ekonomie. Die. 
ouderdomsgroep 15 tot 19 jaar, 
wat ‘n belangrike teikenmark 
vir hierdie sektor behoort te 
wees, het slegs ‘n 2%- 

inskrywingstempo in tegniese 
en beroepsgerigte VOO. Daar 
kan maklik geargumenteer 
word dat hierdie syfer vyf keer 
groter behoort te wees. 

Verbeterde bestuur van die sektor, 
wat voortvloei uit die 
samesmeltingsproses, tesame met — 
die nuwe finansieringsnorme en ‘n 
inspuiting van nuwe openbare 
fondse vir die sektor, sal die nodige 

uitbreiding teweegbring, nie slegs 
omdat meer opleiding verskaf word | 
nie, maar ook omdat transformasie 

binne die sektor lei tot ‘n groter 
_| aanvraag onder die jeug, 
werkgewers, werknemers en 
werkloses. 

  

Beheer op 
nasionale en 
provinsiale 
vlakke 

Huidiglik bepaal die strategiese 
planne van die nasionale 

Departement van Onderwys en 
'| die POD's die stand van sake in 
openbare VOO. Hierdie 
meganismes is egter 

| onvoldoende om te verseker dat 
die kwantiteit en gehalte van 

die dienste wat deur die - 

kolleges verskaf word aan 
maatskaplike en ekonomiese 
behoeftes voldoen. 

Die finansieringsnorme sal 

bepaalde 
beplanningsverantwoordelikhede 
en magte aan die nasionale, 

.| provinsiale en kollege-vlakke 
toewys. Samewerking met alle 
toepaslike regeringsorgane, asook 

_met die privaatsektor, sal op alle 

viakke beklemtoon word. 
Toegewyde navorsing oor die koste 
verbonde aan die lewering van 
programme, asook oor die optimale 
diensverskaffingsdoelwitte van die 
kollege-sektor in sy geheel, sal 
spesifiek die verantwoordelikheid 
van die nasionale Departement van 
Onderwys wees. POD's sal baie 
nou met kolleges saamwerk om 
drie-jaarlange strategiese en . 
prestasieprogramme vir elke. 
kollege te ontwikkel en in werking 
te stel. D.m.v. hierdie meganisme 
sal nasionale en provinsiale 

prioriteite herlei word tot 

gefinansierde aktiwiteite wat deur 

die kolleges bedryf word. 

  

Die 

finansierings-_ 
formule     Die grootste gedeelte van 

regeringsfondse vir kolleges 
kom via die 
Posvoorsieningsmodel, wat     Die grootste gedeelte van POD- 

finansiering van kolleges sal in die 
vorm wees van formule- 
finansiering van programme, waar 
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Die stelsel wat vervang word Die stelsel wat ons wil hé 
  onderwysposte vanuit ‘n 

sentrale poel in elke provinsie 
onder individuele kolleges 
verdeel, en wel op die 

grondslag van voltydse 

ekwivalent (VTE)-studente aan 
wie een van drie gewigte 
toegeken word, waar die gewig 

deur die soort NATOD-kursus 
bepaal word. Daarbenewens 

word nie-personeel fondse aan 
kolleges toegewys volgens 
eenvoudige VTE-gebaseerde 
formules wat van provinsie tot 
provinsie verskil. 

die formule ‘n reeks 

diensverskaffingsvraagstukke in ag 
sal neem, met inbegrip van die 

soort program wat aangebied word 
(die program kan ‘n NATOD- 

program wees al dan nie), VTE- 
studente, die koste van 

diensverskaffing, die behoefte aan 
kapitaal-infrastruktuur, asook die 
vermoé van kolleges om 

hulpbronne doeltreffend te gebruik. 
Die finansieringsformule sal ‘n 
finansieringstelsel in werking ste] 
wat meer sensitief is vir die 
werklike koste van 
diensverskaffing en wat ook 
uitsette en gehalte in aanmerking 
neem. Om mededingendheid tussen 
openbare kolleges te bevorder, 
asook om te voldoen aan die 
opleidingsbehoeftes, soos 
geidentifiseer deur die regering, 

wat nie onmiddellik deur die 

kolieges bevredig kan word nie, 

mag ‘n beperkte gedeelte van die 
formule-finansiering van 
programme onderworpe wees aan 
“n bod-proses waaraan enige 
verskaffers van opleiding, sowel 
openbare as private verskaffers, 
mag deelneem. 

  Kapitaal- 

belegging in 

kolleges 

    
Die kapitaalvoorraad van 

kolleges het na bewering in 
waarde verminder en die 

gereedheidsvlak vir nuwe 
uitdagings hang duidelik van 

groter kapitaalbelegging af. 

    
Daar sal met die kapitaaluitgawe- 
behoeftes vir die vervanging van 
bestaande voorraad gehandel word 
d.m.v. die nuwe 

finansieringsformule. Bykomende 
kapitaal sal egter benodig word, 

veral gedurende die aanvanklike 
groeiperiode. Sedert vroeg in 2005 
het die Tesourie fondse hiervoor 
geoormerk wat ‘n veelvoudige 

toename in bestaande 
kaptaalbeleggingsvlakke 
verteenwoordig. Die 

finansieringsnorme sal ‘n 
raamwerk vir kapitaaluitgawes, wat 

hoér is as die vervangingsvlak 
daarstel, asook vir die toegang van 
kolleges tot kapitaallenings en 
deelname aan openbare/private 
vennootskappe (OPVs). 
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Die stelsel wat vervang word Die stelsel wat ons wil hé 
  

Kollege-gelde 

en vrystelling 

van gelde 

Daar is aanduidings dat 
kollege-gelde tot sewe keer. ~ 
hoér kan wees as die gelde vir 

gewone skool-VOO. Anders as 

wat die geval is met skole, het 
kolleges geen stelsel van 
vrystelling van gelde vir armer 
studente nie. Dit verklaar dus 
gedeeltelik hoekom kolleges, in 
besonder, ontoeganklik is vir 

armer huishoudings. 

Drie maatreéls wat vervat is in die 
finansieringsnorme sal die 

probleem van buitensporige privaat 
kostes vir armer studente 
aanspreek. Eerstens sal die 
finansieringsformule en die nuwe 
kollege-beplanningsraamwerke ‘n 
‘duidelike skakel daarstel tussen 

beskikbare openbare finansiering 
en die dienste wat verskaf moet 

word. Dus word verbeterde 
finansiering van openbare 
prioriteitsprogramme in die 
vooruitsig gestel. Tweedens sal. 
gelde beperk word tot vlakke wat 
in voeling is met die vlak van 
openbare finansiering en met die 
geraamde totale koste van 
diensverskaffing . Derdens sal ‘n 

geldsubsidie aan kolleges oorbetaal 
word wat hulle in staat sal stel om 
studente, wat nie die volle of ‘n 
gedeelte van die kollege-gelde kan 

betaal nie, van betaling vry te stel. 
Die verspreiding van die 
geldsubsidies tussen kolleges sal 
bepaal word deur 
gestandaardiseerde maatstawwe 

wat verteenwoordigend is van die 
inkomste-vlakke van studente- 

huishoudings. 

  

  
Dienste aan 

ander kliénte 

  
Tans vra kolleges geld van ‘n 
verskeidenheid van 
organisasies, sowel openbare as 

privaat organisasies, vir die 
verskaffing van 
opleidingsdienste. Dit is egter 
beperk tot nie meer as 5% van 

die totale inkomste van 
kolleges nie. Daar is tans geen 
wetlike raamwerk wat spesifiek 
gemik is op kollege-inkomste 
afkomstig van organisasies 
buiten POD's nie. Die gebruik 
van POD-gefinansierde 

| kapitaal-infrastruktuur vir die 
kruis-subsidiéring van dienste 
vir ander kliénte is a bron van 

kommer,     
Die gunstige reaksie van kolleges 
op ander kliénte, wat parallel loop 
met die verskaffing van 
programme wat deur die 
finansieringsformule gedek word, 
sal steeds aangemoedig word. Dit 
moet egter ekonomiese 
ontwikkeling ondersteun en nie 

toegelaat word om strydig te wees 
met die kernbedrywighede van 

kolleges nie, naamlik om opleiding 

te verskaf ingevolge ooreenkomste 
wat met die POD's gesluit is. Die 
nuwe fhansieringsnorme sal ‘n 
aanduiding verskaf van die 
bestaande finansiéle bestuurs- en 
verslagdoeningsregulasies wat in 
hierdie verband toegepas moet 
word, en nuwe vereistes sal 

ingestel word waar daar leemtes 
voorkom.   
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Die stelsel wat vervang word Die stelsel wat ons wil hé 
  

Beplannings- 

en verslag- 

doening- 

siklusse 

    

Alhoewel die program 5- 
begrotings van POD’s bepaal 
word vir die drie jaar van die 

mediumtermyn-uitgawe- 

raamwerk (MTUR), kom 

mediumtermynbeplanning 
stuksgewys voor en op ‘n wyse 
wat nie voldoende aan 
begrotings gekoppel is nie. 

    

“‘n Duidelike stel stappe vir 
beplanning en verslagdoening, wat 
alle belanghebbendes in die sektor 

insluit, sal in werking gestel word. 

Boonop sal die duidelike koppeling 
van planne, begrotings en 

diensverskaffing d.m.v. drie- 
jaarlange prestasie-ooreenkomste, 

geskoei op ‘n basiese nasionale 
formaat, bydra tot ‘n meer 
deursigtige beplanningsproses wat 
“n groter verskeidenheid 
belanghebbendes kan betrek. 
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Ke eng se tla fetohang? 

Karolwana ena e kgutsufatsa phapano tse teng pakeng tsa mokgwa wa kgale le o motjha wa ho 
fumantshwa diresose tikolohong tse latelang: : 

  

Sisteme tse re di batlang 
  

          

. Sisteme tse tswang 

Ke ditshebeletso -Ha jwale, ditekanyetso tsa Melawana ya phumantsho ya 
dife tse - lenaneo la bohlano (5) la matlole le ha e kgannela pele 
fumantshwang Menyako ya Thuto ya mokgwa wa di sa kgoneheng 
matlole? Porovense (PEDs) di matleng a batho, White Paper 4 e 

sebediswa ka tlasa - fana ka tataiso e hlokolosi hore ke 
boikemitso ba lenaneo (e ditshebeletso dife tse ho 
ngotsweng mo tjhateng ya tlamehwang ho fana ka tsona, e be 
diakhaonte) e bolelang e di hokele ho mokgwa 0 motjha 
hore matlole a tlameha ho wa phumantsho ya matilole, 
neha Thuto le Thupello e boitokisetsong le ho faneng ka 

| Tswellang (FET) Di raporoto ya disisteme tse ntjha. 
kholetjheng tsa Thuto le Toboketso e tla ba haholo ho yeng 
Thupello e Tswellang tse ho thupello e hlahisang 
boletsweng bohle ho bokgoni/tsebo e bile e tadimane le 
tsamaisana le molao wa ho fedisa tlhokeho ya mesebetsi. 
Thuto Le Thupello e Ho etsa mohlala, thupello e boleng 
Tswellang. Le ha ho le bo hodimo e thusang le ha nako ya 
jwalo, ha ho a bolelwa dikholetjhe e se e fetile. Melawana 
hape le molawana hao fane ya phumantsho ya matlole e bolela 
ka tlhalosetso hore ke . kamoo mmuso, ka 
ditshebeletso dife tse tshebedisammoho ya mmuso le 
tlamehang ho . batshwara indaseteri hore ke __ 

fumantshwang matlole. mananeo a feng a rutwang, ho 
White Paper 4 e fana ka fihlela kae, le tsela eo dikholetjhe 
tataiso feela empa hona ha di tla fumantshwang matlole, sena 
ho hialose letho ka se arabela ditlhoko. Bokamoso ba 
phumantsho ya matlole mananeo a Thuto e Phahameng ya 
kapa yona taolo ya ona. Naha di keke tsa hlaloswa hantle 
Dikholetjhe mona di fana melawaneng ya phumantsho ya 
ka ditshebeletso di shebile matlole, le ha ho jwalo sisteme ya 
haholoholo maemo a phumantsho ya matlole e tla 
maoba a histori, ka tshehetsa bokamoso ba diponahalo 
toboboketso e kgolo e le tsa kharikhulamo. 
mananeong a Thuto e 
Phahameng ya Naha 
(NATED). 

Ho se kgetholle le | Le ha, ho tobokeditswe Melawana ya phumantsho ya 
tukiso botjha haholo kgodisong ya matlole e tla hatella bohlokwa ba 

ngodiso ya baithuti ba ho lebisa/tsepamisa matlole a 
hisitori ya maoba ya ba setjhaba thupellong e sa 
kobo di mahetleng fumantshweng matlole a lekaneng 
dikhampaseng tsohle, ho tswa seketareng ya poraefete. 
hanyenyane e le karabelo Sena se tla laolwa haholo ke ho 
ho White Paper 4, e leng fumantshwa ha thupello 
mokgwa wa ho tshwarella haholoholo ho ba tswang historing 
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Sisteme tse tswang Sisteme tse re di batlang 
  mekgweng ena, le ho 

netefatsa hore tefello tsa 
baithuti tsa dikholetjhe, 
haholoholo ha di iphetole 
ditshitiso diphetohong. 

ya maoba ya bofuma, Dikholetjhe 
di tla lokela ho kenyelletsa batho 
bohle di sa kgetholle, bong le 
ditlhoko tse tlhophisitsweng tsa 
lebaka la lemo tse tharo tsa moralo 
o hlophisitsweng e entsweng. Ka 
kopanelo le Mafapha a Thuto a 
diprovense (PEDs). Tshehetso ya 
tjhelete ya sekolo ho tswa 
mmusong e tla dumella baithuti ba 
fumanehileng ho lefa tjhelete ya 
sekolo hanyenyana kapa ho se lefe 
ho hang. 

  Boholo ba 
kholetjhje Thuto 
le Thupello e 
Tswellang 

2ya moruo ya naha. Mphato 

| ingodiseditseng thekenoloji 

Ho ya ka maemo a lefatshe 
ka bophara, seketara ya 
dikholetjhe tsa Thuto le 
Thupello e Tswellang ha di 
a lekana, ho bolelang hore 
di mmalwa ho ya ka 
boholo le maemo a 
shebaneng le ntshetsopele 

o lemong tse 15 ho isa 
ho19 tlameha ho ba ona wa 
bohlokwa seketareng ena, 
o na le feela palonyana e 
nyenyana ya ba 

le bokgoning bo hlwahlwa 
ba ho sebetsa ka matsoho 
Thutong ya Thupello e 
Tswellang (FET). 
Ngangisano e ka ba teng 
hore dipalopalo tsena di ka 
hodiswa ha hlano ho 
menahane. 

Ntjhafatso ya taolo ya seketari ho 
tloheng ho kopaneng le mokgwa o 
motjha wa phumantsho ya matlole 
le kenyeletso e ntjha ya matlole a 
setjhaba seketareng, e tla tlisa 
kgodiso e hlwahlwa, e seng feela 
hobane thupello e batsi e 
phethahala hape le hobane 
diphetoho seketareng di etella pele 
ho batla batjha, basebetsi, 
boramesebetsi le ba hlokang 
mesebetsi ho nka seabo. 

  Taolo maemong a 

naha le 
diporovenseng     Ha jwale, moralo o 

hlophisitsweng wa Lefapha 
la Thuto la Naha le 
Mefapha a Thuto a 
diprovense o tataisa se 
tlamehang ho etsahala 
seketareng ya dikholetjhe 
tsa setjhaba tsa Thuto le 
Thupello e Tswellang, Le 
ha ho le jwalo, mekgwa 
ena hae a lekane ho 
netefatsa boleng le 
bohlwahlwa ba     Melawana ya phumantsho ya 

matiole, e tla nehelana ka moralo o 

ikgethileng hammoho le matla 
mekgeng ya naha ka bophara, 
diprovenseng le dikholetjheng. 
Mekgeng eo yohle, kgatello e tla ba 
hodima tshebedisanommoho, 
mafapheng ohle a mmuso 
hammoho le a poraevete. 
Dipatlisiso tse tebileng maloka le 
nehelano ya ditshebeletso tse 
hlokolosi e tla ba boikarabelo ba 

Lefapha la Thuto (DoE). Mafapha 
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Sisteme tse tswang Sisteme tse re di batlang 
  

ditshebeletso tse 
nyehelwang ke dikholetjhe 
ho leka ho arabela ditlhoko 
tsa maemo a bophelo ba 
setjhaba le a moruo. 

a thuto a Diprovense (PEDs). 
Mafapha ana a tla sebetsa ho 
tswelletsa le ho kenya 
mokgwatshebetsong moralo 0 | 
hlophisitsweng ka lemo tse tharo. 
Ka mekgwa ena, kgethollo ya 
ditlhoko ya naha hammoho leya 
diprovense e tla fetolelwa ho 
ditshebetso tse fuwang matlole tse 
tsamaiswang ke dikholetjhe. 

  

Mokgwa wa kabo 

    

Boholo ba matlole a Boholo ba matlole a dikholetjhe tsa 

ya matilole mmuso a dikholetjhe a Lefapha la Thuto la Provense e tla 

5 hlahiswa ka Post baka mokgwa wa mananeo a 

Provisioning Model, e dikabelo tsa matlole, moo mokgwa 

abelang dikgeo tsa o tla kenyelletsang ditshebeletso 

matitjhere ho tswa tse fapafapaneng, ho shebilwe 

kgethong e mahareng ya mefuta ya mananeo e nyehelwang 

provense ho ya kholetjhe (mananeo a ka ba a e nngwe kapa 

ka nngwe ho ya kae ya se be ya e nngwe ya dithuto tsa 

nngwe ya ditekanyetso tse Thuto e Phahameng (NATED),.Ho 

tharo tsa baithuti ba Thuto baithuti ba Thuto tsa Thupello ¢ 

le Thupello e Tswellang Tswellang, ho shebilwe tefo e ba 

(FET) . Moo tekanyetso e tlisetsang ditshebeletso, ditlhoko 

laolwang ke mofita wa matlole, le bokgoni ba dikholetjhi 

thuto (course) ya Thuto ya ho sebedisa kuno ka bohlwahiwa. 

Naha e Phahameng Mokgwa wa kabo ya matlole e tla 

(NATED). Ho tloha moo kenya tshebetsong kakaretso ya 

matlole a sa . mananeo (system) ya ho bona 

sebedisetsweng batho a hore ditshebeletso di pele ka nepo e 

arolelwa dikholetjhe ho ya bile di lebile diphetho le 

ka ditlhophiso tse bohlwahlwa. Ho kgothaletsa 

nolofaditsweng tsa Thuto tlhodisano pakeng tsa dikholetjhe 

le Thupello e Tswellang e tsa setjhaba le ho kgotsofatsa 

fapaneng ho ya ka ditlhoko tsa thupello tse 

diprovense. ghollotsweng ke mmuso mme di ke 

ke tsa fihlellwa kapelenyana ke 

dikholetjhe, karolwana e nang le 
moedi ya porogeramo ya 
phumantsho ya matlole e ka nna ya 
bulelwa phehisano moo morupelli 
e mong lee mongekabawa | 
setjhaba kapa wa poraevete a ka 
nkang karolo. 

Polokelo ya Polokelo ya phaello Ditlhoko tsa tshebediso ya matlole 

phaello dikholetjheng e tlalehuwe e di tla sebetsa ho ya ka mokgwa o 

dikholetjheng nyopile haholo, kahoo motjha wa phumantsho ya matlole.   diphephetso tse ntjha di se 
di lebane le ho ntlafatsa     Le ha ho le jwalo, haholoholo 

nakong eo ho sa holwang ka yona   
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Sisteme tse iswang Sisteme tse re di batlang 
dipehelo tsa matlotlo ho tla hlokahala keketso ya 
dikholetjheng. — ‘phumantsho ya matlole bakeng sa 

kgolo ena. Mekgwa ya phumantsho 
ya matlole e tla hlahisa tsela ya 
tshebediso ya matlole. E tla hlahisa 
hape hore dikholetjhe di etse 

seabo kgwebisanong e 
kopanetsweng. 
Mehato e nepahetseng ya ho 
itukisetsa le hotlaleha ka nkang 
karolo ho tswa mahlakoreng ohle. 
Le ha ho le jwalo, boqhamano le 
boitukisetso ba mananeo a matlotlo 
le ditshebeletso tsa setjhaba do 
batleha dilemong tse tharo tsa 

-| phethahatso ya tumelano e latelang 
motheo wa setjhaba, e tla thusa ho 
be pepeneneng mokgwa wa ho 
itukisetsa le ho akaretsa bohle ba 
nkang karolo. 
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~~ Okuzoguquka 

Lesi sigamu sifinyeza umehluko osemgoka phakathi kohlelo Iwakugala kanye nalolo olusha 

‘ lokunikezela ngezinsiza ngale ndlela elandelayo: 

  

  

Uhielo olugedwayo Uhlelo esilufunayo 

/Yimiphi =| Okwamaznje izimali ezabelwe Nakuba imigomo yokuhlinzekela 

imisebenzi | iminyango yemfundo yezifunda ngezimali icacisa kahle ngendlela 

ehlinzekelwa | okubizwa i-programme 5 ‘yokuhlela okwenziwa ngabantu’ 

ngezimali | budgets zisetshenziswa engenakusebenza, izobheka 

ngaphansi kohlelo olungachemi imihlahlandlela ye-White Paper 4 

(olutholakala emqulwini ukuthi yimiphi imisebenzi okumele 

wokusetshenziswa kwezimali) - | ihlinzekelwe bese ixhunyaniswa 
olugagula ukuthi izimali nendlela entsha yokuhlinzekelwa 
zombuso kumele ngezimali kanye nohlelo lokuhlela 
zisetshenziselwe ukuxhasa nokubika. Kuzogcizelelwa 
ngezimali imFundo ekubhekeni kwezokugegesha 

eQhubekayo nokuQegesha okuyikhona okuxazulula 
kumakholishi abhekene ngamandla izinkinga zokungabi 
nalokho ngokulandela namakhono kanye nokwentuleka 

umthetho wemFundo kwemisebenzi, njengokuqeqesha 
eQhubekayo nokuQegesha. okufanele okuhambisana 
Nakuba kunjalo, akukho - | nengqikithi kanye nemisebenzi 

kuphawula okuthile okwenziwa ngale kwamahora 

okugondile, kanti futhi > okufunda. Imigomo yokuhlinzekela 

nomthetho awunikezi ngezimali izogagula ukuthi 
mininingwane ngemisebenzi uhulumeni ngokubambisana 
okumele ihlinzekelwe nabathintekayo kwezezimboni 
ngezimali. I-White Paper 4 - bazonquma kanjani ngokuthi 
inikeza imihlahlandlela yiziphi izinhlelo okumele 
ebalulekile evamile, kodwa zinikezelwe kuphi nokuthi 
lokhu akwenziwa indlela kangakanani, kanye nokuthi 
yokuhlinzekelwa ngezimali amakolishi azohlinzekelwa kanjani 
kanye nokuphatha. Amakolishi ngezimali ukuze abhekane nalezi 
ahlinzekela ngemisebenzi . zidingo. Ikusasa lezinhlelo — - 
ngokubhekela ikakhulukazi zemFundo ePhakeme kaZwelonke 

inqubo yangaphambili, (NATED) alizukugagulwa 
ngokugcizelela ikakhulukazi emigomweni yokuhlinzekela 
ezinhlelweni zemFundo ngezimali, nakuba uhlelo 

ePhakeme kaZwelonke lokuhlinzekela ngezimali 
(NATED). olwethulwe yimigomo luzobe 

luvumela izimo ezahlukahlukene 
zohlelo lokufunda lwesikhathi 

    esizayo. 

Ukulingana Nakuba kube khona Imigomo yokuhlinzekela ngezimali 

kanye ukugcizelela okukhulu izogcizelela ekubalulekeni 

nokulungisa ekwandiseni inani labafundi kokunikezela izimali zomphakathi 

isimo abebencishwe amathuba ekugegesheni okuwuhlangothi 

sangaphambili | ababhalisayo kuzo zonke olungaxhaswa ngokwanele 
izikhungo zemfundo, » | yizinkampani ezizimele, lokhu 
njengomphumela we-White kuzobe kuwukugeqesha 
Paper 4, izindlela ikakhulukazi kwalabo 
zokusimamisa lokhu, kanye abebencishwe amathuba. 
nokuginisekisa ukuthi Amakolishi kuzodingeka ukuba         ikakhulukazi izimali zokufunda ahlanganise izinhlelo eziphathelene 
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Uhlelo olugedwayo Uhilelo esilufunayo 

azibi yisihibe ekuguqukeni nobuhlanga, ubulili kanye 
zona ziyantengantenga. nezidingo eziyisipesheli ohlelweni 

lweminyaka emithathu olwenziwa 

ngokuhlanganyela neminyango | 

yemfundo yezifunda. Imali 

  

  

_| nawezifunda 

  
indlela ngalokho okwenzeka 
engxenyeni yesikhungo 

semFundo eQhubekayo 
nokuQegesha komphakathi. 
Nakuba kunjalo lezi zinhlelo 
azanele ukuginisekisa ukuthi 
ikhethelo kanye nenani 
lemisebenzi ehlinzekwa 
yikolishi ihlangabezana 
nezidingo zezenhialo kanye 

| nezomnotho.       

yokuxhasa ekhokhwa umbuso 
izokwenza ukuba abafundi 
abantulayo bakhokhe kancane 

noma bakhokhe ingxenye yemali 
yokufunda ekolishi. 

Ubukhulu Ngokwamazinga amazwe Ukuphathwa kwengxenye 
bengxenye wonke omhlaba, ingxenye yesikhungo okwenziwe ngcono 
yesikhungo yesikhungo semFundo ukusukela ohlelweni 

semFundo eQhubekayo nokuQegesha lokuhlanganisa, ngokubambisana 
eQhubekayo | yincane kakhulu ukuthi nemigomo emisha 
nokuQegesha | ingabhekana nobukhulu kanye yokuhlinzekeiwa ngezimali kanye 

nezinga lokuthuthuka nokufakwa esikhungweni 
komnotho wethu. Isigaba kwezimali zomphakathi okusha 

seminyaka yawo 15 ukuya ko kuzoletha ukwanda okudingekayo, 
19, okumele siqukathe kungabi wukuthi yingoba 
okusemqoka kwalesi sikhungo, kunikezelwa ukuqeqeshwa 
sinezinga elingu 2% okuningi nje kuphela, kodwa 

| lwababhalisele ukufundela nokuthi inguquko kulesi sikhungo 
imisebenzi kanye nemisebenzi iholela esidingweni esikhulu 
-yezandla emFundweni ngasohlangothini Iwentsha, 
eQhubekayo nokuQegesha. abasebenzi, abaqashi kanye 
Kungashiwo nokuthi lesi sibalo nakulabo abangasebenzi. 
kumele sikhuphuke 
ngokuphindwe kahlanu. 

Ukuphatha Okwamanje, izinhlelo Imigomo yokuhlinzekela ngezimali 
emazingeni zomnyango wemFundo izonikezela imisebenzi yokuhlela 
kazwelonke kazwelonke kanye neminyango namandla emazingeni kazwelonke, 

yemFundo yezifunda zihlahla ezifunda nawekolishi. Emazingeni 
wonke kuzogcizelelwa 
ukusebenzisana nezinhlaka 
ezifanele zikahulumeni kanye 
nezinkampani ezizimele. 
Ikakhulukazi uewaningo 

‘olubhekiwe enanini lokwethulwa 

kwezinhlelo kanye 

nasekwethulweni kwemisebenzi 

okuhloswe yingxenye yekholiji _ 
lonke kuzoba ngumthwalo 

womnyango wemFundo 
kazwelonke. Iminyango yemFundo 

yezifunda izosebenza 
ngokubambisana namakholishi 
ekuthuthukiseni uhlelo lweminyaka 
emithathu !wekolishi ngayinye. | 

Ngale ndlela, imisebenzi 

kazwelonke neyezifunda izoba 
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Uhlelo olugedwayo Uhlelo esilufunayo 
  

yimicimbi eyenziwa ngamakolishi 
ehlinzekelwe ngezimali. 

  

Indlela 
yokuhlinzekel 

wa ngezimali 

Ingxenye enkulu 
yokuhlinzekelwa 
kwamakholishi ngezimali 

okwenziwa nguhulumeni _ 
kwenzeka ngohlelo oluthile 
lokukhishwa kwezikhala 
zokusebenza olubizwa nge Post 
Provisioning Model, 
olusabalalisa izikhala 
zabafundisi ukususela 
endaweni eyodwa esifundeni 
ngasinye ukuya ekolishi 
ngalinye, kuye ngenani 
labafundi uma kulinganiswa 
ngesisindo esisodwa 
kwezintathu, lapho isisindo 
sincike ohlotsheni Iwesifuindo 
semFundo ePhakeme 

kaZwelonke (NATED). 
Ngaphezulu kwalokho, izimali 
ezibhekene nabaqashiwe — 
zinikezwa amakolishi 
ngezindlela ezikahle ezibhekela 
amanani abafundi ezehlukile 
esifundeni ngasinye. 

| Ingxenye enkulu yokuhlinzekelwa 
kwamakholishi ngezimali 

okwenziwa iminyango yemFundo 
yezifunda izoba ngezindlela 
zezinhlelo zokuhlinzekelwa_ 
kwezimali, lapho indlela 
izobhekela udaba lokwethulwa 
kwemisebenzi, kufaka phakathi 

ubunjalo bohielo olunikezwayo 
(uhlelo-kungaba noma kungabi 
olwesifundo semFundo ePhakeme 
kaZwelonke (NATED), abafundi 
abafunda ngesikhathi esigcwele, 
inani lokwethulwa kohlelo, ' 

isidingo semali yengqalasizinda 
kanye nekhono lekolishi 
lokusebenzisa izinsiza 
ngokufanele. Indlela 
yokuhlinzekela ngezimali 
jzokwethula uhlelo lokunikezela 
ngezinsiza oluzonakekela inani 
eliqondile lowethulwa 
kwemisebenzi lubuye futhi 
lubhekelele umkhiqizo kanye 
nekhethelo lawo. Ukuthuthukisa 
ukughudelana kumakholishi 
omphakathi kanye nokwanelisa 
izidingo zokugegesha okukhonjwe 
riguhulumeni okungasoze 
kwahlangatshezanwa nakho 
ngokushesha ngamakholishi, 
ingxenye elingene yendlela 
yokuhlinzekelwa kwezinhlelo. 
ngezimali kungalandela uhlelo ~ 
lokuphikisana okungabamba kulo 
ighaza inoma iyiphi ingxenye, 
kungaba umphakathi noma 
inkampani ezimele. 

    Ukutshalwa kwezimali 

kumakolishi   Impahla ethengiwe 
esetshenziswa ngamakholishi 
kubikwe ukuthi yehlile 

ngokwenani kanti ukuma 
ngomumo ekubhekaneni nale 
nselelo entsha kuncike kakhulu 
ekutshalweni kwezimali.     Izidingo zokuchithwa kwezimali 

ekuthengeni enye impahla 
esikhundleni saleyo ekhona 
kumanje kuzobhekanwa nako kule- | - 
ndlela entsha yokuhlinzekela 
ngezimali. Nakuba kunjalo, 
ikakhulukazi esigabeni sokuqala 
sokukhula, kuzodingeka 

ukuhlinzekelwa ngezimali 

okwengeziwe. Ukusukela ngo 
2005, umnyango wezokuchithwa 
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Uhlelo olugedwayo Uhileto esilufunayo 

kwezimali zikahulumeni usubekele 
eceleni izimali ezizosetshenziselwa 
ukwandisa ukutshalwa kwezimali 
emazingeni asekhona kumanje. 

Umgomo wokuhlinzekela 

ngezimali uzosungula uhlaka 
lokuchithwa kwezimali ngaphezulu 
kwezinga lokuthenga okunye, 

kanye nokufinyelela 
kwamakholishi ekubolekeni 
kwemali nokuzibandakanya 
ekuhlanganyeleni komphakathi 
nezinkampani zangasese (PPPs). 

Izimali Kunezinkomba zokuthi izimali Zintathu izindlela emgomweni 
zokufunda ezikhokhwa emakholishi omusha wokuhlinzekela ngezimali 

emakolishi zingaba ngeziphindwe ezizobhekana nenkinga yamanani 
kanye nalezo | kasikhombisa kunalezo aphezulu angasese abafundi 
ezingakhokhw | ezikhokhwa ezikoleni abantulayo. Okokugala, indlela 
a ezijwayelekile zemFundo yokuhlinzekela ngezimali kanye 

eQhubekayo nokuQegesha. nezinhlaka ezintsha zokuhlela 
Amakolishi awanalo uhlelo kwekolishi zizosungula 

lokuba abafundi abantulayo ukuxhumana okusobala phakathi 
bangakhokhi njengoba kokutholwa kwezimali 
kwenzeka ezikoleni. Lokhu kumphakathi okukhona kumanje 
kuchaza ingxenye yokuthi kanye nemisebenzi okumele 
kungani abafundi abavela ihlinzekelwe. Kuhlongozwa indlela 
emindeni edla imbuya ngothi engcono yokuthola izimali 
bangakwazi ukufinyelela zomphakathi ezizosetshenziselwa 
emakolishi. izinhlelo eziphambili zomphakathi. 

Okwesibili, izimali zokufunda 
zizogcinwa zisemazingeni 
azohambasana namazinga ezimali 
zomphakathi kanye nezilinganiso 
zamanani onke okwethulwa 
kwemisebenzi. Okwesithathu, 

ukuxhaswa ngezimali zokufunda 
kuzodluliselwa emakolishi ukuze 
azokwazi ukusiza abafundi 
abangakwazi ukukhokha imali 
yonke noma ingxenye yemali 

yokufunda. Ukusatshalaliswa 
kwezimali zokuxhasa kuwo wonke 
amakolishi kuzoncika ezindleleni 
ezibekiwe zamazinga amaholo 
atholwa emakhaya abafundi. 

Imisebenzi Amakholishi okwamanje Ukusabela kwamakolishi obizweni 
ehlinzekelwa =| akhokhisa izinhlangano lwabanye abadinga imisebenzi 
abanye ezahlukahlukene, zomphakathi yawo okuhambisana nokwethulwa 
abethulelwa nezangasese ukuzethulela kwezinhlelo ezikhokhelwa 

yona imisebenzi yokuqegesha. ngendlela yokuhlinzekelwa 
Nakuba kunjalo, lokhu akwevi kwezimali kuzoghubeka 
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Uhlelo olugedwayo Uhlelo esilufunayo 
  

kumaphesenti ama-5 emali 
yonke eyenziwa 
ngamakholishi. Okwamanje 

kuseze ingxenye yomthetho 
ephathelene nemali etholwa 
ngamakolishi evela 
ezinhlanganweni ngaphandle 
kwaleyo evela kumnyango 
wemFundo wesifunda. 
Ukusetshenziswa 
kwenggalasizinda yemali 
ethoiwa ngamakolishi 
ekuxhaseni imisebenzi yonke 
eyethulelwa abanye 

nokugqugquzelwa. Nakuba 
kunjalo, lokhu kumele kuxhase 
ukuthuthuka kwezomnotho kanti 

futhi akumele kuphambane 
nomsebenzi osemqoka wekolishi 
ongowokunikeza ukugegesha 
ngokulandela izivumelwano 
okufinyelelwe kuzo neminyango 
yemfundo yezifunda. Umgomo 
omusha wokuhlinzekela ngezimali 
uzokwendlala ukuthi iyiphi 
imithetho yokuphathwa kwezimali 
kanye neyokunika okumele 
isetshenziswe kulokhu, kanti futhi 

abayidingayo kube yinto kuzosungulwa imithetho emisha 
ekhathazayo. lapho kukhona ugebe 

olubonakalayo. | 
  

  
Imijikelezo 

yokuhlela 

kanye 

nokubika 

  
Nakuba izimali ezabelwe 

iminyango yemFundo 
yezifunda okubizwa i- 

programme 5 budgets 
kubekelwe iminyaka emithathu 

ohlakeni lwesikhashana 

lokuchithwa kwezimali 

(MTEF), ukuhlela 
okusendimeni mayelana 

nokubhalisa kwabafundi kanye 

nokwehlukahlukana 

kwezinhlelo kwenzeka 

ngendlela eyizicucu futhi 
engaxhumananga ngokwenele 

ekwabelweni kwezimali.     
Kuzosungulwa izinyathelo 
ezisobala zokuhiela nokubika 

ezizobuye zifake phakathi bonke 
abathintekayo kulo mkhakha. 
Ngaphezulu kwalokho, 

ukuxhumanisa kwezinhlelo, isabelo 

zimali nokwethulwa kwemisebenzi 

ngokucacile kusetshenziswa 
izivumelwano zokusebenza 

zeminyaka emithathu kulandela 

indlela eyisisekelo kazwelonke 
kuzosiza ohlelweni lokubeka izinto 

obala olungabuye lufake phakathi 
abathintekayo abehlukahlukene.   
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-Hu Go-shanduka mini 

Khethekanyo iyi i nweledza phambano dza ndeme vhukati ha sisiJeme ya kale na ntswa ya u 
kovha zwiko kha thebu(u i tevhelaho: 

  Sisilieme ine ya khou bvela 
nnQGa 

SisiDeme in era khou QoUa yone 

  

Ndi dzifhio 

tshumelo dzi 

lambedzwaho 

    

Zwa zwino, mivhalelano ya 
mbekanyamushumo ya 5 ya 
dziPED i shumisiwa nga fhasi 
ha ndivho ya 

mbekanyamushumo (yo 
dodombedzwa kha tshati ya 

dziakhaundu) ya uri gwama Da 
muvhuso [i tea u shumisiwa u 
Clea FET magudedzini a FET a 

nnyi na nnyi u ya nga Mulayo 

wa FET. Fhedzi-ha, a huna © 

mbuletshedzo ya u isa phantla, 
hafhu Mulayo a u dodombedzi 
tshumelo dzi teaho u 
lambedzwa. 
NOivhadzamulayotibe ya4i_ . 
Cea tsumbamaitele dza ndeme 
nga u angaredza, fhedzi a dzi 
dodombedzi nga vhuDalo 
ndaela ya u lambedza na 
ndangulo. DzikhoLitshi dzi 
Cea tshumelo vhuhulu ho 
sedzwa maitele a kale, a 

ombedzelaho nga maanZa 
dziphurogireme dza NATED. 

    

Ngona ya ndambedzo, kha u langa 
kuitele kwo dodombedzwaho Iwo 
kalulaho hafhu ku sa shumisei kwa 
‘u dzudzanya ho sedzwa 

vhashumi/maan{a a u shuma’, i 

Oo tevhedza mbekanyamaitele ya 
NUivhadzamulayotibe ya 4 
malugana na uri ndi dzifhio 
tshumelo dzo teaho u Detshedzwa 
nau dzi Cumanya na sisieme 
ntswa dza u lambedza, u 

dzudzanya na u vhiga. 
Nyombedzelo i No vha kha u 
sudzulutshela kha vhugudisi vhu 
tandululaho thaidzo dza vhukoni na 
vhushayamishumo tsholhe, 

tsumbo, vhugudisi ha vhungomu 
ho teaho na tshumelo dza nga 
murahu ha dziawara dzo 
Cloweleaho dza khoCitshi. Ngona 
ya u lambedza dzi Go dodombedza 
nQila ine Muvhuso, nga 
tshumisano na dziindasiCiri dzi na 
dzangalelo, dza Do ta uri ndi 
dzifhio mbekanyamushumo dzinza 
Clo Detshedzwa nahone ngafhi 
hafhu u swika ngafhi, na uri 
dzikhoUitshi dzi Oo wana hani 

ndambedzo uri dzi To kona u 
nyanyutshela OhoLlea idzi. 
Vhumatshelo ha 

mbekanyamushumo dza NATED a 
vhu nga Clalusiwi kha ngona dza u 
lambedza, naho sisideme ya u 

lambedza i Divhadzwaho nga 
ngona i tshi Do tendela nyimelo 
dzo fhambanaho dza 
kharikhuQamu ya tshifhinga tshi 
Caho. 
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Sisileme ine ya khou bvela 
nna 

Sisilieme in era khou QoUa a yone 

  

U lingana nau TNaho ho vha na nyombedzelo ) Ngona yau Tambedza | i Ho. 

  

  

  | Jushaka naa 

mavunOlu   PED i dededze zwine zwa tea u 

itea kha sekithara ya 
dzikhoLitshi dza FET dza nnyi 
na nnyi. Fhedzi-ha, maitele aya 
ho ngo lingana u 
khwaChisedza uri vhunzani na 

vhunzhi ha tshumelo dzi 

Clewaho nga dzikhoDitshi idzi 
dzi tandulula OhoCea dza zwa 
matshilisano na dza ikonomi.     

lulamisa khulwane kha u engedza u ombedzela ndeme ya u livhisa 

oe |. Gwalisa matshudeni vhe kale. .| . - }.gwama Cia muvhuso kha vhugudisi 

vha vha vho thudzelwa thungo vhune ha sa khou lambedzwa 

-| dzikhamphasini dzoCthe nga _zwavhulli.nga sekithara ya-" 

-| vhuphara, sa tshipitla tshau . _phuraivete, zwine nga maan(la zwa 

nyanyutshela . Elo vha kha vhugudisi ha vhe kale 

NCivhadzamulayotibe wa 4, vha vha.vho thudzelwa thungo. 

| maitele a u bveledza phanDa DzikhoDiitshi dzi Do tea uri dzi 

vhuitwa uhu, na u ita vhungoho Canganye ndivho dza malugana na 

ha uri mitendelo ya kho(litshini murafho, vhuCe na ChoLea dza 

‘ai imi phanQMa tshanduko, ana sipesha{Ja kha nzudzanyo ya 

- vhufogoli kuitele ya miC waha miraru ine vha 

- ola nga tshumisano na DziPED. 

_Thusedzo ya mbadelo ya 
mutendelo i badelwaho nga 

muvhuso i Uo tendela matshudeni 
vha shayaho u sa badela tshipiCa 
tsha mutendelo kana mitendelo 
yoUhe ya khoCitshi. 

Vhuhulu ha | U yanga maimo.a dzitshakha, . Ndangulo yo khwiniseaho ya 

sekithara ya | sekithara ya khoUitshi dza FET sekithara nga murahu ha 

‘Magudedzia | ndi Chukhusa ho sedzwa Clhanganyo, nga tshumisano na 

FET vhuhulu na maimo a .| ngona ya u lambedza ntswa na 

mvelaphan[a ya ikonomi | ndambedzo nga masheleni i bvaho 

yashu. Thangana ya murole ya kha gwama Ula muvhuso kha 

miOlwaha ya 15 u swika 19, -sekithara iyi, zwi Oo Disa nyaluwo 

vhane vha tea u vha tshipiLa - yo teaho, hu si nga u Cletshedzwa 

tshihulwane tsha ndivhe ya ha vhugudisi vhunzhi fhedzi, hafhu 

sekithara iyi, hu tou vha na 2% ngauri tshanduko i re kha sekithara 

fhedzi yavho vho iyi i tshi Oo Cisa muvhilo wo 

OiOwaliselaho FET ya zwa khwaCihaho siani Da vhaswa , 

thekinikaDa na zwa mushumo vhatholiwa, vhatholi na vha sa 

wa zwan(la. Khonadzeo yauri shumiho. 

mbalo iyi i nga kona andiswa 

nga Uhanu i hone. 

Ndangulo kha | Zwa zwino, nzudzanyo ya Ngona ya u lambedza i Co Hea 

maimo a kuitele kwa zwithu ya DoE na vhuCifhinduleli na maan(a a u ita 
nzudzanyo kha maimo a lushaka, 
mavun(Ou na dzikhoCitshi. 
Maimoni oUhe, tshumisano na 

zwiimiswa zwa muvhuso zwo © 
teaho hafhu na sekithara ya 
phuraivete zwi lo ombedzelwa. 
Nga maan(la, DhoLisiso _ 

ndivhanywa kha mutengo wa u 
vuledza mbekanyamushumo na 
nUisedzo ya tshumelo nga 
tshifhinga sekitherani ya khoLitshi 
nga vhuphara hu Uo vha   
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Sisieme ine ya khou bvela SisiDeme in era khou QoOa yone 
nnila 

vhuCifhinduleli ha DoE. DziPED 
dzi Qo shumisana na dzikho(itshi 
u bveledza na u dzhenisa 
tshumisoni nzudzanyamaitele ya 
miQwaha miraru na nzudzanyo ya 

kushumele kwa khoLitshi iLiwe na 
iXwe. Nga kha kuitele ukwu, 
thangeli dza lushaka na dza vunOu 
dzi Do shanduleiwa u vha 
mishumo i lambedzwaho i 
langwaho nga dzikho(itshi. 

Fomula ya Vhuhulu ha ndambedzo ya Vhuhulu ha ndambedzo ya PED ya 
ndambedzo Muvhuso ya dzikhoJUitshi hu dzikhoUitshi vhu Clo vha nga 

itea nga kha Post Provisioning tshivhumbeo tsha fomulla ya u 
Model, ine ya kovhela dziposo lambedza dzimbekanyamushumo, 
dza vhagudisi u bva tshisikuni hune fomula i Ho sedza 
tshithihi vunCuni Cidwe na zwitewa zwo fhambanaho zwa 
HiOwe u ya kha dzikhoCitshi n(Ulisedzo ya tshumelo, hu tshi 
ho sedzwa matshudeni a FTE a katelwa na lushaka lwa 
kalwaho ho sedzwa tshithihi dziphurogireme dzi Cetshedzwaho 
tsha zwileme zwiraru, hune (phurogireme i nga vha kana ya si 
tshileme tsha tiwa kha lushaka vhe khoso ya NATED), 

lwa khoso ya NATED. matshudeni vha FTE, mutengo wa 
nUisedzo, CihoLea ya tshiimiswa 

Hafhu, gwama Ci si Da tsha pfuma, na vhukoni ha 

vhashumi (i Cewa dzikhoCitshi ha u shumisa zwiko 

dzikho(itshi u ya nga fomulla nga nUila yo teaho. Fomula ya u 

zwadzo dza FTE dzo lambedza i Do Uivhadza sisidleme 
fhambanaho u ya nga vunOu ya u kovha zwiko ine ya 
CiOwe na Oiowe. nyanyutshela mutengo wa 

nUisedzo ya tshumelo na u sedza 

kha zwibveledzwa na 
vhunzani/khwaLithi. U 
QuOuwedza vhupikisani kha 
dzikhoCitshi dza nnyi na nnyi, nau 
fusha ChoDlea dza vhugudisi dzo 
vhonwaho nga muvhuso dzine dza 
nga si kone u swikelelwa 

zwenezwo nga dzikho(itshi, 
tshipiCa tshiQuku tsha fomula ya 
u lambedza dziphurogireme tshi 
Clo bva kha vhupikisani vhune ha 
Ho dzhenelelwa nga vhaCetshedzi 
vha vhugudisi vhafhio na vhathio, 
vha muvhuso kana vha phuraivete. 

Vhubindudzi | Hu vhigiwa uri tshiCloke- QhoHea ya u renga pfuma 
ha pfuma pfuma tsha dzikhoftitshi tshi vhudzuloni ha tshiCoko tshi re 
dzikhoCLitshini | khou tsela fhasi, lune u hone i Qo Chogomelwa nga 

Hilugisela khaedu iyi ho fomu(la ntswa ya u lambedza.. 
Oisendeka tshoDhe kha Fhedzi-ha, nga maanLa kha 
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* Sisileme ine ya khou bvela 

nna 

Sisileme in era khou UoUa yone 

  

vhubindudzi ha pfuma. tshifhinga tsha nyaluwo ya u 
thoma, u lambedzwa ha pfuma ha 
nyengedzedzo hu Clo LoLlea. U 

| bva mathomoni a 2005, ofisi ya 
+ mulangagwama yo vhea iDo 
ndambedzo yazwo, vhudzuloni ha 

nyengedzedzo nga hunzhi ya 
maimo a vhubindudzi ha pfuma. 
Ngona ya u Jambedza i Uo sima 

murango wa u renga pfuma nga 
nUha ha vhuimo ha u thivha 

| vhudzulo, hafhu na tswikelelo ya 
khoLitshi kha khadzimiso ya 
pfuma na u shela mulenzhe kha dzi 
PPP. 

  

Mitendelo ya 
Kho(itshini 

na thendelo 

ya u sa badela 
mutendelo — 

Zwi tou nga mitendelo ya 
khoUitshini i nClhesa ka sumbe 

hu tshi vhambedzwa na 

zwikolo zwazwo zwa FET. 
-Zwi sa ngi sa zwa zwikoloni, 
dzikho(itshi a dzi na sisieme 
ya u tendela uri matshudeni vha 
shayaho vha si badele 

| mitendelo. Izwi ndi tshipia 
tsha Mhalutshedzo ya uri ndi 
ngani dzikhoLitshi dzi sa 
swikelelei kha miCa i shayaho. 

Zwikalo zwiraru kha ngona ntswa 
ya u lambedza zwi Uo tandulula 
thaidzo ya mitengo yo kalulaho ya 
matshudeni vha shaesaho. Tsha u 

thoma, fomuLa ya u lambedza na 

muhangatshumo muswa wa u 
pulana wa dzikhoJitshi u (lo sima 
Ohumano i vhonalaho ya vhukati u 
lambedzwa ha muvhuso hu re hone 

na tshumelo dzine dza tea u 
Oletshedzwa. U lambedzwa nga 
muvhuso ha khwine ha 
dziphurogireme thangeli dza 
muvhuso hu Co londiwa. Tsha 
vhuvhili, mitendelo i Do swika 

‘| maDhakheni kha maimo a 

tshimbilelanaho na vhuimo ha 
ndambedzo ya nnyi na nnyi na 
ngaganyo ya Dhanganyelo ya 
mutengo wa nLlisedzo ya 
tshumelo. Tsha vhuraru, thusedzo 
ya mutendelo i Ho fhiriselwa 
dzikhoUitshini uri dzi kone u sa 
badelisa matshudeni vha sa koni u 
badela mutendelo woClhe kana 
tshipiCa tsha mutendelo wa 
khoDitshi. U kovhiwa ha thusedzo 
dzikhoDitshini nga vhuphara hu 
Qo langiwa nga maimo a u kala 

miholo ya mahaya a matshudeni. 

    Tshumelo dzi 
livhiswaho 

kha vhallwe 

vhaeledzwa   _Zwa zwino dzikhoDitshi dzi 

tshadzha/vhila madzangano 0. . 
fhambanaho, a muvhuso naa 

phuraivete, u itela tshumelo dza     U nyanyuwa ha dzikhoUitshi kha 
vhaCiwe vhaeledzwa kha nUisedzo 
ya dziphurogireme dzo sedzwaho 
nga fomulla ya u lambedza hu Oo 
bvela phanUla u CuDluwedzwa.   

  

vhugudisi dzo Cletshedzwaho 

' 
| 

i
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Sisineme ine ya khou bvela 
nna 

SisiOeme in era khou CioOla yone 

  

ayo madzangano. Fhedzi-ha 
izwi a zwo ngo tea u vha nga 

nUha ha 5% ya Changanyelo 

yoChe ya mbuelo ya 
dzikho(itshi. Zwa zwino a 
huna muhangatshumo wa zwa 

milayo u shumanaho fhedzi na 
mbuelo dza khoUitshi u bva 
kha mallwe madzangano nga 
nCiani ha PED. Tshumiso ya 
zwiimiswa zwa pfuma zwi 
lambedzwaho nga PED u 
thusedza tshumelo dza vhal} we 
vhaeledzwa ndi tshithu tshi 
vhilaedzaho. 

Fhedzi-ha, izwi zwi tea u tikedza 

mveledziso ya zwa ikonomi hafhu 

a zwo ngo tea u ku{iana na 

mushumo wa mutheo wa 

dzikhoDitshi wa u Disa vhugudisi 

u ya nga thendelano dzo 

khunyeledzwaho na PED. Ngona 

ntswa ya u lambedza i Oo Cenula 
zwine ndangulo i re hone ya 

gwama na milayo ya u vhiga ya tea 

u shumisiwa, hafhu OhoLlea ntswa 

dzi Co simiwa hune ha vha na 
magake. 

  

MutevheOhan 

Ou wau 

dzudzanya/pul 

ana na u vhiga 

    
Naho mbekanyagwama dza 

mbekanyamushumo ya 5 ya 

dziPED dzi tshi sedzwa twa 
miClwaha miraru ya MTEF, 

nzudzanyo ya vhugimo ha 

vhukati malugana na u Clwalisa 
matshudeni na u fhambana ha 

mbekanyamushumo i itiwa nga 
nQila i sa fushiho hafhu i sina 
vhuQumani na 

mbekanyagwama.     
Sete i vhonalaho ya maga a u ita 
nzudzanyo na u vhiga dzi Clo 
simiwa hafhu i Oo katela vhoUhe 
vha re na dzangalelo kha sekithara. 

U fhirisa afho, u Gumana hu 
vhonalaho ha dzipulane, 
mbekanyagwama na nUisedzo ya 

tshumelo nga kha thendelano ya 
kushumele ya miOwaha miraru ho 

sedzwa fomati zwayo ya lushaka 
zwi (io thusa kha kupulanele ku si 
na tshidzumbe kune kwa nga katela 
vhunzhi ha vha re na dzangalelo,   
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